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TELEWORKING AND LABOR CONDITIONS IN BELGIUM 
 
Hendrik Delagrange 




Teleworking in Belgium is a condition which only applies to employees in a labor relation 
with an employer. It is considered as an exception to the general rule that work is done at 
the employers’ premises. The legal frame is Collective Agreement Nr 852 and 85bis3 
between the social partners that have the power of law. It was agreed upon in 2005 and 
2008 and has been written in order to comply with the European Framework Agreement 
of 2002. It still stands today, with only a minor adaptation in 2017. 
 
Housework also exists as a form of labour relation, which applies to work that is always 
done from home or another location, with a specific type of contract, without the 
supervision of the employer. While this originates from manual work, it could be applied 
to intellectual work today. It is uncommon to be used and telework is explicitly excluded 
from this type of contract. Therefore, we will not address homework here. Moreover, 
workers in Belgium in such a type of work are usually self-employed. 
 
According to the Labour Force Survey conducted by Statistics Belgium4 16,7% of the 
Belgian employees works “sometimes or usually” from home5 in 2016. This represents 
approximately 758274 on a total of 4540566 employees. The number is slowly increasing 
– in 2006 it was 10,8%. 
 
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
Teleworking is regulated by the collective agreement between the social partners that was 
finalized in 2005 and amended in 2008 (CA 85 and CA 85 bis) and has force of law. 
 





4http://statbel.fgov.be/en/modules/publications/; the data in French: 
http://statbel.fgov.be/fr/modules/publications/statistiques/marche_du_travail_et_conditions_de_vie/indica
teurs_annuels_marche_travail_selon_l_ge_et_le_sexe.jsp Table S2.009 
5 This figure includes homework. Since other sources report the same or a higher number of working at 
home, we consider this to be almost exclusively to be teleworkers 
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Under Belgian law, teleworking is regarded as a condition within an employer-employee 
relation for which the Labour Law of march 16th, 1971 is applicable. Therefore, some of 
the recommendations in the European Framework are not applicable because there is no 
different type of contract and all the rights of the employee are maintained. 
 
Belgium has ratified ILO Convention 177 in 20126. Both this Convention and ILO 
Recommendation 184 have not had influence on the Belgian law, since homework is 
excluded from the telework law. 
 
The Conseil National du Travail (CNT) prepared a report concerning the implementation 
if the European Framework7. It repeated the difference between homework and telework, 
referring to the “equal treatment of teleworkers and comparable workers on the location 
of the employer concerning working conditions”8. 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
In CA 85, telework is defined as “a form of organization and/or execution of work in 
which, using information technology, in the context of an employment contract, whereby 
activities that could be performed on the employers location, are performed outside the 
location on a regular or not incidental basis”9 
 
This definition implies that there has to be use of ICT. 
 
It also states that the activities are performed at another location (not limiting to the 
employees’ house) that does not belong to the employer. Therefore, this agreement does 
not apply to (and that is mentioned explicitly) working at another location provided by 
the employer, such as a decentralized location or what is often called satellite locations. 
 
Further this definition marks the difference between regular telework, as defined by 
“regular and non-occasional basis”, and occasional telework. The regulation is not 
applicable to occasional telework. As a consequence, some employers make sure their 
teleworking arrangements are to be considered occasional, to avoid the costs that come 
along with regular telework. 
                                                      
6http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/cgi_loi/change_lg.pl?language=fr&la=F&cn=1971031602&table_name
=loi  
7 CNT (2006) Rapport 69, Rapport sur la mise en œuvre de l'accord cadre européen sur le télétravail, 
Bruxelles, 2 mai 2006 http://www.cnt-nar.be/RAPPORT/rapport-069-FR.pdf  
8 CNT (2006) Rapport 69, Rapport sur la mise en œuvre de l'accord cadre européen sur le télétravail, 
Bruxelles, 2 mai 2006 http://www.cnt-nar.be/RAPPORT/rapport-069-FR.pdf, Article III.A, translation of 
the author. 
9 Translation of the author. 




In 2017 a law10 has been approved that provides a legal basis for occasional telework in 
the case of ‘force majeure’ of the employee, such as a shutdown of public transport, or 
personal reasons that make it impossible for the employee to work at the employers’ 
premises. Under this new law the rights and working time regulations are the same for 
these occasional teleworkers as for regular teleworkers. This ensures that all teleworkers 
are covered by a legal status, except the occasional teleworker working under another 
arrangement than described by the law of 2017. 
 
The CA also excludes ‘mobile telework’, where mobility is a necessary part of the job, 
such as sales representatives, medical consultants, technicians. 
 
3. Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
There is no mention of such a difference in the Belgian labour law. Telework is 
considered as a condition within a regular labour relation, irrespective of flexible working 
arrangements such as e.g. a fixed-term contract or part-time work. Regular telework 
requires an agreement to be included in the labour regulations within the company and an 
addendum to the individual contracts. The working conditions, including working time 
regulations, should be the same for telework as for work on site. The Collective 
Agreement does not mention any thresholds concerning the amount of time telework is 
done to determine the character of the telework or to define working arrangements as 
telework. 
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, please specify them. 
 
The implementation of telework always is voluntary, it hence implies the consent of the 
workers. The voluntary character of teleworking is clearly stated in the Collective 
Agreement. Employers can’t impose telework on their employees11.  
 
                                                      
10 http://www.emploi.belgique.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=45767  
11 In some cases employers want their employees to increase the amount of time they work from home. For 
that to accomplish they can only try to promote a culture or behaviour in the company that stimulates 
homework. (Delagrange, H. Wat als we nieuw gaan werken? Report. 2014, Brussels, SERV / Stichting 
Innovatie & Arbeid (includes English translation of the main conclusions) 
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5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
Teleworking, according to the Collective agreement, is always voluntary; the employee 
makes the choice to telework or not. Also the work that has to be done is the same as what 
is done on site, on the same conditions save for the location. Hence, the teleworker does 
not leave a position to which he or she would want to return. 
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
The only differences in labour conditions are that the employer should provide the 
teleworker with adequate tools to perform his or her work and the employer should 
saveguard the teleworker from social isolation by allowing him or her to meet collegues 
and obtain the same information as workers on site. 
 
The working time can be arranged by the teleworker as he deems appropriate, within the 
working time regulations of the company. In practice this means the teleworker has to do 
the same amount of work as he would on site, but he can choose his working hours. 
Workload and performance indicators should be the same as for on-site workers. 
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
The CA explicitly states teleworkers do have the same rights concerning training and 
professional promotion as regular workers. 
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
The employer must inform the teleworker about the health and safety policy of the 
company and the employee has to allow the services for prevention at work to access their 
workplace to assess if the regulations regarding health and safety at work are being 
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9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
Article 14 of the CA states that the employer should take measures to protect the data 
used by the teleworker. The teleworker should be informed about data protection rules in 
the company and should follow them. 
 
The CA refers to Collective Agreement Nr 81 concerning privacy12 as being applicable, 
meaning the regulations and protections for regular workers are the same for teleworkers. 
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
Teleworkers have all the rights as regular workers, hence there is no particular regulation 
concerning collective participation of teleworkers. 
 
11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding teleworking  
 
All relevant references have been introduced in the text. 
 
The most cited legal risk for employers is when employees work from home without 
being specified in the contract or labour arrangement as being telework. Employees 
working from home might be considered as house-workers, even if they do not have such 
a contract. In that case the employee is entitled to a cost-compensation of 10% of his 
wage, or more if he can prove the costs. In the case of regular telework, employers should 
arrange a reimbursement of costs with their teleworkers through an agreement. There’s 
no guideline for these compensations. In practice they can be agreed to be as high as 
possible according to fiscal regulations or to be only a symbolic amount or even nothing; 
in any case the probability of these cost compensations to be as high as 10% is very low. 
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TELEWORKING AND LABOR CONDITIONS IN FRANCE 
 
Isabel Odoul-Asorey 
Maître de conférences en droit privé  




Le droit français reconnaît de nombreux acteurs de la prévention de la santé et de la 
sécurité au travail, dans l’entreprise (employeur, représentants du personnel, services de 
santé, salariés) ou en dehors (Etat, Sécurité sociale, opérateurs ou organismes techniques).  
 
En conformité avec le droit européen, la loi consacre une obligation patronale de sécurité 
conçue comme une obligation de prévention. A ce titre, l’employeur est tenu de prendre 
les mesures nécessaires pour assurer la sécurité et protéger la santé physique et mentale 
des travailleurs (L. 4121-1 et s. C. Trav. ; not. Cass. Soc. 25 nov. 2015, n° 14-24.444). Le 
non respect de cette obligation peut être constitué et sanctionné, même en l’absence 
d’accident du travail ou de maladie professionnelle. 
 
Sans être dénuées d’insuffisances, plusieurs présomptions favorisent la reconnaissance 
d’accidents du travail ou de maladies professionnelles. Depuis 1946, la prise en charge 
financière de leur réparation est assumée par une branche spécifique du régime général 
de la sécurité sociale, financée par des cotisations exclusivement patronales. Le taux de 
cotisation auquel chaque employeur est soumis varie selon la sinistralité de l’entreprise 
et/ou de son secteur d’activité. Ce système permet la mutualisation du financement, tout 
en incitant chaque employeur à la prévention. Lorsque l’accident de travail ou la maladie 
professionnelle trouve son origine dans une faute dite inexcusable de l’employeur, la 
victime a droit à une indemnisation complémentaire versée par la sécurité sociale, que 
celle-ci peut ensuite récupérer auprès de l’employeur.  
 
S’agissant du travail à distance, en particulier le télétravail, une dificulté se pose au sujet 
des accidents de travail. Aux termes de l'article L. 411-1 du code de la sécurité sociale, 
un accident est présumé être d'origine professionnelle s'il est survenu « par le fait ou à 
l'occasion du travail ». Cette présomption d’imputabilité se heurte à la difficulté de 
distinguer l’accident survenu dans le cadre de la vie professionnelle, de celui survenu 
dans le cadre de la vie privée. A cette difficulté sont surtout exposés les salariés en 
télétravail à domicile. 
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Depuis plusieurs années, le taux d’accident du travail dans le secteur privé (régime 
général) est en dimininution quasi-continue. En 2015, le nombre d’accidents du travail 
(624 525) est en légère augmentation (+ 0,5%) avec un taux de fréquence semblable à 
celui de 2014 (34,0 AT pour 1 000 salariés). Sur la période 2005-2015, le nombre de 
maladies professionnelles est passé 41347 à 5096013. 
  
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
Il existe en France une règlementation juridique du télétravail. 
 
La France n’a pas ratifié la convention n° 177 OIT sur le travail à domicile. 
 
L’accord cadre européen sur le télétravail (16 juillet 2002) a été mis en œuvre par un 
accord national interprofessionnel (ANI) du 19 juillet 2005 sur le télétravail, étendu par 
arrêté ministériel du 9 juin 2006 (JO, 9 juin), lui-même modifié par un arrêté du 15 juin 
2006 (JO, 24 juin). 
 
Cet ANI est applicable à de nombreux employeurs et salariés, sans l’être à tous.  
 
En 2012, le législateur a introduit dans le code du travail des dispositions dédiées au 
télétravail (loi n° 2012-837, 22 mars 2012 relative à la simplification du droit et à 
l'allègement des charges administratives, JO 23 mars).  
 
Dotée d’un champ d’application plus large que celui de l’ANI, cette règlementation 
législative est cependant minimaliste.  
 
L’ANI et la loi incitent à conclure des accords collectifs d’entreprise ou de branche sur le 
télétravail. Le site OBERGO répertorie 3 accords de branche et 66 accord d’entreprise 
dans le secteur privé depuis 2005. 
 
La récente loi dite Travail (Loi n° 2016-1088 du 8 août 2016) prévoit l’ouverture avant 
le 1er octobre 2016 d’une concertation nationale entre les interlocuteurs sociaux sur le 
développement du télétravail et du travail à distance, susceptible de déboucher sur une 
négociation, ainsi que l’élaboration, à l’issue de cette concertation, d’un guide de bonnes 
pratiques destiné à constituer un document de référence lors de la négociation d’un accord 
collectif d’entreprise. A ce jour, la concertation a débouché sur un rapport dont la 
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conclusions sont destinées à enrichir les réflexions sur le sujet de l’Etat et des 
interlocuteurs sociaux à tous les niveaux (national, branche, entreprise). Ce rapport 
préconise notamment l’adaptation de la règlementation juridique en matière de santé et 
de sécurité, compte tenu de ses difficultés d’application au télétravail14. 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
Aux termes de la loi française, “le télétravail désigne toute forme d'organisation du 
travail dans laquelle un travail qui aurait également pu être exécuté dans les locaux de 
l'employeur est effectué par un salarié hors de ces locaux de façon régulière et volontaire 
en utilisant les technologies de l'information et de la communication dans le cadre d'un 
contrat de travail ou d'un avenant à celui-ci” (L. 1222-9 C. Trav. Alinéa 1). La loi ajoute 
que « le télétravailleur désigne toute personne salariée de l'entreprise qui effectue, soit 
dès l'embauche, soit ultérieurement, du télétravail tel que défini (…) » (L. 1222-9 C. Trav. 
Alinéa 2).  
 
S’agissant du lieu, il suffit donc que le salarié travaille en dehors des locaux de 
l’entreprise en utilisant les technologies de l’information et de la communication. La loi 
précise néanmoins que le télétravail n’évince pas la règlementation protectrice des 
travailleurs à domicile, également applicable au télétravailleur, s’il y a lieu (L. 1222-9 C. 
Trav.). L’ANI retient une définition similaire en précisant que « cette définition du 
télétravail permet d’englober différentes formes de télétravail régulier répondant à un 
large éventail de situations et de pratiques sujettes à des évolutions rapides. Elle inclut 
les salariés " nomades" mais le fait de travailler à l’extérieur des locaux de l’entreprise 
ne suffit pas à conférer à un salarié la qualité de télétravailleur ». L’usage des 
technologies de l’information et de la communication est donc un critère déterminant. 
 
S’agissant de la régularité exigée du télétravail, l’ANI précise que « le caractère régulier 
exigé par la définition n’implique pas que le travail doit être réalisé en totalité hors de 
l’entreprise, et n’exclut donc pas les formes alternant travail dans l’entreprise et travail 
hors de l’entreprise » (article 1). Pour autant, aucune périodicité spécifique d’alternance 
entre télétravail et travail dans l’entreprise n’est exigée, ni même une durée minimale de 
travail en télétravail. A ce jour, la Cour de cassation n’a pas été amenée à préciser cette 




                                                      
14(http://www.medef.com/fileadmin/www.medef.fr/documents/Teletravail/conclusions_de_la_concertatio
n_teletravail_VF_chartee_.pdf). 
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3.Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
La loi française ne caractérise pas le télétravailleur selon le pourcentage de son temps de 
travail exercé en télétravail. Il suffit que le télétravail soit exercé « de façon régulière et 
volontaire » (L. 1222-9 C. Trav.). Cette loi ne distingue donc pas le télétravailleur du 
travailleur dit flexible. 
  
Ceci étant, pour prévenir le risque d’isolement auquel expose le télétravail, l’ANI précise 
que « la régularité n’exclut pas l’alternance » et que «le télétravail peut être réservé aux 
salariés à temps plein et à des salariés à temps partiel dont la durée du travail est 
supérieure à un certain pourcentage afin de s'assurer que le salarié travaille 
suffisamment de temps dans l'entreprise pour garder un lien avec la collectivité de travail 
et éviter tout isolement professionnel» (article 1). 
 
Les accords collectifs peuvent ainsi subordonner la mise en place du télétravail au 
maintien d’une durée minimale de temps de travail dans l’entreprise.  
 
En pratique, le télétravail est généralement utilisé 1 à 2 jours par semaine, rarement 3 
jours et plus. 
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, pllease specify them)? 
 
La loi subordonne la mise en place du télétravail à l’accord écrit du salarié. Le contrat de 
travail ou son avenant doit préciser les conditions de passage en télétravail et les 
conditions de retour à une exécution du contrat de travail sans télétravail (L. 1222-9 C. 
Trav.). Le salarié a le droit de refuser. A cet égard, la loi prévoit que le refus d'accepter 
un poste de télétravailleur ne constitue pas un motif de rupture du contrat de travail (L. 
1222-9 C. Trav.). 
 
La loi permet à l’employeur d’imposer le télétravail aux salariés uniquement « en cas de 
circonstances exceptionnelles, notamment de menace d'épidémie, ou en cas de force 
majeure ». En pareil cas, « la mise en œuvre du télétravail peut être considérée comme 
un aménagement du poste de travail rendu nécessaire pour permettre la continuité de 
l'activité de l'entreprise et garantir la protection des salariés ». La loi renvoie la fixation 
des conditions et des modalités d’application de ces dispositions à un décret. A ce jour, 
ce décret d’application n’est pas paru (L. 1222-11 C. Trav.).  
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En dehors de ce cadre, la mise en place du télétravail en cours d’exécution du contrat 
s’analyse comme une modification du contrat, qui implique l’accord du salarié (not. Cass. 
Soc. 31 janvier 2012 n° 10-25.367). L’employeur ne peut donc pas l’imposer de manière 
unilatérale, serait-ce pour pallier une difficulté interne à l’organisation de l’entreprise 
(arrêt précité).  
 
En principe, un accord collectif de travail ne peut pas modifier les contrats de travail des 
salariés. Aucune disposition législative ne permet d’imposer par accord collectif le 
télétravail aux salariés. A notre connaissance, la Cour de cassation n’a pas encore été 
saisie de cette question. 
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
En cas d’accord des parties sur la mise en place du télétravail, l’ANI de 2005 impose la 
mise en place d’une période d’adaptation, « pendant laquelle chacune des parties peut 
mettre fin au télétravail, sous la seule réserve de respecter un délai de prévenance 
prédéterminé » (article 3).  
 
En l’absence ou en dehors de la période d'adaptation, la loi n’exige pas le retour 
automatique du salarié dans une situation sans télétravail, à sa demande ou à la demande 
de l’employeur. La loi impose néanmoins à l’employeur de donner priorité au 
télétravailleur pour occuper ou reprendre un poste sans télétravail correspondant à ses 
qualifications et compétences professionnelles. A cet effet, le télétravailleur doit être 
informé par l'employeur de la disponibilité de tout poste de cette nature et bénéficier d'une 
priorité d'accès à ce poste (L. 1222-9 et L. 1222-10 C. Trav.). La loi reconnaît cette 
priorité à tout télétravailleur (l’ANI prévoyant cette priorité uniquement si le télétravail 
fait partie des conditions d’embauche - article 3). 
 
Pour le reste, la loi se contente d’exiger que les conditions de retour à une exécution du 
travail sans télétravail soient prédéterminées dans le contrat de travail (L. 1222-9). La 
clause contractuelle peut prévoir l’arrêt du télétravail à la demande de l’une des parties 
moyennant un délai de prévenance, un formalisme déterminé, voire certains motifs. Elle 
peut également subordonner cet arrêt à l’accord de l’autre partie, hormis semble-t-il, si le 
salarié peut invoquer sa priorité légale pour occuper un poste vacant dans l’entreprise. 
Cette clause peut enfin prévoir que la réalisation de certaines situations emportera 
cessation du télétravail (déménagement du salarié, restructuration du service ou de 
l’entreprise…) 
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En dehors de cas visés par la clause contractuelle de réversibilité, l’employeur ne peut 
pas mettre fin au télétravail sans l’accord du salarié. Il s’agit d’une modification du 
contrat que le salarié est en droit de refuser (not. Cass. Soc. 31 mai 2006 n° 04-43592; 
soc. 31 octobre 2006 n° 05-41836; soc. 4 avril 2012 n° 11-10628; soc. 13 février 2013 n° 
11-22360; soc. 12 février 2014, n° 12-23051). 
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
S’agissant des conditions de travail, la loi précise (L. 1222-10 C. Trav.) qu’outre ses 
obligations de droit commun vis-à-vis de ses salariés, l'employeur est tenu à l'égard du 
salarié en télétravail : 
 
- De prendre en charge tous les coûts découlant directement de l'exercice du télétravail, 
notamment le coût des matériels, logiciels, abonnements, communications et outils 
ainsi que de la maintenance de ceux-ci ; 
- D’organiser chaque année un entretien qui porte notamment sur les conditions 
d'activité du salarié et sa charge de travail ; 
- De fixer, en concertation avec lui, les plages horaires durant lesquelles il peut 
habituellement le contacter 
 
Elle précise aussi qu’à défaut d'accord collectif applicable, le contrat de travail ou son 
avenant précise les modalités de contrôle du temps de travail (L. 1222-9 C. Trav.). 
 
L’ANI consacre plusieurs dispositions à l’organisation du travail du salarié en télétravail 
(article 9). 
 
Il prévoit que le télétravailleur gère l’organisation de son temps de travail dans le cadre 
de la législation, des conventions collectives et règles d’entreprise applicables. Tout en 
précisant que la charge de travail doit permettre au télétravailleur de respecter la 
législation relative à la durée du travail et tout spécialement la durée maximale du travail 
et les temps de repos (article 9).  
 
Il précise également que la charge de travail, les normes de production et les critères de 
résultats exigés du télétravailleur doivent être équivalents à ceux des salariés en situation 
comparable travaillant dans les locaux de l’employeur. De même, la charge de travail 
ainsi que les délais d’exécution doivent être évalués selon les mêmes méthodes, que celles 
utilisées pour les travaux exécutés dans les locaux de l’entreprise. Le télétravailleur doit 
ainsi bénéficier des mêmes entretiens professionnels et être soumis aux mêmes politiques 
d’évaluation, que les autres salariés de l’entreprise (article 9).  




L’ANI consacre en outre plusieurs dispositions à la prévention de l’isolement du 
télétravailleur. L’employeur doit s’assurer que des mesures sont prises à cet effet. Le 
télétravailleur doit pouvoir rencontrer régulièrement sa hiérarchie, ainsi que ses 
collègues. Dans cette perspective, l’ANI préconise la désignation par l’employeur d’un 
référent. Le télétravailleur doit également avoir accès aux informations et aux activités 
sociales de l’entreprise (article 9). 
 
Enfin, l’ANI garantit aux télétravailleurs le bénéfice des mêmes droits et avantages 
légaux et conventionnels que ceux applicables au salariés en situation comparable 
travaillant dans les locaux de l’entreprise, tout en permettant la conclusion d’accord 
collectif et/ou individuels complémentaires, pour tenir compte des particularités du 
télétravail (article 4).  
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
L’ANI de 2005 garantit l’égal accès à la formation des travailleurs que les salariés en 
situation comparable qui travaillent dans l’entreprise et prévoit qu’en outre, les 
télétravailleurs doivent recevoir « une formation appropriée, ciblée sur les équipements 
techniques à leur disposition et sur les caractéristiques de cette forme d’organisation du 
travail ». Il ajoute que « le responsable hiérarchique et les collègues directs des 
télétravailleurs doivent également pouvoir bénéficier d’une formation à cette forme de 
travail et à sa gestion » (article 10). 
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
L’ANI consacre un article à la santé et à la sécurité du télétravailleur (article 8).  
 
Il prévoit que les dispositions légales et conventionnelles relatives à la santé et la sécurité 
au travail sont applicables aux télétravailleurs. L’employeur doit veiller à leur strict 
respect. Il doit également informer le télétravailleur de la politique de l’entreprise en 
matière de santé et de sécurité au travail et en particulier, des règles relatives à l’utilisation 
des écrans de visualisation. Le télétravailleur est tenu de respecter et d’appliquer 
correctement ces politiques de sécurité. 
 
L’ANI précise également qu’afin de vérifier la bonne application des dispositions 
applicables en matière de santé et de sécurité au travail, l’employeur, les représentants du 
personnel et les autorités administratives compétents ont accès au lieu du télétravail, selon 
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les modalités prévues par les dispositions légales et conventionnelles en vigueur. Si le 
télétravailleur exerce son activité à son domicile, cet accès est subordonné à son accord 
préalable. Enfin, le télétravailleur est autorisé à demander une visite d’inspection de son 
lieu de travail en termes de santé et de sécurité. 
 
Ceci étant, d’autres dispositions de l’ANI intéressent la protection de la santé et de la 
sécurité des salariés en télétravail. Ainsi, par exemple, de celles relatives à la prévention 
de l’isolement du télétravailleur (article 9). 
 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
A propos de la protection des données, l’ANI (article 5) prévoit qu’il incombe à 
l’employeur de prendre, dans le respect des prescriptions de la CNIL (Commission 
Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés), les mesures qui s’imposent pour assurer la 
protection des données utilisées et traitées par le télétravailleur à des fins professionnelles. 
 
Il précise que l’employeur doit informer le télétravailleur : 
 
- Des dispositions légales et des règles propres à l’entreprise relatives à la protection 
de ces données et à leur confidentialité ; 
- De toute restriction à l’usage des équipements ou outils informatiques comme 
l’Internet et, en particulier, de l’interdiction de rassembler et de diffuser des matériels 
illicites via l’Internet ; 
- Des sanctions en cas de non-respect des règles applicables. 
 
Le cas échéant, le télétravailleur doit se conformer à ces règles. 
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
A propos des droits collectifs des travailleurs, l’ANI de 2005 (article 11) garantit aux 
télétravailleurs les mêmes droits collectifs que les salariés qui travaillent dans les locaux 
de l’entreprise s’agissant de leurs relations avec les représentants du personnel et l’accès 
aux informations syndicales. 
 
Il précise que les télétravailleurs bénéficient des mêmes conditions de participation et 
d’éligibilité aux élections des instances représentatives du personnel et doivent être 
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décomptés de l’effectif dans les mêmes conditions que les autres salariés. L’employeur 
doit informer par écrit les télétravailleurs de leur établissement de rattachement pour 
exercer leurs droits collectifs. Enfin, les télétravailleurs doivent être identifiés comme tels 
sur le registre unique du personnel. 
 
11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding telework.  
 
L’ANI de 2005 consacre aussi des dispositions relatives aux équipements de travail 
(fourniture, installation, entretien…) et à la prise en charge des coûts directement 
engendrés par le télétravail, en particulier liés aux communications, dont il prévoit que la 
prise en charge incombe à l’employeur dans tous les cas (article 7).  
 
La loi prévoit l’obligation de l’employeur de prendre en charge tous les coûts découlant 
directement de l'exercice du télétravail, notamment le coût des matériels, logiciels, 
abonnements, communications et outils ainsi que de la maintenance de ceux-ci (L. 1222-
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All the questions of this article are going to be answered relying on Manfred’s Weiss 
article “Telework and labour law: The German case”. 
 
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
There is no special regulation on teleworking in Germany although during the last 30 
years, the need for special legislation has been the subject of debate. So, even if several 
drafts have been elaborated, it seems that currently this idea has been given up.15  
Yet, we can find some references to telework in the German legislation such as the Works 
Council Act, the Act for the Federal Administration and the Federal Courts, and the Act 
for the public service of the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg. All these laws pursue the 
object of assuring teleworkers equality of opportunities.16 
 
The lack of specific legislation on telework is due to the fact that the shape of telework is 
considered to be set in a work agreement concluded between the employer and the works 
council. Since the works council does have a powerful position in this context, there is 
no danger that telework could be abused to deprive the teleworkers of protection.17  
 
Then, the rules on telework are to be developed and adapted according to the needs of the 
individual companies, which are well known by the work councils. For that reason, the 
voluntary European framework agreements will be implemented through work 
agreements too.18 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
In Germany, we can find three different patterns of telework:19 
                                                      
15 Weiss M. “Telework and labour law: The German case”, en Mella Méndez, L. (Editora), Trabajo a 
distancia y teletrabajo, Thomson Reuters Aranzadi, Cizur Menor (Navarra), 2015, p.316  
16 Ídem 
17 Ídem, p. 325 
18 Ídem 
19 Ídem, p. 316 
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- Rotating telework, where work is performed partly in the company and partly at the 
teleworkplace. The latter one may be either in the private homes or satellite offices of 
the company.  
 
This type of telework has the advantage that the integration into the workforce of the 
establishment is maintained to a certain extent. 
 
- Mobile telework, which is in fact a subcategory of rotating telework, where work 
partly is performed in different locations outside the enterprise. 
 
- Pure telework, where work is fully externalized (be it in the private home or 
elsewhere). In this case there is no longer real integration into the workforce of the 
company. 
 
According to a study made in the late nineties, about 95% of teleworkers belonged to the 
rotating model. Among them, more than half where mobile teleworkers. Finally, only 
2,5% of teleworkers worked exclusively at home.20 
 





4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, pllease specify them)? 
 
If the status of an employee is to be changed into becoming a teleworker, this is a matter 
for the works council regardless whether the employee agrees or not to such a change.  
Under the perspective of the Works Constitution Act, this is considered to be a transfer 
(section 95 par. 3), and under certain conditions enumerated in the section 99 par. 2, the 
works council may veto such a transfer.21 
 
In accordance to what has been stated, the entirety of work agreements define telework 
as being voluntary, but they may differ in the mechanisms that they provide to face this 
issue.22  
                                                      
20 Ídem 
21 Ídem, p. 321 
22 Ídem, p. 323 
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Some agreements expressly state that employer as well as employees can refuse to accept 
telework without giving any reasons. In others it is stated that there is no entitlement to 
telework. In most agreements telework is considered to be only for a fixed term period. 
In addition, probation periods are usually required.23 
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
Yes. In most work agreements, the teleworker is regularly guaranteed a right to return to 
his former job or at least, to a comparable job in the establishment.24 
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
As previously stated in Q.1, there is no specific legal answer to teleworkers labor 
conditions. Yet, we do have some conditions regulated in work agreements (concluded 
between employers and works council) and collective agreements. 
 
With the co-determination mechanism, the works council is granted the right to establish 
certain labour conditions together with the company, which eventually can lead to a work 
agreement.25 
 
Transposing co-determination to telework, this means that any question related to 
whether there should be teleworkplaces and how of the technological devices are to be 
used by the teleworkers (what kind of measures for data protection are to be taken, what 
kind of measures to allow or restrict the monitoring of the teleworkers’ performance and 
behaviour etc.) are to be dealt with and agreed upon.26 
 
In telework, one of the most important co-determination right is “the commencement and 
termination of the daily working hours including breaks and the distribution of working 
hours among the days of the week”. This, for instance, implies arrangements such as the 
availability of the teleworker.27  
 
Working time is an important issue in the big majority of work agreements. Examples for 
such clauses are: distribution of working time between home and establishment or; the 
distribution of working time is to be determined by the teleworker or; the distribution is 
                                                      
23 Ídem 
24 Ídem, p. 322 
25 Ídem, p. 320 
26 ídem 
27 Ídem 
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to be determined by the teleworker within a certain predetermined range or; distribution 
of working time is to be agreed upon between management and teleworker with or 
without a certain predetermined range (being the latter alternative the most frequent 
one).28  
 
In some agreements, the time when the teleworker has to be available at the teleworkplace 
at home is fixed. As far as the working time as a whole is concerned, most agreements 
refer to the working time which before was relevant for the teleworker. In regard to the 
control of working time at the teleworkplace at home, most agreements leave it to the 
teleworker to write it down. Thereby, a sort of diary for working time is to be established 
by the teleworker. This registration also is relevant for compensating overtime work.29  
Another very important item set in agreements refers to the protection of internal data of 
the establishment, and in particular, to personal privacy data protection. Agreements 
regulate in great detail the manifold duties of the teleworker to do everything to protect 
such data (passwords, codes, virus protection etc.), punishing the failure in these 
protection duties with liability regulations.30  
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
The works council’s involvement is particularly important in the area of vocational 
training. If the employer plans or performs measures which lead to the effect that the work 
of the affected workers changes (by being transferred to telework) and the workers’ skills 
are no longer sufficient for the fulfilment of their tasks, the works council has a right to 
co-determinate the introduction of measures of vocational training in the establishment 
(section 97 par. 2).31  
 
As far as the performance of measures of vocational training in the establishment are 
concerned, the works council again has a far-reaching co-determination right. In 
particular the works council can make sure that such training activities may not be 
performed by persons who do not have the necessary technical and pedagogic skills. And 
most important employer and works council have to agree on who is selected to 
participate in such courses, be they performed within or outside the establishment (section 
98).32  
                                                      
28 Ídem, p. 323 
29 Ídem 
30 Ídem, p. 324 
31 Ídem, p. 321 
32 Ídem 
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Moreover, it should be noted that agreements set manifold clauses that guarantee the 
teleworker’s access to appropriate vocational training. However, only a few provide for 
a special training period to prepare teleworkers for their task. 33 
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
The works council is entitled to visit the teleworkers at their respective workplaces. 
Otherwise the works council’s task to monitor the application of labour standards in the 
broadest sense (section 80 of the Works Constitution Act) could not be performed. This 
is particularly relevant in reference to health and safety standards.34  
 
If a teleworkplace does not correspond with the requirements of ergonomics and thereby 
a special burden is put on the teleworker, the works council has again a right of co-
determination. The works council may request appropriate action to relieve the additional 
stress or to at least ask for a compensation (section 91 of the Works Constitution Act)35  
 
Another important case for codetermination are “arrangements for the prevention of 
employment accidents and occupational diseases and for the protection of health on the 
basis of health and safety regulations”. This means that the works council is involved in 
reference to all health and safety regulations which are not totally predetermined by health 
and safety regulations but which leave a leeway for taking measures.36  
 
About half of the work agreements set the requirements that the teleworkplace has to fit. 
Among them, the most frequent ones related to health are the following: the location has 
to be appropriate (sufficient space, sufficient light, high rooms, no cellar rooms etc.), the 
workplace has to correspond with ergonomic requirements, professional and private 
sphere have to be strictly separated.37  
 
In many agreements too, it is provided that the teleworkplace is to be inspected by a 
representative of the company together with the works council before telework can be 
started.38  
 
                                                      
33 Ídem, p. 324 
34 Ídem, p. 318 
35 Ídem, p. 320 
36 Ídem, p. 320 
37 Ídem, p.322 
38 Ídem, p. 323 
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Finally, clauses which oblige the employer to inform the teleworker on all relevant health 
and safety rules play an important role.39  
 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard work performed 
by teleworkers? 
 
Not only protection by labour law includes teleworkers, but also does it the highly 
elaborated legislation on data protection.40  
 
If exceptionally teleworkers are self-employed instead of employees, they may be 
covered by the Act on Homework, which was established long ago for traditional 
homework. Of course, the rules of this Act are not shaped for modern telework, but they 
still provide significant protection to teleworkers.41  
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
Teleworkers are entitled to participate in the election of the works council which takes 
place every four years. The works council represents the workforce as a whole, unionized 
as well as non-unionized workers.42  
 
If teleworkers have already been working for an establishment during at least six months, 
they are entitled to stand for election into the works council as well. 43 
 
Teleworkers are also entitled to participate in the works meetings where four times a year 
the workforce is gathering to discuss issues of joint interest with the works council. At 
least once a year the employer gives a report to the works meeting on staff questions and 
social affairs in the establishment as well as on the financial position of and trends in the 
establishment (sections 42, 43 of the Works Council Act). Thereby the teleworkers have 
an opportunity to present their views to the works council and the other employees.44  
 
For the inclusion into the works council system it is irrelevant whether from the 
perspective of employment contract law the teleworkers are employees in a strict sense 
                                                      
39 Ídem 
40 Ídem, p. 317 
41 Ídem 
42 Ídem, p. 318 
43 Ídem 
44 Ídem 
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or self-employed. In other words, teleworkers are part of the works council system by 
only being linked to an establishment.45  
 
Finally, the employer has to provide the works council with the technological equipment 
to be able to continuously communicate with the teleworkers. This is implied by the fact 
that the employer has to provide anything the works council needs to do his job (section 
40 of the Works Council Act).46  
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While studied since the Eighties in different fields of studies (and in labour law among 
them) and promoted by public bodies and the legislator, telework in Italy has traditionally 
presented low rates of implementation. Scholars and commentators have brought back 
the low rate of diffusion of telework in Italy to two main causes: on the one hand, the old 
and rigid organizational culture of Italian management; on the other, the regulatory 
rigidity of the Italian legal system.  
 
However, Italian companies seem to be more interested in flexibility in the management, 
in line with what occurs in other countries and new forms of flexible work have raised in 
the recent years. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, statistics presented in a recent ILO-Eurofound report show 
that the diffusion of telework and other forms of remote working in Italy is still very 
limited (7% of workers according to the data reported with reference to 2015), relegating 
Italy to the last position among the 28 members of UE. 
 
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
The regulation of teleworking in Italy differs between the public and the private sector.  
 
The public sector is characterized by a complete regulation by law. The regulation has 
been introduced by the d.P.R. 8 March 1999, n. 7047 according to article 4, paragraph 3 
of the Law 16 June 1998, n. 19148. The regulation provided by the d.P.R. is complemented 
by collective agreements of different level relevant for the public sector (whole public 
sector, some branches or a single Public Administration).  
 
Conversely, the law does not provide a full regulation of teleworking in the private sector. 
Some provisions specifically referred to teleworking are disseminated in the legal system 
                                                      
47 Editor’s note: a d.P.R. (Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica) is a decree issued by the President of 
the Republic. 
48 The d.P.R. 8 March 1999, n. 70 and the Law 16 June 1998, n. 191 are available at www.normattiva.it. 
The website collects all the relevant regulations quoted in this report. 
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in different statutes (i.e. in privacy law, occupational health and safety regulation and 
working time regulation).  
 
Absent a general regulation, teleworking in the private sector is mainly regulated by 
collective agreements. A general framework is provided by an Accordo Interconfederale 
(Interconfederal Agreement) concluded the 9th of June 200449 by the major employers’ 
organizations and trade unions. The Interconfederal Agreement must be considered as 
mere transposition of the European Framework Agreement on Telework stipulated the 
16th July 2002. Furthermore, several sectoral collective agreements implement and 
specify the regulation of teleworking in different sectors of the economy. 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
According to article 2 of the d.P.R. n. 70/1999, teleworking is: «la prestazione di lavoro 
eseguita dal dipendente di una delle amministrazioni pubbliche di cui all'articolo 1, 
comma 2, del decreto legislativo 3 febbraio 1993, n. 29, in qualsiasi luogo ritenuto 
idoneo, collocato al di fuori della sede di lavoro, dove la prestazione sia tecnicamente 
possibile, con il prevalente supporto di tecnologie dell'informazione e della 
comunicazione, che consentano il collegamento con l'amministrazione cui la prestazione 
stessa inerisce». Paraphrasing, to the aims of the d.P.R., teleworking is a work 
performance, provided by a public employee in any suitable place outside the workplace, 
where the performance is technically possible, thanks to the prevailing use of ICTs, which 
enable the contact with the public body. 
 
Even if some pieces of legislation regarding teleworking are disseminated in the Italian 
legal system, there is not a definition of teleworking (except for the one provided for the 
public sector).  
 
Therefore, in the private sector, the relevant definition is the one contained in the above-
mentioned Interconfederal Agreement. The applicable definition of teleworking (with 
regard to the private sector) is found in article 1 of the Agreement which states that: “Il 
telelavoro costituisce una forma di organizzazione e/o di svolgimento del lavoro che si 
avvale delle tecnologie dell’informazione nell’ambito di un contratto o di un rapporto di 
lavoro, in cui l’attività lavorativa, che potrebbe anche essere svolta nei locali 
dell’impresa, viene regolarmente svolta al di fuori dei locali della stessa”. It substantially 
translates in Italian the definition provided by the European Framework Agreement on 
Telework which states: “Telework is a form of organising and/or performing work, using 
information technology, in the context of an employment contract/relationship, where 
                                                      
49 The Interconfederal Agreement is available at 
https://www.cliclavoro.gov.it/Aziende/Documents/accordo_interconfederale_telelavoro_9_6_2004.pdf  
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work, which could also be performed at the employers premises, is carried out away from 
those premises on a regular basis”.  
 
Even if some differences should be outlined between the two definitions – as for the use 
of ICTs, which should be prevailing in the public sector as well as the location of the 
work performance (outside the workplace, in the public sector, and outside employer’s 
premises, in the private one) – they do not appear to have any systematic influence over 
the notion of teleworking. 
 
Many concerns are raised by the feature of “regularity” required by the definition 
contained in the Interconfederal Agreement, since, absent judicial interpretations on the 
issue, scholars have intended it in different ways (regularity as prevalence of the work 
provided outside employer’s premises or just as the continuity for an amount of time of 
the external performance, excluding the work performance provided outside employer’s 
premises which are only occasional).  
 
3.Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
A new form of work, the so called “lavoro agile”(also known as “smart working”) has 
been recently introduced in the Italian legal system (Law 22 May 2017, n. 81). This new 
form of work is intended as different from traditional telework, but the definition provided 
by the law leaves many doubts and some criticisms have already been raised by Italian 
scholars. 
  
According to article 18 paragraph 1 of the law, lavoro agile is a “modalità di esecuzione 
del rapporto di lavoro subordinato stabilita mediante accordo tra le parti, anche con 
forme di organizzazione per fasi, cicli e obiettivi e senza precisi vincoli di orario o di 
luogo di lavoro, con il possibile utilizzo di strumenti tecnologici per lo svolgimento 
dell'attività lavorativa. La prestazione lavorativa viene eseguita, in parte all'interno di 
locali aziendali e in parte all'esterno senza una postazione fissa, entro i soli limiti di 
durata massima dell'orario di lavoro giornaliero e settimanale, derivanti dalla legge e 
dalla contrattazione collettiva”. The definition provides three main features involved by 
this new form of work: 1) a part of the work performance is provided outside employer’s 
premises respecting the maximum daily and weekly working hours, 2) the potential use 
of ICTs and 3) the absence of a fixed work station for the performance provided outside 
employer’s premises. 
 
The legislator introduced lavoro agile in the legal system after this form of work have 
reached a limited diffusion through collective agreements or unilateral trials put into place 
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spontaneously by the employers (diffusion that, in a circular way, has been encouraged 
by a first draft bill presented to Italian Parliament in 2014). It is aimed to promote the use 
of this form of work, that is intended as a good way to a better work-life balance and 
productivity gains, through economic incentives and more lenient rules than the one 
concerning teleworking, especially with regards – but not limited – to the duties, and the 
related costs, raising from health and safety regulation. 
 
Since the law has come into force only last June, while we are writing, judicial and 
administrative interpretations that could help differentiate lavoro agile and teleworking 
are still lacking. 
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, pllease specify them)? 
 
In the public sector, while the d.P.R. n. 70/1999 does not specifically regulate the 
voluntary nature of the implementation of telework, this requirement is clearly stated in 
the “Accordo Quadro ARAN” on teleworking concluded the 24th March 200050 and 
applied to the whole public sector. The Framework Agreement at article 4 specifies that 
only the workers who have communicated their availability are involved in the project of 
teleworking of each administrative body. 
 
In the private sector, the relevant provision is the one contained in article 2, which clearly 
states that telework is implemented according to a voluntary choice by employer and 
worker and the refusal to agree to the implementation of telework is not a cause of just 
dismissal of the worker. 
  
Employers cannot unilaterally impose teleworking to their workers. 
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
The d.P.R. n. 70/1999 at article 4 paragraph 3 states that the public employee can make a 
written request to the Public Administration to be reintegrated at the workplace, after an 
adequate period provided by the project of telework defined by the Administration. More 
                                                      
50 The Framework Agreement on telework, signed by ARAN (Agenzia per la Rappresentanza Negoziale 
delle Pubbliche Amministrazioni) and the public sector trade unions the 24th March 2000 is available at 
https://www.aranagenzia.it/contrattazione/contratti-quadro/altro/telelavoro/contratti/1832-accordo-
quadro-sul-telelavoro.html  
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precisely, the Framework Agreement on telework in the public sector (article 4 paragraph 
4) provides a regulation on the issue, stating that telework “è revocabile a richiesta del 
lavoratore, quando sia trascorso il periodo di tempo indicato nel progetto e nel rispetto 
di ulteriori condizioni eventualmente previste nello stesso progetto (ad es.: che vi sia un 
sostituto), o d'ufficio da parte dell'amministrazione”. Both the employee and the 
Administration can unilaterally decide for the return of the employee to the former 
position and the workplace previously attended. The employee can revoke the consent to 
be involved in the project of telework after an adequate period; the Administration should 
respect the needs of the worker in the implementation of the return to the workplace. 
 
Otherwise, where the Interconfederal Agreement is applied, the return to employer’s 
premises is subject to the stipulation of an individual or collective agreement (article 3 
paragraph 2). The return to a position within the employer’s premises cannot be 
unilaterally decided by the employee or the employer. 
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
Specific provisions regarding working conditions are provided by the d.P.R. n. 70/1999 
and the Framework Agreement in the public sector as well as by the Interconfederal 
Agreement of 2004 relevant for the private sector. The provisions regard: the 
implementation of telework, security and privacy issues, occupational health and safety, 
training, right to information, and periodic returns to the employer’s premises to 
guarantee socialization of the worker. 
 
In addition to the above-mentioned regulations, as has been previously said, some pieces 
of legislation address specific aspects of teleworking, with provisions relevant for private 
and public sector. This is the case of privacy law (see infra), working time regulation and 
occupational health and safety regulation (see infra). 
  
As regards the working time regulation, the relevant provision is the one contained in 
article 17 paragraph 5 of the d.lgs. n. 66/2003. The provision, according to the derogations 
regulated in art. 17 paragraph 1 of the 93/104/EC Directive, states that the provisions 
concerning normal working hours (art. 3), maximum weekly working time (art. 4), 
overtime (art. 5), daily rest (art. 7), breaks (art. 8) and the length (art. 12) and 
organizations of night work (art. 13) do not apply when «the duration of the working time 
is not measured and/or predetermined or can be determined by the workers themselves»51. 
The provision specifies that the derogation should be done, always according to the 
                                                      
51 The Italian d.lgs. n. 66/2003 closely follows the linguistic formula used by the directive, translating them 
into Italian.  
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Directive, «[w]ith due regard for the general principles of the protection of the safety 
and health of workers», providing a list of examples of activities relevant in this field, 
teleworking explicitly included. 
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
Regarding training, the regulation provided by the d.P.R. n. 70/1999 is limited to a 
provision requiring that the project of telework implemented by the Administration 
defines the type, the duration, the didactical methodologies and the financial resources 
for training and upskilling intervention (article 3 paragraph 4). The Framework 
Agreement of 2000 specifies the duty for the public body to provide training concerning 
occupational health and safety and to provide general and specific training in order to 
guarantee the adequate professionalism and socialization for teleworkers (article 5 
paragraphs 5 and 6). 
 
The Interconfederal Agreement provides for the regulation relevant for the private sector 
stating, in accordance with the European Framework Agreement, that teleworkers should 
enjoy the same opportunities of training and professional promotion of the employee 
working only at the employer’s premises and that the employer should supply specific 
training to teleworkers concerning work tools and the organization of work. 
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
The d.P.R. n. 70/1999 only requires that an adequate protection of the health and safety 
of the teleworker should be guarantee to the teleworker and that collective bargaining 
provides the regulation concerning the access to teleworker’s house (in the case telework 
is provided by employee’s house). The Framework Agreement confirms the duty of the 
Administration to guarantee the health and safety of the worker according to the relevant 
regulation. 
 
In the private sector, the Interconfederal Agreement contains a provision (article 7) 
regarding the protection of health and safety of the teleworker. This regulation has been 
transposed in the d.lgs. n. 81/2008 and harmonized with the regulation contained in that 
statute. 
 
Article 3, paragraph 10 of the d.lgs. n. 81/2008 (also known as “Testo Unico sulla salute 
e sicurezza”, meaning Consolidated Act on occupational health and safety) provides a 
specific regulation for employees working remotely in a continuous way and using 
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communication and information technologies. The article then specifies that teleworkers, 
as defined by the d. P. R. 8 March 1999, n. 70 (public sector) and by the European 
Framework agreement of 2002 (private sector) falls within the definition provided. The 
use of a broader definition, than those regarding teleworking in the public and private 
relevant regulations is due, according to the majority of the scholars, to the willingness 
to encompass possible future ways of remote working arising after the entry into force of 
the decree.  
 
Regarding the specific regulation that applies to these workers, the provision states that 
they are covered by the regulation of the statute concerning the use of visual display units 
and, when the tools for the performance are provided by the employer, the tools shall 
conform to the relevant regulation. Moreover, the employer must provide information 
regarding company policy about health and safety and, namely, about the use of visual 
display units. The article then provides the provision regarding the right to access the 
place of telework by employers, workers’ representative and public bodies, and the right 
of the employee to require an inspection. The employer has the duty to implement actions 
to prevent isolation and guarantee socialization of the teleworkers with the colleagues. 
 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
In addition to the regulation contained in the Inteconfederal Agreement, which impose 
the duty of the employer to respect worker’s privacy and that the installation of 
monitoring systems must be proportionate to the objective, a specific provision is 
contained in d.lgs. n. 196/2003 (also known as Data Protection Code). 
 
Article 115, paragraph 1 states that “[i]n the context of home-based work and telework, 
employers shall be required to ensure that the employees’ personality and moral freedom 
are respected”. Other provisions are relevant in the field of telework and should be 
mentioned in this context: for instance, article 4 of the Italian Worker’s Statute (Law 20 
May 1970, n. 300) contains the regulation and the limits concerning the technical and 
mechanical control over the workers’ activities. 
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
Absent a specific provision in the d.P.R. n.70/1999, in the public sector the relevant 
regulation is the one contained in article 6 paragraph 5 of the Framework Agreement. It 
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states that the exercise of union rights is guaranteed and that the teleworker must receive 
the information and be able to participate to union activity taking place at the workplace. 
To this end, it foresees the implementation of a computing bulletin board for union use 
and the use of e-mails to contact workers’ representatives. 
 
In the private sector, the Interconfederal Agreement (article 10) states that teleworkers 
enjoy the same unions rights of the other workers and that their communication with 
workers’ representatives cannot be hindered. Moreover, they can elect and be elected as 
workers’ representatives and they are computed for determining the threshold for bodies 
with worker representation, referring to the establishment specified to this end from the 
outset. 
 
11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding telework  
 
Concluding, three are the major issues to be outlined: 
 
1) While the general regulations accounted in the previous answers provide a regulatory 
framework for telework in Italy, specific regulations are provided by sectorial and 
company level agreements. Especially at company level, the regulation of telework is 
detailed and takes into account the specificity of the different conditions, organizational 
structures and needs of the company. 
 
2) The implementation of telework has been widely promoted by the legislator during 
recent years, through economic and non-economic incentives. Lastly, d.lgs. 80/2015 
attempts to foster the use of telework providing that employers who introduce telework 
through collective agreement to promote work-life balance could exclude teleworkers 
from the compute of the thresholds relevant to the application of some specific 
regulations. 
 
In the public sector, the promotion of telework has been recently put forward through a 
specific duty for the Administrations to take actions aimed to reach a 10% rate of telework 
or other forms of remote working (alias lavoro agile) among their employees. 
  
3) The introduction of lavoro agile in the Italian legal system is likely to have an impact 
on the diffusion of telework. It is both foreseeable that these two forms of work will be 
in competition and it is presumable that the more lenient regulation of lavoro agile will 
be more attractive than the regulation of telework (notwithstanding the different kind of 
incentives in place for telework). 
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No specific statutory neither collectively agreed definition of teleworking existed in 
Lithuania until 2010. Lithuanian legislation established a definition of homeworking. 
Homework was defined as ‘work done by an individual at home for a wage agreed on 
with the employer’52. The amendment of the Labour Code in August 2010 replaced 
homeworking by introducing a new type of employment contract – telework53. According 
to amended article 115 of the Labour Code, under a telework employment contract an 
employee may perform duties in places other than the employer’s premises.  
 
According to data of the Lithuanian Department of Statistics, in 2014, there were 1,319 
million employees in total: 1.159 million employees worked underan  employment 
contract, 143,000 were self-employed, and 16.6000 helped family members. Full time 
work at home amounted to 4.2% of all employees, part time work –1.44% of all 
employees, in total– represented about 74.400 of the total workforce54. According to the 
survey data55, in 2015, 85.5% of all respondents worked part-time, and this number did 
                                                      
52  Article 115 of the Labour Code of the Republic of Lithuania, Official Gazette, 2002, No. 64-2569, 
https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.391385?jfwid=oizvx25w, (Invalid from 1st July 2017); 
the Decree No. 1043 of 19th August 2003 of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania on the Approval 
of Peculiarities of Individual Employment Contracts,  Official Gazette, 2003, No. 81-3690, https://e-seimas 
lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.216556?positionInSearchResults=174&searchModelUUID=ec80f510-
714c-42b3-a8c2-6d7c45204af, (Invalid from 1st July 2017). 
53 The Law on the Amendments of the Articles 76, 77, 80, 107, 108, 109, 115, 127, 147, 149, 150, 151, 
202, 293, 294 and on the Supplementation with the Article 123(1) of the Labour Code of the Republic of 
Lithuania, Official Gazette, 2010, No. 81-4221, https://e-seimas.lrs.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TAIS.376706 
?positionInSearchResults=2&searchModelUUID=9c7f1ecc-f791-4956-b86e-370404d62635 (Invalid from 
1st July 2017). 
54 The Lithuanian Department of Statics data taken from: NAKROŠIENĖ, A.; BUTKEVIČIENĖ, E.  
Telework in Lithuania: the concept, benefits and challenges to the employees, Filosofija. Sociologija, 2016. 
Vol. 27. Issue 4, p. 364–372, http://mokslozurnalai.lmaleidykla.lt/publ/0235-7186/2016/4/364-
372.pdf (in Lithuanian). 
55 Data from four empirical researches made by Nakrošienė Audronė and Butkevičienė Eglė in 2013-2015. 
See more detailed in: NAKROŠIENĖ, A.; BUTKEVIČIENĖ, E.  Telework in Lithuania: the concept, 
benefits and challenges to the employees, Filosofija. Sociologija, 2016. Vol. 27. Issue 4, p. 364–372, 
http://mokslozurnalai.lmaleidykla.lt/publ/0235-7186/2016/4/364-372.pdf (in Lithuanian). 
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not change significantly compared with the 2013 and 2014 surveys. The next group of 
workers combines distance work and work in a particular workplace (which is not at 
home). According to the survey data, in 2015, telework and work in a particular 
workplaces was combined by 12.5% of respondents, 9,3% of which spent most of the 
working time in the workplace. Full-time teleworking (at home or in another convenient 
place) is still very rare in Lithuania. The studies show that just 2% of respondents 
teleworked in 2015.  
 
2. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
As already was mentioned in the introduction, the first legal norm regulating work outside 
of a particular workplace were established in 2003 when the first Labour Code was 
adopted, after restoring the Lithuanian independence. Until 2003, the legal norms 
regulated the so-called homework and there was no special regulation of telework. 
According to article 115 of the Labour Code, the homework employment contract was 
defined as an employment contract that establishes that the employee will perform the 
job functions agreed therein at home. It means the working outside the particular 
workplace was understood as work performed in a particular place (i.e. mostly the 
officially declared living (home) address) and there were no connections of special 
regulations with IT. Despite the special regulation, homework rules were applied de facto 
to employment relations that had the features of telework (work using PC, internet and 
etc.). The  situation changed a bit de jure in 2010, when the Labour Code was amended 
and the ‘homework employment contract’ was changed/renamed to ‘telework employment 
contract’. According to the new regulation, the telework contract may establish that an 
employee will  perform his/her duties or part of them in places other than the workplace, 
as appropriate for the employee (article 115 of the Labour Code). So, the significant 
changes in the definition have no reference to telework, and do not contain the specific 
features established by the ILO and EU documents. Formally, the word ‘homework’ was 
only changed for ‘telework’. This modification was welcomed by the modern 
employment relations parties and even the change in terminology was used and 
recognized as making available the telework employment contracts (nevertheless the 
legal regulation of this employment contracts remains the same, i.e. in each telework 
employment contract the parties were asked to agree on the address were the work would 
be performed).  
 
The last legal amendments were presented in the new Lithuanian Labour Code, which 
came into force  July 1st, 201756. The main idea of the new legal regulation is that telework 
                                                      
56  The Labour Code of the Republic of Lithuania, TAR, September 19, 2016, No. 23709, www.e-
tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/f6d686707e7011e6b969d7ae07280e89 (in Lithuanian).  
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is not presented as separate type of employment contract, but as one of the forms/ways 
by which work can be performed. Also, for the first time in Lithuanian legal regulation 
the definition of telework was introduced directly in the legal act. 
 
Lithuania has not ratified the ILO Home Work Convention, 177. 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
According to article 52 (1) of the Labour Code, teleworking is a form of work 
organisation or a way of performing work where an employee, following the procedure 
agreed on with the employer, regularly performs work functions assigned to him/her, or 
a part thereof, on a full-time or part-time basis, regularly away from the employer’s 
premises, i.e. in an agreed place, acceptable for the parties of the employment contract, 
which is other than the employment place, also using information technology (telework).  
 
In case of teleworking, the employer shall not record the working time of an employee. 
An employee shall distribute his/her working time at his own discretion without violating 
the requirements for the maximum working time and the minimum rest period. 
 
3.Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
There are no regulated legal differences between teleworker and other flexible workers.  
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, please specify them 
 
Teleworking is assigned at the request or subject to the consent of the both parties of the 
employment contract: 
 
(i) The employee’s refusal to opt for telework does not constitute a legitimate reason to 
terminate the employment contract or to change the terms and conditions of 
employment. 
(ii) Unless the employer proves that it would causes excessive costs due to production 
necessity or peculiarities of organization of work, he/she must accept the employee’s 
request to opt for teleworking for at least one fifth of the whole rate of working time 
when requested by a pregnant employee, an employee who has recently given birth, 
a breast-feeding employee, an employee raising a child under three years of ageor an 
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employee who is alone raising a child under fourteen years of age or a disabled child 
under eighteen years of age. 
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
The agreement on telework always depends on the consent of both parties of the 
employment contract except when it is based on the request of the employee with family 
responsibilities (see answer to question 4).   
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
Upon assignment to teleworking, the requirements for the place of work (if any), work 
equipment provided for use at work, the procedure of provision thereof, and rules for use 
have to be determined in writing. A division of the place of employment, a department or 
a person in charge to whom an employee must give an account of the work performed in 
accordance to the procedure of such report, are also to be indicated.  If a teleworker incurs 
in additional expenses related to his/her work, equipment or use of such equipment, these 
shall be compensated. The amount of compensation and conditions of payment shall be 
determined by an agreement of the parties. 
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
There is no special regulation, only the general provisions regulating professional training 
–the employer must train the employee to the extent that it is necessary to perform the 
work functions. The employer must take measures to improve the employee’s 
qualifications, professionalism and the ability to adjust to the changing business, 
professional or working conditions. For this purpose and in accordance with the 
procedure established by the Labour Code, labour law norms or agreements between 
parties, the employer must provide conditions for employees’ training, in-service training, 
and professional development (article 29 of the Labour Code). Also,  there are some 
special legal norms establishing equal treatment conditions for teleworkers –teleworking 
shall not result in a limitation when calculating the length of service, promoting an 
employee, improving qualification, and shall not limit or restrict other employment rights 
of the employee (article 52(6) of the Labour Code). 
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8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
There is no special legal regulation for teleworkers.  
 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
There is special additional legal requirement for the employer regarding the privacy of 
teleworkers – the implementation of teleworking set by the employer shall not violate the 
protection of employee’s personal data and his/her right to privacy (article 52(6) of the 
Labour Code). Also, general norms regulating worker’s privacy are also applicable, and 
the employer must respect such rights and ensure the protection of employee’s personal 
data. The employer shall be prohibited from processing employee’s data not related with 
work needs (superfluous), as well as giving the employee’s personal data to third parties, 
with the exception of cases established by law (article 27 of the Labour Code).  
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
There are no collective agreements on telework. There is no special regulation or 
prohibition for teleworkers to participate in elections of representing bodies, information 
and consultation procedures or collective bargaining procedures. Furthermore, according 
to the Labour Code, the employer shall provide the opportunities for teleworkers to 
communicate and cooperate with other employees working at the employer’s place of 
employment and employees’ representatives, and to receive information from the 
employer (article 52(7)). The employer shall, on a regular basis, at least once a year, 
inform the work council about the status of telework in the enterprise, establishment or 
organisation by indicating the number of employees working this way, positions occupied 
and the average wage by groups of occupations and gender (article 52(8)). 
 
11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding telework contracts  
 
There were not cases on telework or previous homework employment contracts and 
connected matters in Lithuania from the 2003 when this form of work was firstly 
introduced in national labour law.  
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Teleworking is a relatively new form of work organization, introduced to the Polish 
labour market ten years ago. Teleworking has been promoted for several years, mainly as 
employment of people with disabilities.57 According to the Polish Central Statistical 
Office, people who carry out work outside the employer’s premises using information 
technology represent above 7% of the total number of the employed.58  
 
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
Poland has not ratified the ILO Convention No. 177 (Home Work Convention). 
Therefore, the International Labour Standards have not exerted any influence on the 
Polish law. However, Poland has implemented the European Framework Agreement on 
Telework. The legal regulations on telework were introduced in Poland in 2007 by a new 
Chapter IIb titled “Employment in the form of telework” added to the Labour Code. The 
basis of implementation of the mentioned Agreement was the project of agreement on 
teleworking signed by Polish social partners on 10 June 2005, which was the outcome of 
negotiations between organizations representing the trade unions and the employers’ 
organizations carried out during the Round Table for Social Dialogue on European 
Integration. The 2005 bipartite agreement was a fundamental step in the course of 
implementing telework into the Polish legal framework, and resulted in the completion 
of the work on the government’s draft legislation. In 2006, the Polish Ministry of Labour 
and Social Policy presented the Bill amending the Labour Code, which was based on the 
text agreed on by the social partners. The Bill was incorporated into the Polish Labour 
Code in August 2007 and came into force in October 2007. It should be noted that prior 
to the mentioned amendment of the Labour Code, there had been no regulations 
specifically dealing with telework in Poland. 
                                                      
57 For more on the subject, see S. Zukowski, Telecomuting opportunity to use the economic potential of 
people with disabilities in the Polish economy, http://www.toknowpress.net/ISBN/978-961-6914-13-
0/papers/ML15-525.pdf (accessed on: 15.07.2017); M. Olszewski, The employment of people with 
disabilities in telework in Poland – best practises, 
http://www.ef.umb.sk/konferencie/dvfp/pdf/prispevky/Olszewski.pdf (accessed on: 15.07.2017). 
58 Polish Central Statistical Office, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, Warsaw 2015, 
http://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/statistical-yearbooks/statistical-yearbooks/yearbook-of-labour-statistics-
2015,10,5.html. 
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The Labour Code is not the only act which relates to telework. In 2014, the new regulation 
aimed at encouraging employment in the form of telework was included into the Act of 
20 April 2004 on employment promotion and labour market institutions. According to 
Article 60a of that statute, an employer may receive a grant for creating telework jobs for 
an unemployed parent with at least one child under 6, returning to the labour market, or 
for an unemployed person who takes care of a dependant, who resigned from employment 
or other paid work due to the necessity to take care of her/his child or dependant, provided 
that it happened within 3 years before they registered as unemployed at the labour office. 
The grant for creating telework jobs is awarded to the employer on the basis of an 
agreement concluded with the labour office. The grant cannot be given if the employer 
wants to employ their spouse, parent, sibling, natural or adopted child of the employer or 
of their spouse or sibling. The employer is bound by the agreement to maintain the 
employment relationship for the period of 12 months on a full-time basis or for the period 
of 18 months on a part-time basis. The employer receives the grant in the amount 
indicated in the agreement, however, it cannot exceed six times the minimum monthly 
remuneration for each unemployed person. If the employer defaults on maintaining the 
employment for the contractual period or spends the resources against the contractual 
provisions, he/she will be obliged to reimburse the entire amount of the grant together 
with the statutory interest calculated from the day of receiving it, within 30 days of 
receiving the notice. It should be noted that the grant for creating telework jobs is not a 
very popular option.  
 
In the light of the above-mentioned regulations, it should be emphasized that Polish law 
regulates telework performed only under an employment contract and not under a contract 
based on the civil law.  
 
Overall, the Polish law has implemented the Framework Agreement on Telework in an 
appropriate way. In some areas, the Labour Code goes beyond the European standards, 
e.g. as regards the employer’s duty to accommodate the worker's request for telework 
“where feasible”, the requirement for the teleworker’s prior written consent to any 
inspections by the employer at the teleworker’s home. However, the Polish regulations 
are not perfect. The above-mentioned bureaucratic procedure for determining conditions 
of telework is the most criticized element of the Polish regulations.  
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2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
The Labour Code defines telework as work performed on a regular basis away from the 
employer’s premises, using information technologies defined in the applicable provisions 
on services provided electronically (675 §1). Consequently, a teleworker is defined as an 
employee performing work in a manner specified above and reporting the results of the 
work to the employer, especially by electronic means (675 §2).  
 
3. Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
In Poland, there are no differences between teleworking and other types of flexible work.  
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? May the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining) impose 
(temporarily or definitely) telework on workers due to certain entrepreneurial 
reasons? (in such case please specify them)? 
 
The choice of telework is voluntary for a worker and an employer. Accordingly, an 
employment relation based on telework can only be established upon mutual consent of 
both parties. The Labour Code determines two procedures for becoming a teleworker. 
Pursuant to Article 677 of the Labour Code, the parties to an employment contract may 
agree that work will be performed in the form of telework when the contract of 
employment is concluded or during the period of employment. If telework is agreed on 
when concluding the employment contract, the contract must additionally stipulate the 
terms and conditions of telework. During employment, any change of the terms and 
conditions of employment to those of telework may be introduced by an agreement 
between the parties at the employer’s or the employee’s initiative. In the case of a person 
already employed under a “typical” employment contract and expressing willingness to 
undertake telework, the employer should, when feasible, comply with this request 
(Article 677 of the Labour Code). In the light of the Polish law, it is inadmissible to 
introduce telework based on a termination of employment conditions or on the basis of 
the Labour Code provisions that allow the employer to entrust the employee with another 
type of work on a temporary basis. In other words, the employer, even temporarily, cannot 
require of the employee to telework. Moreover, no contract of employment may be 
terminated due to the employee’s refusal to undertake telework (Article 6715 of the 
Labour Code).  
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5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
A teleworker and an employer may make a unilateral decision about returning to carrying 
out work at the enterprise’s premises, however the decision would not always be binding 
for the other side of the employment contract. Article 678 of the Labour Code provides 
for a kind of trial period with regard to telework, introduced during the period of 
employment. Under this provision, within 3 months from the date of undertaking 
telework during employment, each of the parties may file a binding request to discontinue 
telework and to reintroduce the previous conditions of performing work. The parties agree 
on the date as from which the reinstatement of the former conditions of performing work 
is to take place, no later than 30 days from the date of receiving the request. If a teleworker 
submits such request after the expiry of the mentioned period, the employer should, when 
feasible, comply with the request. Moreover, after 3 months from the date of commencing 
telework, the former terms and conditions of employment may be restored by the 
employer under the procedure of changing notice, specified in the Article 42 of the 
Labour Code. The notice to change the existing terms of employment [wypowiedzenie 
zmieniające warunki umowy o pracę] is a unilateral legal transaction whereby notice is 
given by the employer to terminate the existing terms of employment as provided for in 
the contract of employment and an offer is made to the employee to continue work under 
new terms and conditions after the lapse of the period of notice. The notice may be served 
solely by the employer. The change of the terms of employment occurs upon the lapse of 
the period of notice, unless the offer of new terms of employment has been rejected by 
the employee by the mid-point of the period. If the employee rejects the new conditions 
of employment offered to him/her, the employment relation is terminated upon the lapse 
of the period of notice. The notice to change may thus not result in the change of the 
contract of employment without the employee’s consent, yet lack of consent brings about 
termination of the employment relationship. Provisions on contract termination are 
applicable accordingly to a notice to change the existing terms of employment and pay. 
This means that the notice should be submitted in writing and that the employee is subject 
to the general and special protection schemes, in accordance with the principles set out in 
the provisions on termination of the contract of employment. 
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (inter alia privacy, working time) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
Chapter IIb of the Labour Code entitled “Employment in the form of telework” 
comprising 13 articles (Article 675 to 6717) focuses on the characteristics of telework, both 
as regards its introduction and the relations between an employer and a teleworker. Other 
provisions of the Labour Code are applicable in matters relating to telework are not 
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regulated by the new Chapter. Most regulations concerning telework point out additional 
employer obligations. For example, the Labour Code stipulates that the employer is 
obliged to provide the teleworker with necessary equipment, insure it, cover the cost 
related to its installation and use, and ensure technical assistance and training to the 
employee, unless use of the employee’s own equipment has been agreed on by the parties 
(Article 6711 of the Labour Code). The working conditions of teleworkers are basically 
the same as those of regular employees, including working hours. Some differences 
concern the right to privacy. Article 6714 of the Labour Code specifies the conditions 
under which the employer is to supervise and control the performance of work. While it 
is the general right of the employer to exercise control over telework, teleworkers retain 
their privacy, as well as the privacy of their families, when the teleworker works from 
home. According to Article 6714 of the Labour Code, the employer’s right to inspect the 
performance of work by the teleworker in the place where work is performed is limited. 
Firstly, the Labour Code indicates cases in which such inspection is allowed. If telework 
is performed at the teleworker’s home, the employer has the right to inspect the 
performance of telework, to perform inventory counts, maintenance, service or repair of 
the assigned equipment and installation of that equipment or the health and safety at work. 
Secondly, the inspection may be performed only upon prior consent of the employee 
expressed in writing or by means of electronic communications, or similar means of 
individual distance communication. The first inspection of health and safety at work 
conditions is conducted upon the teleworker’s request, prior to the date when the 
teleworker commences to perform work. Thirdly, the inspection must not affect the 
privacy of the teleworker or his/her family, or impede the use of household rooms in a 
manner they are designed for. The lack of the employee’s consent prevents the employer 
from carrying out inspection.  
 
7. Is there any specific regulation on training and professional promotion as regards 
teleworkers? 
 
Teleworkers have the same rights as other employees in the enterprise regarding 
vocational training and career development. They undergo the same evaluation 
procedures. 
 
The Polish legislator provided for the prohibition of discrimination against teleworkers. 
According to Article 6715 of the Labour Code, taking into account the particular 
conditions of teleworking, a teleworker may not be treated in a less favourable manner 
than other workers employed at the same or similar position with regard to promotion, or 
access to training in order to develop of his/her professional qualifications.  
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Moreover, the Polish law takes into account special training needs of teleworkers in 
relation to the use of technical equipment which is put at their disposal. According to 
Article 6711 of the Labour Code, the employer is required to provide the teleworker with 
necessary training targeted at using the assigned equipment, unless both the employer and 
the teleworker provide otherwise in a separate agreement.  
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
As far as health and safety at work is concerned, the general provisions of the Labour 
Code apply to teleworkers. Thus, this means that employers whose employees perform 
telework are subject to the same obligations towards such employees as towards 
employees who work at the enterprise’s premises. However, in relation to a teleworker 
performing work from home, the scope of these obligations is limited. In accordance with 
Article 6717 of the Labour Code, if work is performed from home, certain regulations do 
not apply, including those which concern sanitary and safety requirements applicable to 
work premises or access to sanitary facilities as well as buildings and work areas.  
 
9. Is there any specific regulation on “data protection” as regards work performed 
by teleworkers? 
 
A teleworker is obliged to comply with the data protection rules defined by the employer. 
Pursuant to Article 6712 of the Labour Code, the employer sets out rules for the protection 
of data made available to the teleworker and, when feasible, the employer provides 
instructions and training for that purpose. The teleworker confirms, in writing, that he/she 
has been made aware of the rules of data protection, and is obliged to abide by those rules.  
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
The Polish law does not provide for any specific provisions regarding collective rights of 
teleworkers. Therefore, teleworkers enjoy the same collective rights as workers at the 
employer’s premises (right to trade unions, collective agreement, works councils). From 
the point of view of collective rights, Article 6716 of the Labour Code seems to play a 
crucial role. According to this provision, the employer is obliged to make it possible to a 
teleworker to stay at the enterprise premises, communicate with other employees, and use 
the rooms and equipment of the enterprise.  
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11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding fixed-term contracts  
 
In the context of Polish regulations on telework, one should emphasize a bureaucratic 
procedure for determining conditions of telework. According to Article 676 of the Labour 
Code, specific conditions under which telework is to be performed are the subject of a 
separate agreement between the employer and company-level trade unions. If no 
consensus is reached with all those organizations, the agreement may be concluded with 
the representative company-level trade unions (as defined in Article 24125a of the Labour 
Code). Only if the agreement cannot be concluded one way or the other, the employer is 
entitled to determine conditions of telework in the enterprise’s work regulations. In the 
case of workplaces where no trade unions operate, the conditions of telework are 
determined by the employer after consultation between the employer and employees’ 
representatives appointed in a way “adopted in a given enterprise” (Article 676 of the 
Labour Code). 
 
The Labour Code does not specify the subject-matter of the agreement and regulations 
on telework. Therefore, the agreement or regulations may specify all factors influencing 
performance of telework for the employer. For example, the above-mentioned legal 
provisions may specify organizational structures or jobs in which telework is to be 
performed, the organizational aspects of telework, specific rights and duties of 
teleworkers and the employer.  
 
The bureaucratic procedure for determining conditions of telework discourage Polish 
employers from employing in this the form. Probably for this reason, 57 percent of people 
who carry out work outside employers’ premises, using information technology, perform 
this job under civil-law contracts, i.e. under commission contracts, contracts for a specific 
task or self-employment contracts.59 Since provisions on telework have been established 
in the Labour Code, they are applicable only to persons employed based on the contract 
of employment and not under the civil-law agreements. In the opinion of Polish 
employers, the procedure for applying telework should be less complex. The agreement 
between an employer and an employee should play a greater role. Possibly, the Labour 
Law Codification Commission set up in 2016, which is working on a new Labour Code 
and Collective Labor Code will propose more flexible solutions. The draft legislation is 
to be presented in 2018. 
                                                      
59 The survey was conducted by the Partner and Business Strategies (Polish Market Research Company). 
The results are available in Polish at: http://pbs.pl/e4u.php/1,ModPages/ShowPage/337 (accessed on: 
15.07.2017). 
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Telework’s legal framework in Portugal is very comprehensive and innovative. So, there 
is a good legal structure to support the common use of telework. However, it was only 
introduced in the Portuguese Labour Code in 2003. Presently is regulated by articles 165 
to 171 of the Labour Code in force60.   
 
Even thought we might expect that an effective legal framework should promote the 
massive use of telework, there is no causal link with the practical use of this form of work. 
In fact, Portuguese statistics suggest a very low use of telework in employment 
relationships. The recent numbers presented by the Green Book on Labour Relations 
indicate a decrease of telework in Portugal from 2010 to 201461: 
 
On the other hand, numbers presented by EUROFOUND shown that 1,8%62 of 
Portuguese labour force admitted that have worked in telework for at least 25% of their 
working hours, while only 0,4%63 assumed working almost exclusively in telework64. So, 
the use of this form of work is almost inexistent.  
   
 
                                                      
60 The Portuguese Labour Code can be consulted with all the changes in the Labour Inspectorate’s website: 
http://www.act.gov.pt/(pt-PT)/Legislacao/Codigodotrabalhoatualizado/Paginas/default.aspx.  
61 The Green Book on Labour was promoted by the Employment Secretary of State in 2016 and published 
in December. This document contains other relevant statistics on Portuguese labour market and regulation 
and can be accessed free on the following address: http://www.portugal.gov.pt/media/26493126/20170324-
mtsss-livro-verde-1.pdf.  
62 In the same circumstances, the EU average rate was 7% in 2010.  
63 The average full teleworkers in EU countries was 1,7% in 2010. 
64 These numbers were presented in the report “Telework in European Union”, 2010, p. 5, in 
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurwork/comparative-information/telework-in-the-
european-union. In this report it’s clear that Portugal is one of the countries with smallest telework rates.  
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1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
As already stated, the Portuguese Labour Code regulates telework as one of the forms of 
work. This way, telework is protected by law with mandatory rules. However, collective 
bargaining can provide some regulation regarding the maximum duration of telework for 
worker previously employed in the company and the effects after telework termination. 
The ILO Convention C-177 was not yet ratified by Portugal as most of all worldwide 
countries. Also, the Recommendation R-184 has not yet had a relevant influence on the 
Portuguese legal framework, since it focus on the concept of homework rather than 
telework in particular. For this purpose, there is a special regulation for homework in 
Portuguese law. 
 
Moreover, telework legal framework in Portugal goes beyond the European Framework 
Agreement on Telework in one precise issue since it provides some situations where the 
worker can unilaterally impose it against the employer. So, telework in Portugal is not 
only on voluntary basis, since worker can use it to adapt work to some daily life 
particularities65. On the other hand, the Portuguese Labour Code does not have any 
particular rule regarding data protection in telework context as stated in the European 
Framework Agreement on Telework. Nevertheless, all the other rules are based on the 
Agreement in general.     
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country? 
  
The Portuguese legal framework defines telework as the form of work with legal 
subordination usually exercised outside66 the company’s facilities through the use of new 
technologies67. This way, in Portugal telework is not the same as homework, since it 
requires that not only (i) work should be conducted outside the company, but also 
demands the (ii) use of new technologies in connectivity with the employer. These are 
the two major requirements to define telework. Without the connectivity element, there 
is no telework, but maybe homework. Additionally, telework should be supported on a 
written agreement that must include basic information68. The absence of written 
agreement does not turn telework void, since it is essentially a probationary document.  
                                                      
65 As we will see while answering to question 4. 
66 The telework should be performed outside the company’s premises, but it’s not mandatory that teleworker 
should work from home.  
67 See article 165 of Portuguese Labour Code. 
68 This basic information includes (i) identification of the parties; (ii) work activity and wage; (iii) working 
time; (iv) if the telework should be longer than the contract’s length, information about the activity to be 
performed during that time; (v) ownership of working tools and identification of the party responsible for 
the costs of installation and maintenance; (vi) identification of the company’s department to which the 
teleworker is affiliated at whom he should report.  
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Another important debate about telework in Portugal regards the exclusivity (or not) of 
this form of work. Should the worker not bound to work 100% outside of the company 
be classified as a teleworker? The rules suggest that it should not. In fact, the article 165 
of Portuguese Labour Code does not provide clues to support partial telework69, even 
though it would be an important smartwork solution and very commonly use in several 
companies. Maybe in future, court decisions should interpret this rule in the sense of not 
forbidding partial telework. 
     
3.Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
In Portugal, there are no other formal way of flexible work beside the one’s connected 
with new technologies and identified as telework70. So, work flexibility included in 
Portuguese law is usually provided by different forms working time management, but still 
in the employers’ facilities such as bank of hours; exemption of work schedules or flexible 
hours for working parents. These examples do not express any flexibility of work in the 
sense of a more “balanced teleworker”. Yet, the exemption of working schedule admits 
that worker can manage the working hours and it could be half way to the concept of a 
“flexible worker”. Nevertheless, the work is supposed to me made through the company’s 
facilities. 
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, please specify them)? 
 
Telework should result from an agreement between both worker and employer. This 
agreement could be made at the beginning of employment or be the result of the 
conversion of a regular worker. However, if some requirements are fulfilled, worker can 
unilaterally impose telework.  
 
First, a worker can demand to become a teleworker when victim of domestic violence71. 
This way, a worker in this position can have unilateral access to telework if there is any 
                                                      
69 Partial telework is the ability to work some days or weeks as a teleworker, while in the others the work 
is made from the company’s premises.  
70 We believe that homework is not a form of flexible work.  
71 For this purpose, the worker should must not only be a victim of domestic violence, but also present 
criminal charges against the aggressor and leave home (see Sousa, Duarte Abrunhosa, O Enquadramento 
Legal do teletrabalho em Portugal, Revista Derecho Social y Empresa, Dykinson, 6, 2016, p. 148). 
Defending a different position, Diogo Vaz Marecos believes that the worker should also acquire the statute 
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compatibly with his regular work72. Additionally, workers with children less than 3 years 
old can also demand to be converted as teleworkers73. With this rule, Portuguese legal 
framework accepts an important transition after maternity leave that may seem like an 
extension of this leave without any social security costs74. Still, even though the rule 
assumes that the employer can’t refuse the worker’s request, the reality is that in this 
particular case, it can be denied by one of the following reasons: (i) it is not compatible 
with the worker’s activity; and (ii) the employer does not have resources to maintain a 
telework employment relationship.   
 
Regarding the voluntary cases, when the worker was converted in a teleworker after 
employment, the initial agreement has a 3 years’ limit, but it can be renewed. Also, there 
is a right to denounce the agreement in the first 30 days by these converted teleworkers 
or the employer.  
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
Teleworker cannot unilaterally decide to return to the former position in any of the above-
mentioned situations. The worker contracted directly as a teleworker should respect the 
activity during the period of time mentioned in the written agreement. The converted 
teleworker, can decide to return to the employer’s premises, but only by not renewing the 
agreement75.  
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
In general, teleworkers have the same rights of regular workers. Though, there are some 
specific rules. First, there is a presumption that all working tools regarding new 
technologies used by teleworker are owned by the employer. Also, it should be the 
                                                      
of victim of domestic violence (see Código do Trabalho Anotado, Coimbra Editora, 2nd Edition, 2012, p. 
408).  
72 If the worker works as a seller in a supermarket, this activity seems to be incompatible with telework, for 
example.  
73 This rule is very recent since it was published in 1st September 2015.  
74 By using this form of telework, it’s possible for a worker to continue to accomplish his parental duties 
without losing any income or to overcharge the national Social Security System (See Sousa, Duarte 
Abrunhosa, ob. cit., p. 150 and Méndez, Lourdes Mella, La configuración del teletrabajo en el Derecho 
Portugués, Los actuales cambios sociales y laborales: nuevos retos para el mundo del trabajo, Peter Lang, 
2017, p. 317).  
75 In this case, there is a maximum limit of 3 years for the agreement. See article 167 of Portuguese Labour 
Code. 
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employer to ensure all the costs related with installations of these working tools. Regular 
workers do not benefit of this presumption since they work regularly in the employer’s 
premises. So, because telework is usually practice from home, the presumption helps to 
separate which tools are owned by work and which are not. Second, since teleworkers 
must use news technologies to be able to work, employers should provide professional 
training to ensure that they can manage it76.      
 
When work is done from home, privacy is a key subject to take into account. This way, 
article 170 of the Portuguese Labour Code provides the privacy rules to protect 
teleworkers. In general terms, employers should respect workers’ privacy, as well the rest 
period. Every time the work is made from workers’ home77, employers’ visits can only 
be done for controlling labour activity and/or the working tools. Also, these visits can 
only be made from 9:00 to 19:00 with the worker’s assistance or someone nominated for 
that effect. This rule it’s supposed to draw a line between what is work and what is 
personal life.    
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
The only concrete regulation regarding professional training and professional promotion 
provides that teleworker should be treaty equally. Also, in order to avoid isolation, 
employer should contact the teleworker frequently and promote that he has contact with 
other workers78.        
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
While providing the general principle of equality, Portuguese Labour Code establishes 
that teleworkers must have the same protection on work health and safety than other 
workers as well regarding damages repair in case of accident79. So, there is no relevant 





                                                      
76 See article 169/2 of Portuguese Labour Code. 
77 As we already saw, in Portugal this could not be the case. 
78 See article 169/2 and 3 of Portuguese Labour Code. 
79 See article 169/1 of Portuguese Labour Code. 
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9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
There is no particular regulation on “data protection” concerning the work performed by 
teleworkers. Only the already mentioned privacy issues are protected. Hence, teleworkers 
are protected by the general rule provided by article 17 of Portuguese Labour Code.  
In this context, it is important to point out that all data of the teleworker is protected and 
must respect the Portuguese data protection law80 and, in the future, the EU Regulation.  
 
10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
Article 171 of Portuguese Labour Code regulates collective representation and 
participation of teleworkers. This way, teleworkers should be taken into account as 
electors, but also can be elected. According to the Portuguese law, teleworker can use the 
technological working tools to participate in meetings in the employer premises, as well 
the workers’ representatives can use the same tools to contact him in the accomplishment 
of their responsibilities.        
 
11. Other relevant aspects of the regulation regarding fixed-term contracts. 
 
The lack of case law about telework in Portugal is the result of the marginal number of 
teleworkers. However, the recent reform of 2015 gave a good kick-start on a new era. In 
fact, by accepting workers’ ability to impose teleworker just by having a less than 3 years 
old child, the Portuguese legal framework will promote this form of work. On the other 
side, this new rule will stimulate more conflicts between workers and employers, since 
the right can be denied if the employer does not have resources to provide telework or if 
the workers’ regular work isn’t compatible. The employers’ lack of resources or 
compatibility issues could be the fuel of relevant case law. 
 
 
                                                      
80 See Law number 67/98, published in 26 October (Lei n.º 67/98 de 26 de outubro in Portuguese). 
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The concept of telework itself is new to the Russian legal system, but the ideas of remote 
work and homeworking both have long history in Russia. A provision on homeworking 
was first introduced to the Code of Laws on Labour in 1922 (then this category of workers 
was called “kvartirniki” – “apartmenters”, i.e. people working in their apartments) and 
remain in all codes including the current one (Chapter 49). The Code of 1922 ordered the 
Council of People’s Commissars to enact a special decree on people working at home 
which was done in 1922 and then in 1928. It was further developed in the Code of 1971 
and then in the Regulation on Working Conditions of Home Workers which State 
Committee on Labour (Goskomtrud) enacted in 1981 and which remained in force till the 
end of 2016 when the Ministry of Labour recognized many old regulations as inoperative 
or stale. 
 
There is no regular and/or official statistical data on teleworkers. There are only scattered 
sociological studies that embrace 1-2 years and small groups of respondents (100-200) 
living in particular regions of the Russian Federation, and the labour conditions either 
were not the main focus of the study or were not analyzed at all. These studies can hardly 
be regarded as representative for the entire situation in the country in this sense. 
  
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
Yes, in 2013 a special Chapter 49.1 named “On distinctive features of remote work of 
employees” of the Code was introduced and become operative from April 19th, 2014. This 
Chapter was meant to regulate all spatially dispersed employment relations.  
 
Russia still has not ratified the ILO Convention No. 177 (Home Work Convention). In 
April 2014 Ministry of Labour held a conference where two expert reports were presented 
(one prepared in late 2013 and one on February 2014) that regarded the Convention 
ratification as premature because “there were no mechanisms created to efficiently 
monitor and control employees working remotely”. All experts agreed that the absence of 
such mechanisms would lead to the violation of both the Convention and the 
Recommendation No. 184. At the same time the experts suggested that the question of 
the Convention ratification could be reconsidered after the legislative amendments 
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including those that implement the Convention provisions and those that would be in 
compliance with the provisions of the ILO Recommendation No. 166.  
 
While Russia is obviously not an EU member country, the European Framework 
Agreement on Telework is well known and thoroughly studied within the academic 
community and all interested in telework regulation. There are many papers and books 
published in 2011-2017 in Russia and Belarus that analyze the terminology and the 
approach to regulation of certain aspects of employment relations used in the Agreement. 
It is seen as a source of valuable and interesting experience that can be used in the work 
on the enhancement of the Russian legislation on remote work. 
 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
The legal definition of “remote work” is given in Article 312.1 - the first article in the 
Chapter 49.1 of the Code.  
 
Court rulings as such are not considered legislative sources in the Russian legal system 
and do not have legal effect comparable to laws. They do not say anything that differs 
from law. Most court rulings relate only to particular cases they were awarded on and are 
not legally definitive in regard to either terminology or procedural aspects of relationship. 
As to the late July 2017 there are several such cases resolved by regional courts where 
the judgement fully relies on the Labour Code provisions and gives no interpretation to 
them.  
 
There can be also Resolutions of the Plenary Sessions of Supreme Court of the Russian 
Federation which is authorized to explain and emphasize some aspects or approaches to 
the application of legislative provisions. However, these documents never say anything 
that changes or amends the law. As for the late July 2017 the Supreme Court has not 
issued any resolutions on remote work yet. 
 
Nevertheless, professionals always analyze judicial practice to learn how courts perceive 
certain legislative provisions, which argumentation resists in court, what issues cause 
misunderstanding, etc. 
 
2.1. The definition and the connectivity issue. 
 
Actually the Chapter 49.1 was meant to regulate all kinds of spatially dispersed 
employment relations. However, the definition given in Article 312.1 peremptorily 
describes “remote work” as only the work for which ICT networks are used to perform it 
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and as a means of communication between an employer and an employee on the questions 
relating to its execution.  
 
This puts “more traditional” telework not using these electronic technologies completely 
outside the scope of this chapter of the Code and leaves the parties to such relations with 
the old dilemma: either make them conform to the provisions on the obsolete 
“homework” concept (Chapter 49 of the Labor Code) or conclude a contract for services 
that falls completely under the provisions of the Civil Code and provides almost no labor 
rights to the worker. 
 
2.2. Moment from which it’s considered that work is performed outside the enterprise 
premises and whether the place where employee actually works is a relevant element to 
determine the existence of teleworking 
 
The wording of Article 312.1 eliminates this question completely by stating that “remote 
work” is itself “…an execution of a job function outside the employer’s premises, 
employer’s affiliate premises, representative office premises, another separate structural 
subdivision (including those in other localities), outside the stationary work place, 
territory or unit, directly or indirectly under the employer’s control” 
 
Thus, is this is stated in the employment contract, this is the contract on “remote work”, 
and if not – than not.  
 
2.3. Whether the frequency of working outside the enterprise premises is a definitive 
feature for teleworking (when it is time to take it into account – when it is weekly, monthly, 
hourly?)   
 
According to the wording used in Chapter 49.1 of the Labour Code, there is no option for 
an employer to have such employees work remotely only part of the working time. The 
work is considered to be remote only when it is performed outside the employer’s 
premises. If it’s a combination of working in and out of the employer’s premises, it does 
not fall under the definition of “remote work” thus making Chapter 49.1. with all its 
flexibility inapplicable to this relationship. 
 
The Russian legislator does not see remote work as just a sort of work arrangement, one 
of the approaches to work organization. Therefore, it does not allow adding remote work 
to a regular employment contract as just one more specific condition of employment. 
Instead, it regards it as a phenomenon that fundamentally requires a conclusion of a 
special type of employment contract. 
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It is reflected in the Chapter wording which is rather fanciful. For example, all its 
provisions apply exclusively to so-called “remote employees” defined as persons that 
have concluded “an employment contract on remote work”. This leaves no legal options 
for the parties to enjoy the same flexibility if they concluded a contract with a mixed 
nature combining remote and traditional work (a contract which permits an employee to 
couple periods of working remotely with being at the employer’s premises in person from 
time to time).  
 
3. Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
In the Russian legal system there is no such general category as “flexible workers”. There 
are various elements of flexibility built into the provisions applicable to specific 
categories of employees (such as young people, employees with family responsibilities, 
etc.) among which employees working remotely are just one of the categories. Chapter 
49.1 that regulates remote work is one 23 chapters of the Section XII “Specific regulation 
of work of specific categories of employees”. There are other 22 specific categories, but 
there is no one general “flexible” category which would embrace all of them. 
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, pllease specify them)? 
 
Legally speaking, employers are not allowed to do this without serious amendment to 
employment contracts. An employer will not be able to legally take advantage of the 
flexibility the Labour Code provides for remote work unless the employment contract 
with a remotely working employee contains an explicit clause about the remote nature of 
the work (as defined in Article 312.1 of the Code). 
 
There is also a prohibition for an employer to unilaterally modify the employment 
contract without an employee’s consent, unless the cause for this modification is one of 
those that are included in the exhaustive list given in the Labour Code. It is a general rule 
applicable to all modification regardless of its relation to telework.  
 
The cause that is the most popular in cases of telework is the “change of organizational 
or technological conditions of work” (Article 74 of the Code). In such cases an employer 
must inform an employee about the modification and the reasons that brought about its 
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necessity in writing not later than two months before81. If the employee does not agree to 
continue working under this modified conditions, the employer must offer him/her anther 
job and if there is none or if the employee refuses it – to dismiss him/her with the 
severance pay equal to his/her monthly wage (par. 7 Article 77(1) of the Code). 
Anyway, all modifications of an employment contract – including those related to remote 
work – shall not worsen the employee’s situation in comparison to what is guaranteed to 
him/her by applicable collective bargaining agreement(s). 
 
As far as the collective bargaining and agreements are concerned, there is neither practical 
experience, nor specific research on the issue of imposition of telework through collective 
bargaining mechanism. Generally remote employees are free to participate in collective 
bargaining agreements at all levels (except a professional level which is nonexistent in 
Russia), but de facto no special agreements have so far been signed in order to promote 
the interests and rights of this category of employees. Similarly, no collective labor 
disputes, strikes or other types of collective actions have been organized by remote 
employees or in their interests82. 
 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
No, they cannot. As was explained above, in such case they would have to amend their 
employment contract or conclude a new contract with new conditions concerning the 
place of work.  
 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
There are no specific provisions on privacy of remote workers. 
  
Their working time and rest time is regulated in the Article 312.4 of the Labour Code and 
is fully the employee’s responsibility, if another approach is not established in the 
                                                      
81 These are also two cases when the procedure differs and this warning period is shorter. These are the 
cases of (1) an employer who is a physical person (not less than 14 calendar days) and (2) an employer that 
is a officially registered religious organization (not less than 7 calendar days). 
82 Gerasimova E.S., Korshunova T.Yu., Chernyaeva D.V. New Russian Legislation on Employment of 
Teleworkers: Comparative Assessment and Implications for Future Development. Law. The Journal of 
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employment contract on remote work. The procedure of granting an annual paid leave 
and other leaves to a remote employee shall be established in the employment contract 
on remote work in compliance with the Code and other legislative acts containing labour 
law provisions. 
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
No, there are no such regulations. 
 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
 
Specific features of the organization of work and protection of health of remote 
employees are determined in Article 312.3 of the Labour Code. Procedures of the 
provision of equipment, instruments and means, reporting deadlines, size, procedure and 
time for compensations etc. is determined in the employment contract on remote work. 
 
Among general employer’s responsibilities in the field of occupational safety and health 
an employer of remote employees must only (1) undertake measures to prevent accidents, 
protect life and health of the employees if such situations arise, including first aid 
provision; (2) implement the orders of the officers of the state authorities responsible for 
control in the field of labour legislation; (3) provide mandatory social insurance for 
employees against workplace accidents and occupational diseases. An employer shall 
also inform the employees about safety requirements concerning the work on equipment 
and with means that are recommended or provided by the employer. All other general 
employers responsibilities in this field are non-applicable to the cases of remote work 
unless it is explicitly stipulated in the employment contract on such work. 
 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
 
There is no detailed and specific regulation of this issue related to remote employees. The 
main thing that is regulated in this relation is use of the exchange of electronic documents 
related to the employment (which is still quite rare) and the use of “qualified electronic 
digital signature” as legal equivalent for real signature of the documents that a remote 
employee shall sign. However, this option is used in many other spheres of economy as 
well.   
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10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
General provisions are applicable. There are no specific provisions for remote workers. 
However, it does not mean that these general provisions are really efficient and truly 
applicable in practical sense. Probably they are mostly not. Absence of specific provisions 
causes problems in involvement remote workers in trade union activities, and even just 
simply makes it hard for trade unionists to obtain their contact info and reach them at all. 
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En general no podemos afirmar que exista en España una regulación del teletrabajo 
acorde con los nuevos tiempos y las nuevas formas de trabajo. La reforma laboral del año 
2012 proclamó la necesidad de regulación del teletrabajo, pero fue una declaración más 
formal que real. El legislador optó por una formula aparente sustituyendo la vieja 
regulación del contrato de trabajo a domicilio por la del trabajo a distancia sin entrar en 
la regulación de los puntos críticos de esta forma de trabajar. Desde finales del siglo 
pasado la doctrina judicial y jurisprudencial ha ido interpretando y aplicando esta forma 
de realización del trabajo conforme a los nuevos tiempos mediante la técnica indiciaria 
de laboralidad. No obstante en el siglo actual no contamos con grandes pronunciamientos 
judiciales ni con un marco normativo consolidado y uniforme que posibilite acabar o 
disminuir con la lacra de la informalidad del trabajo a distancia telemático o, en general, 
del teletrabajo. En la actualidad la regulación del teletrabajo se encuentra contenida en el 
artículo 13 del ET y en la negociación colectiva que ha incorporado en sus textos, con 
mayor o menor acierto, los contenidos del artículo 13 ET y del Acuerdo Marco Europeo 
de Teletrabajo suscrito por los agentes sociales en el marco de la Unión Europea en el 
año 2002. Sin embargo, hay convenios colectivos que no han incorporado el AMET, 
quizás por la desconfianza en la implantación de esta forma de organización del trabajo, 
y han decidido hacer una tímida mención a la regulación del Estatuto de los Trabajadores 
y a futuras negociaciones con los representantes de los trabajadores. Esta regulación 
permite que el teletrabajo se esté implantando mediante el acuerdo individual, bien como 
trabajo asalariado o bien como trabajo autónomo. En general podemos afirmar que 
probablemente exista un alto grado de informalidad dada la peculiaridad de esta forma de 
realización de la prestación de servicios: el lugar de trabajo y la tecnología telemática o 
digital. En España desde finales del año 2015 el teléfono móvil se ha convertido en el 
principal dispositivo de acceso a Internet en los hogares, siendo utilizado por el 76’4 % 
de los internautas. El 15’4% de las empresas de 10 o más empleados, compró algún 
servicio de Cloud computing, aunque sigue habiendo diferencias en función del tamaño 
de la empresa. En las empresas de 10 o más empleados al 22’6% del personal se le ha 
facilitado un dispositivo portátil con acceso a Internet para uso empresarial84.  
                                                      
84 Observatorio Nacional de telecomunicaciones y de la Sociedad de la Información, “La sociedad en Red 
2015” (Edición 2016), en www.ontsi.rer.es. 
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Asimismo, el 42’9% de las empresas utiliza alguno de los medios sociales por motivos 
de trabajo. De ellas, el 94’5% usan las redes sociales85. En una publicación del año 2013 
se estimaba que el 8% de los empleados teletrabajaba en España (Libro Blanco del 
Teletrabajo-Repsol-). Los datos más recientes indican que el 6’7% de los empleados 
teletrabajan por lo que nos encontramos lejos de la media europea cerca del 17%86. Y 
según la Encuesta Nacional de Condiciones de Trabajo, el 19% de los empleados que 
trabajan en la empresa superan las 40 horas semanales, frente al 24% que trabaja en casa 
y el 33% que lo hace en otro lugar87. Según la Unión Europea, hace 10 años 1 de cada 14 
europeos teletrabajaba y en la actualidad sólo 1 de cada 6 europeos teletrabaja)88.  
 
1. ¿Existe una regulación del teletrabajo en su ordenamiento jurídico?  
 
En el ámbito privado el artículo 13 del Estatuto de los trabajadores regula el trabajo a 
distancia (Real Decreto Legislativo 2/2015, de 23 de octubre). Esta normativa sustituyó 
la anterior referente al contrato de trabajo a domicilio que no era acorde con la 
denominación del trabajo a domicilio conforme al Convenio de la OIT 177. El ex artículo 
13 ET contemplaba la posibilidad de realizar la prestación a domicilio o en el lugar 
libremente elegido por el trabajador sin la vigilancia del empleador. Esto significaba que 
la modalidad de teletrabajo interactiva o con vigilancia “virtual” del empresario no tenía 
cobertura legal. La actual regulación del trabajo a distancia suprimió este requisito y, en 
general, la regulación obsoleta del contrato de trabajo a domicilio para dar cabida, 
entendemos que de manera desafortunada, al teletrabajo. Por este motivo consideramos 
que es necesaria una regulación concreta que comprenda todas las especialidades del 
trabajo a distancia y que recoja los contenidos mínimos contemplados en el AMET de 
2002. Por ejemplo, en las Administraciones Públicas de varias comunidades autónomas 
se ha regulado la jornada no presencial mediante el teletrabajo como una de las 
condiciones de trabajo de los empleados públicos negociables en el ámbito de las 
atribuciones competenciales una vez desarrolladas las iniciativas y experiencias de 
teletrabajo enfocadas a los empleados públicos (Decretos en las Comunidades de Castilla 
y León, Euskadi, Extremadura, Illes Balears, Castilla-La Mancha, La Rioja, Galicia y 
Valencia). Esta regulación supone un cambio en la cultura del trabajo que posibilita el 
cumplimiento de los requisitos previstos en el Texto Refundido del Estatuto Básico del 
Empleado Público del 2015 (TREBEP), desde el momento en que la evaluación del 
desempeño se basa en una valoración por objetivos de acuerdo con el trabajo realizado, 
                                                      
85 INE, Encuesta sobre el uso de las TICs y del Comercio Electrónico en la empresas, año 2015,-primer 
trimestre 2016, p. 3. 
86 Eurofound, Working anytime, anywhere: The effects on the world of work, 2017. 
87 http://www.deia.com/2017/02/15/economia/en-espana-el-67-de-empleados-ejerce-teletrabajo-por-
debajo-de-la-media-de-ue.  
88 Comisión Europea, Documento de reflexión sobre la dimensión social en Europa, 2017, pág. 17. 
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que sustituye a la variable de las horas empleadas. Al respecto, lo fundamental es que el 
empleado público pueda administrar y gestionar su tiempo de trabajo, y compatibilizarlo 
con la conciliación de la vida familiar, personal y laboral y, a su vez, contribuir al proceso 
de modernización de la administración pública. En general, las materias relacionadas con 
la protección de datos, la prevención de riesgos y la formación deben tener un tratamiento 
más elaborado para la salvaguarda de los derechos que están en juego. 
 
2. ¿Cuál es el concepto normativo, judicial o que habitualmente se utiliza de 
teletrabajo en su país?  
 
El art 13 del Estatuto de los trabajadores regula el trabajo a distancia (Real Decreto 
Legislativo 2/2015, de 23 de octubre) proporcionando una definición próxima a los 
términos del Convenio de la OIT 177, pero apartada de la del AMET ya que no menciona 
una de las características que identifican al teletrabajo: el uso de las tecnologías de la 
información. La regulación del teletrabajo en el Estatuto de los Trabajadores abarca 
preferentemente la modalidad de teletrabajo a domicilio y compartido con un trabajo 
presencial. Es una regulación poco garantista, puesto que preferentemente se decanta por 
la modalidad de teletrabajo compartido con el trabajo presencial aunque esto no impide 
que las partes por acuerdo (individual/colectivo) suscriban otra modalidad en los términos 
del AMET. En general los convenios colectivos y los acuerdos colectivos de teletrabajo 
implementan el teletrabajo en las empresas mediante la modalidad del teletrabajo a 
domicilio y compartida con el trabajo presencial. Creemos que esto se debe a la 
desconfianza por parte de las empresas en la implantación de un sistema flexible del 
tiempo de trabajo basado por objetivos acordes con un sistema de conciliación laboral 
moderno. 
 
3. ¿Existen diferencias, en el ordenamiento jurídico nacional entre teletrabajador y 
trabajo flexible? 
 
El artículo 13 del ET considera trabajo a distancia aquél en que la prestación de la 
actividad laboral se realice de manera preponderante en el domicilio del trabajador o en 
el lugar libremente elegido por éste. Esto plantea la duda sobre qué podemos calificar 
como preponderante, por lo que en mi opinión todo aquel trabajador que supere el 20% 
la realización de la actividad a distancia debe ser considerado teletrabajador. Esto 
significa que todo trabajador que realice la actividad a distancia en un porcentaje menor 
está realizando un trabajo flexible al que dotamos de una medición para diferenciarlo de 
las actividades ocasionales que no gozarían de las previsiones específicas y peculiares del 
teletrabajo en cuanto al tiempo y modo de la realización de la prestación de servicios.  
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4. ¿La implementación del teletrabajo requiere el expreso consentimiento del 
trabajador? ¿Puede el empresario o el Convenio Colectivo/negociación colectiva 
imponer el teletrabajo a uno o varios trabajadores de manera temporal o definitiva 
de concurrir una serie de causas empresariales (en este caso, especificar causas)?  
 
En general el teletrabajo es voluntario y, en concreto, el empresario no puede imponer 
como lugar de trabajo el domicilio del trabajador. No obstante, la normativa española 
permite que pueda imponer el teletrabajo cuando existan probadas razones económicas, 
técnicas, organizativas o de producción. La negociación colectiva española suele 
contemplar la voluntariedad y la reversibilidad del teletrabajo en los términos del AMET 
(2002). Sin embargo, entiendo que aun pactándose la voluntariedad y la reversibilidad en 
la negociación colectiva, el empresario puede modificar ese régimen cuando haya 
probadas razones que así lo justifiquen relacionadas con la competitividad, productividad 
u organización técnica o del trabajo de la empresa.  
 
5. ¿El teletrabajador o el empresario pueden decidir unilateralmente la 
reversibilidad de la situación de teletrabajo, esto es, que el teletrabajador vuelva a 
prestar servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa?  
 
La regla general es pactar el régimen de reversibilidad de la situación del teletrabajo. En 
último término el empresario puede imponer la reversibilidad del teletrabajo puesto que 
es titular del derecho de libertad de empresa. En todo caso, la negativa del trabajador a la 
reversibilidad del teletrabajo debe ir acompañada de la correspondiente indemnización 
por incumplimiento empresarial del pacto de reversibilidad.  
 
6. ¿Qué previsiones en materia de condiciones de trabajo (intimidad, tiempo de 
trabajo, entre otras) se prevén con relación con el teletrabajador y no respecto del 
trabajador? 
 
Una de las peculiaridades del teletrabajo es el ejercicio del derecho a la intimidad del 
trabajador y los peligros de invasión de la intimidad del trabajador por parte del 
empresario. El artículo 13 del ET contempla que los trabajadores a distancia tendrán los 
mismos derechos que los que prestan sus servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa, 
salvo aquellos que sean inherentes a la realización de la prestación laboral en dicho lugar 
de manera presencial. En especial, el teletrabajador tendrá derecho a percibir, como 
mínimo, la retribución total establecida conforme a su grupo profesional y funciones. En 
materia de tiempo de trabajo no hay ninguna mención especial pero cabe entender que, 
aunque no esté específicamente contemplado, el trabajador tendrá un derecho a la 
desconexión para la salvaguarda del ejercicio del derecho a su intimidad, a la conciliación 
familiar y a la seguridad y salud en el trabajo.  
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7. ¿Existe alguna previsión concreta en materia de formación y promoción 
profesional respecto del teletrabajador? 
 
El artículo 13.4 del ET menciona específicamente el derecho a la formación profesional 
y a la promoción profesional, puesto que el “aislamiento” del teletrabajador respecto a 
los trabajadores presenciales de la empresa conlleva el detrimento de sus derechos. Por 
este motivo se contempla que el empresario deberá establecer los medios necesarios para 
asegurar el acceso efectivo de estos trabajadores a estos derechos, por ejemplo, debiendo 
informar a los teletrabajadores de la existencia de puestos de trabajo vacantes para 
desempeño presencial en el centro de trabajo. Para hacer efectiva esta regulación son muy 
importantes los términos del acuerdo colectivo del teletrabajo y el protagonismo de los 
representantes de los trabajadores en función de las competencias atribuidas por la 
normativa.  
 
8. ¿Qué previsiones se disponen en materia de seguridad y salud laboral respecto del 
teletrabajador? 
 
Las previsiones en materia de seguridad y salud laboral son vagas y poco precisas, dado 
que se limitan a una remisión a la normativa general en esa materia. El artículo 13. 4 del 
ET contempla el derecho de los teletrabajadores a una adecuada protección en materia de 
seguridad y salud resultando de aplicación, en todo caso, la Ley de Prevención de Riesgos 
Laborales de 1995 y su normativa de desarrollo. El empresario tiene el deber de informar 
al teletrabajador de la normativa preventiva en materia de seguridad y salud en el 
teletrabajo. En el trabajo a distancia es necesario que los sujetos encargados de verificar 
el cumplimiento de la normativa preventiva (empresario, representantes de los 
trabajadores y/o las autoridades competentes) tengan acceso al lugar de teletrabajo, que 
en el caso de que coincida con el domicilio del trabajador hará necesaria la previa 
notificación y acuerdo. El teletrabajador está legitimado para solicitar visitas de la 
Inspección. En el teletrabajo a domicilio, la garantía constitucional a la inviolabilidad del 
domicilio impide esos controles físicos, salvo que se realicen con la previa notificación y 
acuerdo del teletrabajador. En materia de responsabilidad, entendemos que no cabe exigir 
al empresario aquélla que no pueda ser controlada o verificada por él mismo, porque el 
único responsable de las condiciones materiales efectivas de la ejecución de la prestación 
de servicios sigue siendo el propio trabajador. En todo caso, entendemos que es necesaria 
una regulación específica de prevención de riesgos laborales que atienda a las 
peculiaridades del lugar de trabajo y a las nuevas formas de organización del mismo, y a 
la necesaria corresponsabilidad entre el teletrabajador y el empresario en la implantación 
de una “razonable” cultura preventiva.  
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9. ¿Hay alguna regulación en materia de “protección de datos” respecto del trabajo 
realizado por el teletrabajador? 
 
No hay ninguna previsión concreta relacionada con el teletrabajo en la normativa 
española. En materia de protección de datos, el empresario tiene unos deberes de 
información a efectos de exigir al trabajador la diligencia debida en el cumplimiento de 
la prestación. Este deber de información, recogido en la legislación, y en la normativa de 
la empresa en materia de protección de datos, afecta en particular a las restricciones en el 
uso del equipo del tratamiento de la información, de las herramientas de Internet y de las 
posibles sanciones en caso de incumplimiento, que deberían ser objeto de tratamiento en 
la negociación colectiva. En relación con la salvaguarda de la privacidad del trabajador, 
los dispositivos de control empresarial no deben ser utilizados sin que el empresario 
informe a los trabajadores, y sin la previa consulta con los representantes de los 
trabajadores, como contempla la Directiva 90/270 sobre pantallas de visualización. En 
este sentido habrá que estar atentos al nuevo Reglamento General de Protección de Datos 
del 25 de mayo de 2016, que sustituirá a la actual normativa vigente y que comenzará a 
aplicarse el 25 de mayo de 2018. Este periodo de dos años tiene como objetivo permitir 
que los Estados de la Unión Europea, las Instituciones y también las empresas y 
organizaciones que tratan datos vayan preparándose y adaptándose para el momento en 
que el Reglamento entre en vigor.  
 
10. ¿Hay alguna singularidad en materia de representación colectiva con relación a 
los teletrabajadores? ¿son tenidos en cuenta como electores en las elecciones para 
los órganos de representación de los trabajadores? ¿pueden ser elegibles como 
representantes de los trabajadores? 
 
La regulación española contempla que los trabajadores a distancia podrán ejercer los 
derechos de representación colectiva conforme a lo previsto en el ET. A estos efectos los 
teletrabajadores deberán estar adscritos a un centro de trabajo concreto de la empresa. En 
general podemos decir que esta forma de organización del trabajo provoca un alejamiento 
del fenómeno colectivo, y una tendencia hacia la individualización de las relaciones 
laborales. La dispersión del lugar de trabajo no favorece ni al sindicalismo, ni al ejercicio 
de los derechos colectivos (participación, negociación colectiva y huelga). En el AMET 
no se establece el derecho a utilizar los equipos y las estructuras de la empresa para el 
ejercicio de los derechos de información y comunicación de los trabajadores con sus 
representantes legales, ni la forma de desempeñar la función de representación sindical, 
cuestiones cuya regulación corresponde a los convenios colectivos. Consideramos que si 
la actividad se realiza a distancia en su totalidad es necesario que el empresario ponga al 
alcance de los trabajadores y de sus representantes el uso de las comunicaciones de la 
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empresa para el ejercicio de los derechos colectivos, como garantía del derecho de 
libertad sindical.  
 
11. Otras cuestiones relevantes 
 
A modo de conclusión final hay que señalar la necesidad de encontrar un marco regulador 
general y común del teletrabajo al menos en el ámbito de la Unión Europea que, 
atendiendo a las peculiaridades del teletrabajo, garantice los derechos de los trabajadores 
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Teleworking is a growing form of flexible employment in the United Kingdom. 2.4 
million tele-workers,89 making up 8% of the UK workforce,90 use information technology 
(IT) to assist them to work away from the traditional office environment. At European 
level the social partners entered into a non-binding framework agreement as part of the 
social dialogue process and committed themselves to implementing the agreement at 
national level. The UK was among the first countries to implement the European accord 
in that the CBI, TUC and CEEP UK worked productively together to agree the Telework 
Guidance91 which is a voluntary non-binding document which suits the UK labour 
market, businesses and national circumstances and provides a useful tool and check list 







                                                      
89 Senior officials and managers constitute the majority of all teleworkers (23%). 
90 2.2 million tele-workers rely on computers and telephones to such an extent that they cannot perform 
their job without them. About 62% of teleworkers are self-employed. Two thirds or some 6% of the tele-
workers are men against some 53% female tele-workers. (Source: UK Government Office of National 
Statistics 2005). There has been a marked increase in tele-workers since 1997 when figures were first 
collated showing 921,000 or 4% of the British workforce. By 2005 teleworkers increased by 150% and the 
figures, though more stabilised are still experiencing a modest rise! No official statistics are available for 
more recent years.  
91 This guidance document launched in August 2003 and disseminated in various ways by the British social 
partners aims at providing employers, employees and other persons with information, advice and guidance 
on telework. This method of implementing the EU framework agreement is one which suits best the British 
labour market procedures and practices. 
92 Such key issues explained in a simple manner when promoting or introducing telework as health and 
safety, data processing, the organisation of work generally and so on. 
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1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
Although the British Government has endorsed93 the aforementioned Telework 
Guidance, there are no laws94 which govern telework in the UK. Three matters should be 
noted with regard to British industrial relations. First, the social partners invariable cry is 
“Keep the law out of industrial relations” this, for a number of reasons too lengthy to 
relate here. Second, and tied to the first matter, the British laissez faire doctrine in 
industrial relations is of some significance for it is voluntary and legally non-binding in 
many of its spheres Third, the reader will readily ask “But then what is the legal worth of 
that document if it is not enforceable in law?” The answer is clear. This document is 
intended by the parties to be voluntary and legally not binding.95 Such intention by the 
social partners needs to be respected. It is submitted however, that in the unlikely event 
of a case being brought by any of the social partners before a British court, such court 
could take cognisance of the Telework Guidance document in its judgement as it does in 
the case of Codes of Practice which also are not laws. Furthermore the word “Guidance” 
shows that the telework document’s status is nothing more than that with no binding 
effect. 
 
The British “Telework Guidance” is very much based on the European Framework 
Agreement on Telework96 and indeed some of the wording is taken directly (word for 
word) from the European agreement.97 
 
The ILO Home Work Convention, 1996 (N0. 177) which entered into force on 20th April, 




                                                      
93 See the “Foreword” to the “Telework Guidance” written by the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State 
for Employment Relations, Competition and Consumers who states “I welcome and endorse the valuable 
information this guidance provides and I am sure it will be a useful resource for businesses when identifying 
and assessing the key issues when introducing a telework policy.” 
94 Whether they be Acts of the Westminster Parliament, ministerial Orders or Statutory Instruments made 
under an Act. Furthermore, this research shows that there has been, at the time of writing, no case law on 
this issue. 
95 When I give lectures on British collective agreements in European Union and third countries’ universities 
the audiences are in disbelief when I tell them that British collective agreements are not legally enforceable 
contracts because the parties do not intend to be legally bound. Parameters of space do not allow for further 
discussion. 
96 Although based on the European Framework Telework Agreement the Telework Guidance document 
enjoys a British slant. Please see “Introduction” at p.1. supra..  
97 See Telework Guidance at pp. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21,22 and 24 of a 29 page document.  
98 In fact only 10 countries ratified this Convention (with some 188 other countries not ratifying it.) 
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2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
 
There is no legal, judicial or collectively agreed definition of the expression teleworker 
in the UK. The reason is that telework is not a job per se, rather it is a method of working. 
The important feature of this concept is the use of information and communications 
technologies (ICT) to enable remote working from the office either for (i) workers who 
work at home full-time or part-time; (ii) workers who divide their time between home 
and the office, and (iii) primarily mobile workers using their home as an administrative 
base.99  
 
What the Telework Guidance document does is to quote, word for word, the definition 
given by the European Framework Agreement, 2002, namely “TELEWORK is a form of 
organising and/or performing work, using information technology, in the context of an 
employment contract/relationship, where work, which could also be performed at the 
employer’s premises, is carried out away from those premises on a regular basis.” 
 
Defining and refining this concept further, teleworkers who use their mobile or landline 
telephones and computers may be classed into numerous categories. The first and more 
common of these in the UK, is the teleworker who mainly works from home in 
performing his principle job. Such a teleworker may be referred to as a homeworker 
teleworker.100 The second category is the teleworker who works from home only once a 
week but mainly carries out his work from other locations during that week. Such 
teleworker may be referred to as a one day homeworker teleworker. The third category is 
the teleworker who works in a variety of locations but whose base is his/her home. We 
may refer to such person as a home based teleworker. A fourth category is the teleworker 
who works in call centres rather than from home. These may be categorised as call centre 
teleworkers. A fifth category includes teleworkers working for their clients and based at 
their clients’ premises. These may be termed as client-based teleworkers.  
 
In this digital age other varieties of teleworkers also feature although officially they would 
hardly be called teleworkers!. Telephones and computers are used universally by 
                                                      
99 Source: Telework Guidance op.cit. p. 7. 
100 In the spring of 2007 3.2 million teleworkers worked mainly in their own home or in different places 
using their home as a base. As a proportion of homeworkers, teleworkers rose from 40% in 1997 to 79% 
in 2007 while the total number of homeworkers had risen from 2.3 million people to 3.2 million in 2007. 
Teleworkers constituted 8.9% of the national workforce in 2007. In that year men comprised approximately 
two thirds of teleworkers and were more likely than women to telework in different locations using their 
home as a base. Full-time workers constituted 72% of teleworkers.(Source: Office of National Statistics, 
“Home-based working using communication technologies” Labour Market Trends, October, 2005 p.432 
Table 2 (Labour Force Survey 2005 data and Spring 2007) 
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employees, civil servants, academics, the medical and legal professions, the church, Local 
Authorities, the Westminster Parliament and so on. 
 
It should be noted that while the number of homeworkers and in particular teleworkers 
rose substantially between 1997 and 2006 a modest slowing down in their growth rate 
has occurred. The number of teleworkers fell from 2,534,000 in 2006 to 2,50,333 in 2007 
reflecting a slight decline in the number of teleworkers who work in different locations 
using their home as a base.101 
 
Of the 2.4 million teleworkers counted in 2005 one quarter of these, 603,000, worked 
mainly in their home while the majority worked in various locations while using their 
home as a base. These proportions remained the same in 2007.102 
 
3. Are there difficulties in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
 
Under the British legal system, unlike Spain, there are no criteria whatsoever to 
distinguish a teleworker from a flexible worker. In the UK teleworking is regarded as one 
of the numerous types of flexible work and has no special status. Telework ranks equally 
with such types of flexible employment as part-time work, job sharing, flexitime, career 
breaks and sabbaticals, term-time working, annualised hours, compressed hours and other 
new forms of flexible employment.103  
 
4. Does the implementation of telework require the consent of workers? Can the 
employer through collective agreements/collective bargaining) impose (temporarily 
or permanently) telework on workers in certain entrepreneurial cases? In such cases 
please specify these. 
 
Telework in the UK is voluntary for both the employer and the worker.104 Telework can 
be required as part of the worker’s initial job description or it may be engaged in as a 
                                                      
101 This figure is nevertheless much higher than that for 1997 responding to 921,000 teleworkers. 
102 Source: Labour Force Survey data in Spring 2005 and 2007. See too “Telework in the United Kingdom” 
https://www.eurofound.eu.observatories/eurwork/articles/telework-in-t  
103 For an evaluation and analysis of flexible work in the UK see Jo Carby-Hall “New Frontiers of Labour 
Law” in “Du Travail Salarié au Travail Indépendant: Permanences et Mutations” (Professors Bruno 
Venezieni and Umberto Carabelli (Eds)) European SOCRATES Programme. Cacucci Editore. Italy (2003) 
at pp. 163 – 308. 
104 Please note that there is an important legal distinction between an employee and a worker. All employees 
are workers but not all workers are employees.  
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voluntary arrangement subsequently. Telework is thus best introduced on the basis of 
consensus.105  
 
Under UK law106 parents of disabled children under the age of six have a right to request 
flexible working including teleworking if they so wish. Employers are under a duty to 
give serious consideration to such requests. The right to request flexible working enables 
the employee to apply for any changes they wish to their method of working and working 
hours. As such they may wish to work remotely. However telework cannot be guaranteed 
under that right.107 
 
Employers are legally required to provide employees with a written statement of 
particulars of employment108 within two months from the commencement of their 
employment. The place of employment must be included in those particulars and details 
of telework arrangements should also be incorporated. Where teleworking represents a 
change in working practice the employer has one month from the date of the change to 
produce a revised statement of particulars.109  
 
Where telework is not part of the initial job description and the employer makes an offer 
of telework, the worker may accept or refuse that offer. If a worker expresses the wish to 
telework, the employer may accept or refuse that request. The contract of employment is 
the UK’s most common form of employment relationship. Such contract may only be 
changed by mutual or collective agreement. Alternatively employers can attempt to 
enforce changes in the contract of employment by dismissing the employee “for some 
other substantial reason” and subsequently offer new terms to the employee. Thus an 
employee cannot be compelled to telework unless this is provided in the contract.  
 
The nature of the contract between the employer and the employee also determines the 
employment status and legal rights that the working person enjoys. In most cases this 
should be unaffected by a decision to telework. However, it is possible that in some 
circumstances teleworking could constitute such a variation in the contract of 
employment that the employment status also changes.110  
                                                      
105 Someone forced to telework is unlikely to be as motivated or productive as someone who does so of 
his/her own volition. 
106 Since April, 2003. 
107 There are a number of business grounds upon which the employer may refuse a request. Consult 
http://www.dti.gov.uk/er/flexible.htm  
108 This is not necessarily the contract of employment. Particulars of employment are a separate document.  
109 Employment Relations Act 1996 s. 4 (3). 
110 The Telework Guidance at p.10 advises “As part of its teleworking policy the employer should make 
clear that there is no intention to change the employee’s status, and thus the rights they are entitled to, 
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5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
On the principle that people should not be compelled to telework, those who do so should 
be able to change their mind if they find this arrangement to be unsatisfactory.111 Both 
sides should however consent to the changes. 
 
There may be circumstances where both sides are unable to consent to changes and that 
therefore it is not possible to reverse the decision to telework.112Employers are advised to 
spell out the circumstances in which a decision to telework cannot be reversed at the very 
beginning either in clauses in collective agreements or in individual agreements.113 
(The reader is requested to read question 4 (supra) which also treats answers to question 
5). 
 
6. What provisions on labour conditions are established with regard to teleworkers 
and not to ordinary workers? 
 
Teleworkers benefit from the same rights guaranteed by applicable legislation and 
collective agreements as comparable workers at the employer’s premises. However 
telework has its own peculiarities necessitating specific complementary collective 
agreements or individual agreements between employer and employee. Thus, particular 
aspects of a teleworker’s contract which may need to be amended or specified consist of 
the following, namely the place of work, hours of work,114 additional responsibilities and 
duties over and above those agreed,115 expenses policies may need to be altered,116 for 
                                                      
unless both the employee and the employer wish to change the nature of the employment relationship in 
other substantive ways.”  
111 For example if the teleworker finds that he/she dislikes the isolation of teleworking orin the case of the 
employer if productivity is suffering. 
112 In situations where, for example, accommodation at the employer’s premises as a consequence of the 
fact that employees are now teleworking. Similarly, the cost of reversal (added to the costs of providing 
equipment for homeworking) may be too high.  
113 I.e. at the time when the initial job description was made for a teleworker. 
114 Greater flexibility, within the limits of the Working Time Regulations (which put into effect the Working 
Time Directive) may be possible perhaps with a set “core” time when remote workers undertake to be 
working or to be contactable. There need to be agreement on attendance at on-site team meetings. The 
employee teleworker also needs to know on what basis the reporting manager and the other company 
personnel are contactable. 
115 This may include procedures for reporting to the office. 
116 For example, to allow claims for expenses to attend team meetings or travel to the office for other 
reasons. 
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home based teleworkers workers allowances need to be negotiated and agreed,117 access 
arrangements to the working area may need clarification. Health and safety arrangements 
require that the employer has a responsibility to access the worker’s home workplace.118 
 
In the case of some home based workers the provision of equipment/machinery by the 
employer will need to be negotiated and/or clarified.119The employer’s insurance may 
need to be extended to cover work equipment not kept at the office, or such equipment 
used on the move.120 Holiday and sick leave arrangements need to be agreed between the 
teleworker and the employer.121 Finally there needs to be an agreement negotiated should 
the teleworker wish to cease teleworking and return to the employer’s office. 
 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to teleworkers? 
 
There is indeed provision for both training and professional promotion. As regards 
professional promotion the Telework Guide adopts the European Framework 
Agreement’s terminology by stating “Teleworkers have the same.career development 
opportunities as comparable workers at the employer’s premises and are subject to the 
same appraisal policies as those other workers.”122 
 
With regard to training, the Guidance provisions are more detailed. Core training includes 
job-related skills,123 generic skills,124 report-writing skills, effective telephone 
communication skills and self-management skills.125  
 
                                                      
117 Such negotiated and agreed allowances may include, heating, lightening, fair wear and tear, business 
rates,  
118 As for example, electric power or gas (if applicable) supply, safe system of work and safe work premises, 
safe equipment, ergonomic use of equipment/machinery and so on. 
119 It could be that the employer will provide landline or mobile telephones, ISDN Broadband line for work 
purposes. Equipment and data security procedures including maintenance arrangements may need to be 
addressed. 
120 Workers using their own equipment for work purposes need to check whether or not such equipment is 
covered by their home insurance policy. 
121 By, for example, the teleworker notifying the employer and ensuring that correct record keeping 
procedures are both followed and respected. Finally there need to be an agreement negotiated should the 
teleworker wish to cease teleworking and return to working in the office. 
122 Source: “Telework Guidance “ op.cit. at p. 21. 
123 Job-related skills cover the particular requirements of the teleworker’s actual job. 
124 Generic skills include IT and the use of new communication methods such as key-board skills, electronic 
mail, modems, on-line discussion, effective use of websites and use of software required for the work.  
125 These include training in time management. 
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The Guidance suggests that new recruits in their first job spend time in the office 
environment to enable them to familiarise themselves with the organisation and with 
colleagues prior to working remotely as teleworkers.126  
 
Specific training needs to be given to the teleworker to ensure that such a person is 
performing the work safely and efficiently when working for prolonged spells away from 
the employer’s premises.127 
 
8. What provisions on health and safety at work are relevant to teleworkers? 
 
There is a great deal to be said on health and safety regarding teleworkers. Parameters of 
space only allow me to treat briefly the salient features. Furthermore, and for the same 
reason, the background and explanations on this topic will, unfortunately, not feature.128 
 
The EU Framework Directive on safety and health at work129 has been fully implemented 
by the Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974 and other Regulations made under it. It is 
those latter which will be referred to in this chapter. Furthermore the Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE) publishes a variety of health and safety guideline pamphlets for large, 
medium and small companies. 
 
British legislation (and indeed the common law on health and safety of employees) 
applies to all employees and others working in a conventional office or as teleworkers. 
Both employers and employees130 including teleworkers, and others, have general duties 
under British legislation, these duties being subject to the IMPORTANT term “so far as 
is reasonably practicable” (The reader is requested to please note this important 
expression which runs throughout the British legislation (and indeed the common law))  
 
                                                      
126 This allows skills to be learnt informally from more experienced colleagues. New recruits also need 
induction training about the organisation to ensure familiarisation on its procedures and culture including 
health and safety issues and whom to contact to seek assistance and supplies. 
127 Numerous training courses, both externally and internally are available for this purpose. For example, 
externally, the City and Guilds NVOs/SVOs levels 2 and 3 are especially designed for teleworkers while 
internally the employer may be able to provide the training within the establishment. Another possibility is 
that training can ve provided “off the job” by the teleworker being sent by the employer to Further 
Education Colleges or the University of Indistry using the brand name “learndirect” which helps people 
and employers to identify theright learning to access it at a time, in a place and at a pace which suits the 
teleworker. 
128 The reader who wishes to have an in--depth evaluation on the subject is invited to consult specialist 
books/articles on the subject. 
129 89/391, 
130 Employees need to take reasonable care for their own safety and that of others who may be affected by 
what they do or do not do. 
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Thus employees must co-operate with employers on health and safety matters, use work 
equipment correctly and not interfere with health and safety equipment provided. 
Employers are required to have a risk131 assessment of all the work carried out by their 
workers which includes teleworkers and mobile workers132 and the Guidance further 
suggests that it is good practice for the teleworkers to carry out a risk assessment for work 
carried out from home. For home teleworkers those who may be affected could include 
other family members, neighbours, visitors and invitees. Employers need to have a health 
and safety policy statement.133 
 
With regard to teleworkers, in addition to VDU equipment the employer needs to have 
regard to (i) avoiding the need for hazardous material handling by the teleworker, (ii) 
ensuring that all equipment provided is appropriate to the job requirements and where 
necessary, training provided, (iii) providing safe equipment, (iv) providing electrical 
equipment which comply with safety regulations and checking the compliance of such 
equipment. The teleworker’s domestic electrical system is his/her own responsibility.  
 
Employees, including teleworkers have a statutory duty to report all hazards to their own 
or others’ health and safety. Employers have a duty to provide adequate first aid 
equipment for teleworkers while taking into account the nature of the telework performed. 
In the event of serious danger arising from work the teleworker must stop work without 
affecting the worker’s employment rights.  
 
Work with computers can give rise to back strain, to stress and anxiety, eye strain and 
visual and other discomfort. The British Regulations134 apply where teleworkers are 
employed. They require employers to assess and reduce risks, to ensure that workstations 
meet the minimum requirements, plan breaks or changes of activity, provide eye tests on 
request and provide health and safety training and information.135  
 
                                                      
131 Risks may include inter alia, electrical equiment, VDUs, and fittings at the workplace. Seating. Lighting, 
heating and ventilation, expectant mothers, or those who have given birth in the last six months or breast 
feeding and account needs to be taken of risks to the child. Source: HSE Guidelines” entitled “New and 
expectant mothers at work:” addressed to employers as expectant mothers who work.  
132 This is a requirement under the Health and Safety at Work Regulations, 1992. Risk assessments need to 
identify the risks, assess their extent and make decisions on how to manage term so far as is reasonably 
practicable. 
133 Such statement must contain the general policy of the company and the arrangements for putting that 
policy into place. Such policy must be in written form if the employer employs five or more employees. 
134 The Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations implement Directive 90/270. 
135 See the revised guidance booklet published by the HSE on the Regulations entitled “Work with Display 
Screen Equipment.” It gives specific advice to teleworkers on rhe application of the Regulations. It suggests 
that where it is not practical for employers to visit workers to conduct risk assessments, teleworkers may 
do so provided that they have been properly trained for this purpose.  
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9. Is there any concrete regulation on data protection regarding work performed by 
teleworkers? 
 
There is indeed concrete regulation on data protection resulting from the Data Protection 
Act, 1998.136.That Act covers personal data information relating to living individuals 
which is held on computers or manual files. Employers are required to process personal 
data they hold and how it is used. Data controllers have to abide by the “Principles” 
provided by the Act. Those Principles require that personal data is processed fairly and 
lawfully, is accurate, is relevant and not excessive and is kept up-to-date and secure.137  
 
The provisions of the 1998 Act deal with the use of faxes, telephones and automated 
calling systems for unsolicited marketing.138 Employers and teleworkers should be 
careful to ensure that other members of the household should not have access to personal 
data as defined by the 1998 legislation. It is important to consider what appropriate 
security measures are in place.139 
 
Teleworking can raise some special issues of data security. Breaches of confidentiality 
and integrity tend to occur in one of three main ways. First, laptops may be lost or stolen140 
or the display on the laptop may be able to be seen by other people.141 Second, 
unauthorised access to corporate systems can be obtained through careless use.142 Third, 
information in transit143 over the internet can be read by anyone with simple readily 
available tools. 
 
Thus employers and teleworkers should ensure that materials they send and receive on 
disk or internet are virus free. The most important duty for employers is to make users 
aware of the risks through simple and explicit policies and regular data backup procedures 
including the updating of anti-virus software for all workers. 
 
                                                      
136 The 1998 Act implements the EU Data Protection Telecommunications Directive 97/66/EC. 
137 In keeping data secure the total management of security is to be considered. Such management means 
not just technical measures but also physical considerations as procedures and the reliability of staff. 
138 Marketing faxes must not be sent to individual subscribers without their prior consent. Individual 
subscribers have a statutory right to opt out of unsolicited relephone marketing by either telling the caller 
or registering on a central stop list. Corporate subscribers cannot opt out telephone sales but have the right 
to opt out of unsolicited marketing faxes. Automated calling systems must have the prior consent of both 
corporate and individual subscribers. 
139 Such security measures as dealing with secure waste or the locking of the home office and computer. 
140 In some circumstances specifically for the information they contain. 
141 This may occur on aeroplanes, airport lounges, coaches, ships or trains. 
142 For example careless use of passwords and telephone numbers, including passing this information on 
line to fraudulent service providers. 
143 Unless encrypted. 
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10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
The same conditions for participating in, and standing for, elections to bodies representing 
workers or providing worker representation apply to teleworkers. Teleworkers are 
included in calculations for determining thresholds for bodies with worker representation 
in accordance with European and national law, collective agreements and practices.144 
 
Worker representatives are informed and consulted on the introduction by the employer 
of telework in accordance with EU and national legislation, collective agreements and 
practices. 
 
11. Other relevant aspects relating to telework. 
 
11.1. Some Telework Guidance lacunae briefly filled in. 
 
The Telework Guidance has been drawn up by the UK organisations which are 
represented in the social dialogue, namely the TUC, the CBI and CEEP UK. This 
document provides a useful checklist of matters to consider when implementing telework 
in the establishment. It should be noted that this Guidance explains how the text of the 
European Framework Agreement might best operate in the context of the UK labour 
market. 
 
Not all matters provided for by the Guidance document have been mentioned in this text 
which limited itself in answering the specific questions asked. The Guidance adds to these 
                                                      
144 The establishment to which the teleworker is attached for purposes of exercising his/her collective rights 
is specified ab initio. 
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by mentioning privacy,145 equipment,146 organisation of work147 and taxation,148 each of 
which is not treated by reason of limitations of space. 
 
11.2. Advantages and disadvantages of telework in brief. 
 
Teleworking has advantages and disadvantages for both teleworkers and employers. 
 
For the teleworker the advantages include (a) cost savings on public or private transport 
to travel to work; (b) better work – life balance; (c) time spent travelling to work is freed 
and (d) flexible working allows the fulfilment of care responsibilities (for children and 
the aged) at home. The disadvantages include (a) inability to work effectively because of 
home distractions; (b) lack of discipline to work unsupervised; (c) isolation from 
intercourse with colleagues at work; (d) lack of home space to telework effectively. 
 
As for the employer, the advantages are (a) teleworkers are more productive because they 
do not have the interruptions which occur in the working environment; (b) retention of 
an employee whose circumstances change and who prefers to work part-time as a 
homeworker teleworker; (c) reduced costs and thus more space by not having to provide 
the employee with an office; (d) improved motivation of teleworker with reduced stress 
and absences by reasons of sicknesses. The disadvantages include (a) the fact that some 
kinds of work do not befit the telework pattern; (b) difficulty to manage and monitor the 
teleworker’s performance; (c) increased costs by reason of providing IT communications 
equipment consisting of telephone(s), desktop computer(s), laptop(s) and so on. (d) 
increased security risks of the information used by the teleworker. 
 
 
                                                      
145 Teleworkers working from home have a right to privacy out-of-hours, to separate business phones which 
can record messages, to home visits being pre-arranged to enable them to enjoy a work-life balance. The 
teleworker should be informed of any checking facility and the measures taken should be strictly 
proportionate to meet the objective. (Source: Telework Guidance op. cit at pp. 14 and 15.) 
146 All matters concerning equipment, liability and costs need to be clearly defined prior to starting telework. 
Generally, the employer is responsible for providing, installing and maintaining the telework equipment, 
although the teleworker may use his/her own equipment. The employer is normally responsible for all costs 
relating to the work including costs for loss or damage to equipment and data used by the teleworker. 
(Source: Telework Guidance op. cit. at p. 15.) 
147 Consideration by the employer should cater for the problems which telework may cause, namely, stress 
caused by long spells away from the employer’s premises, isolation, information and news about the 
establishment and related matters. (Source: Telework Guidance, op.cit. at pp. 20 and 21). 
148 Any costs for heating, electricity, etc.. in addition to the normal home costs are refunded to the 
teleworker by the employer. Such refunds are normally taxable but since the 2003 Budget the employer is 
able to meet some or all of the incidental household costs incurred by teleworkers without giving rise to a 
tax charge. (Source: Telework Guidance op. cit. p. 23.)  
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11.3. Judicial decisions and collective agreements. 
 
No judicial decisions on teleworking have been identified so far in the British courts. Nor 
have collective agreements been entered into by the British social partners though 
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TELETRABAJO Y CONDICIONES DE TRABAJO EN ARGENTINA 
 
Pablo Arnaldo Topet 
Profesor, Facultad de Derecho y Ciencias Sociales 




En la República Argentina en los últimos quince años se ha desarrollado un debate sobre 
el teletrabajo, tanto en sus aspectos jurídicos vinculados a su inserción en los vínculos 
laborales, como en sus implicancias sociales, familiares y económicas. En el año 2003 en 
el ámbito del Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social de la Nación, se creó la 
Comisión de Teletrabajo, un espacio de articulación y dialogo entre los actores sociales, 
que además se constituyó a la postre en un espacio de divulgación, a través de 
publicaciones y actividades como seminarios y otras actividades de difusión. En el 
conjunto de ellas subyacía la convicción del valor del teletrabajo como vía de 
empleabilidad laboral e inclusión social. 
 
En dicho marco se elaboro un proyecto de Ley de Teletrabajo, en el año 2007, al que se 
lo incorporaba como previsión expresa de un tipo de trabajo en condiciones de 
dependencia y como una forma especifica del más general, como se considera al trabajo 
en domicilio. 
 
En el año 2012, se dictó una resolución sobre seguridad e higiene en el trabajo de 
aplicación excluyente para los teletrabajadores. 
 
En el año 2013 se creo el Programa del Empleo en Teletrabajo (PROPET), con “el objeto 
de promover y facilitar la aplicación del Teletrabajo en el sector privado, a través de 
herramientas que brindasen seguridad jurídica a ambas partes en la relación laboral y 
que permitan monitorear el desarrollo de la modalidad dentro del contexto laboral a 
distancia en el marco del trabajo decente”. 
 
A partir de esta labor de promoción y fomento, una cantidad importante de empresas 
privadas se adhirieron al programa e implementaron el teletrabajo.  
 
Informes privados indican que el 2% del empleo registrado en Argentina se efectúa a 
través de teletrabajo, aunque hay que advertir, no contamos con estadísticas oficiales al 
respecto  
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Se firmaron convenios colectivos de trabajo que incorporaron la figura, y, en todos, se 
reafirmó el carácter voluntario; y el principio de reversibilidad se incluyó en todos los 
casos en que el trabajador había iniciado la relación con formas de trabajo presenciales. 
 
Además, se garantizaron los derechos de provisión de herramientas, útiles y sistemas; la 
cobertura por accidentes de trabajo y la posibilidad de verificar el cumplimiento de las 
condiciones de higiene y seguridad. 
 
En todos se estableció la igualdad de trato y de derechos, tanto individuales como 
colectivos. 
 
La gestión actual del Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social, desarticuló la 
Coordinación de Teletrabajo. 
 
1. ¿Existe una regulación del teletrabajo en su ordenamiento jurídico? 
 
En la Argentina no hay una ley específica sobre el Teletrabajo, si se confeccionó, como 
adelantáramos, un proyecto de ley enviado al Congreso de la Nación el 2 de julio de 2007, 
fue elaborado por la Comisión de Teletrabajo del Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y 
Seguridad Social de la Nación. A la fecha, el mismo perdió estado parlamentario, por lo 
que solo se lo puede considerar un antecedente en la materia sin ninguna relevancia 
practica en la actualidad. 
 
El Convenio Internacional del Trabajo N° 177 sobre trabajo a domicilio adoptado en el 
seno de la Organización Internacional del Trabajo (O.I.T.) fue ratificado el 31 de Julio de 
2006 por la Argentina. La Ley 25.800 formaliza la voluntad soberana del Estado 
Argentino de obligarse por dicha norma internacional. 
 
A partir de la reforma de la Constitución Nacional del año 1994, los Convenios 
Internacionales del Trabajo, se incorporan directamente, luego de su ratificación, al 
ordenamiento nacional y su jerarquía es supralegal, de modo tal que dicha norma 
internacional es aplicable a formas de trabajo que incluyen teletrabajo total o 
parcialmente. 
 
El proyecto, como indicáramos, no tuvo acogida en el Congreso de la Nación, pero no es 
útil para conocer la doctrina que lo inspiró, que la mayoritaria al respecto y que es conteste 
en afirmar que al teletrabajador si se desempeña en una actividad realizada que puede ser 
encuadrada en los parámetros que definen los artículos 21 Ley de Contrato de Trabajo 
que indica :“Habrá contrato de trabajo, cualquiera sea su forma o denominación, 
siempre que una persona física se obligue a realizar actos, ejecutar obras o prestar 
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servicios en favor de la otra y bajo la dependencia de ésta, durante un período 
determinado o indeterminado de tiempo, mediante el pago de una remuneración. Sus 
cláusulas, en cuanto a la forma y condiciones de la prestación, quedan sometidas a las 
disposiciones de orden público, los estatutos, las convenciones colectivas o los laudos 
con fuerza de tales y los usos y costumbres” Y el 22 de la Ley de Contrato de Trabajo que 
sostiene que : “Habrá relación de trabajo cuando una persona realice actos, ejecute 
obras o preste servicio en favor de otra, bajo la dependencia de ésta en forma voluntaria 
y mediante el pago de una remuneración, cualquiera sea el acto que le dé origen”, 
deberán ser tenido como un trabajador en relación de dependencia, con el conjunto de 
derechos y obligaciones que a ellos se le reconocen. 
 
El artículo 6° del anteproyecto se refería al carácter voluntario del trabajo prestado bajo 
la forma de teletrabajo, indicaba que sería así considerado cuando “por razones de 
organización del trabajo se requiera la prestación de tareas bajo la forma del 
teletrabajo” y agregaba que “toda transformación o modificación de las condiciones de 
prestación de servicios en teletrabajo, o viceversa, deberá contar con la conformidad por 
escrito del trabajador. Sin perjuicio de ello, el trabajador a quien se hubiere modificado 
las condiciones de prestación de servicios en teletrabajo y no hayan manifestado su 
conformidad por escrito, podrá solicitar la reversión a su condición anterior de acuerdo a 
lo establecido en el artículo 256 de la ley de Contrato de Trabajo (…) a cuyo fin deberá 
notificar en forma fehaciente al empleador”. 
 
La Superintendencia de Riesgos del Trabajo dictó la Resolución N° 1552/12, en 
noviembre de 2012. 
 
Se especifican las obligaciones de las empresas que implementen el teletrabajo, ente las 
más significativas se pueden identificar la que dispone: 
 
a) Establécese, en relación con los trabajadores que se desempeñen bajo la modalidad de 
teletrabajo que el empleador deberá notificar a la Aseguradora de Riesgos del Trabajo 
(A.R.T.) a la que estuviera afiliado, la localización de los teletrabajadores, según el 
siguiente detalle: – Lista de trabajadores (apellido, nombres y C.U.I.L.); – Lugar y 
frecuencia de teletrabajo (cantidad de días a la semana); – Posición o tareas asignadas a 
los trabajadores (administrativas, ventas, otras). 
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2. ¿Cuál es el concepto normativo, judicial o que habitualmente se utiliza de 
teletrabajo en su país?  
 
Como hemos advertido, no hay una norma específica que regule el teletrabajo, pero si 
hubo un consenso de los actores sociales que se expresó en el anteproyecto legal del año 
2007 en el que se definía al teletrabajo, de igual modo que el programa PROPET, y en su 
Artículo 1 se postulaba: “Se entiende por teletrabajo a los efectos de esta ley, a la 
realización de actos, ejecución de obras, o prestación de servicios en los términos de los 
artículos 21 y 22 de la ley 20.744 y sus modificatorias, en las que el objeto del contrato 
o relación de trabajo es realizado total o parcialmente en el domicilio del trabajador o 
en lugares distintos del establecimiento o los establecimientos del empleador, mediante 
la utilización de todo tipo de tecnología de la información y de las 
comunicaciones (TIC´s). Se entiende por teletrabajador en relación de dependencia a 
toda persona que efectúa teletrabajo según la definición anterior”. 
 
Como se puede advertir, lo relevante en nuestro ordenamiento jurídico son los elementos 
técnicos y locativos; el elemento temporal no es determinante. Sin embargo en el 
programa PROPET, se aclaraba en la Resolución de creación que, el teletrabajo podía 
prestarse total o parcialmente en el domicilio del trabajador o en un lugar diferente al 
centro productivo. 
 
En el programa PROPET, en el acuerdo marco se establecía que para incorporarse al 
programa, los teletrabajadores debían trabajar por lo menos 1 día de la semana mediante 
teletrabajo y 2 en forma presencial. 
 
Además, de modo implícito se acepta que hay una nota de habitualidad para considerar 
que un trabajador se desempeña total o parcialmente como teletrabajador. 
 
3. ¿Existen diferencias, en el ordenamiento jurídico nacional entre teletrabajador y 
trabajo flexible? 
 
No hay criterios para hacer esta distinción en el ordenamiento nacional. Ni la doctrina ha 
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4. ¿La implementación del teletrabajo requiere el expreso consentimiento del 
trabajador? ¿Puede el empresario o el Convenio Colectivo/negociación colectiva 
imponer el teletrabajo a uno o varios trabajadores de manera temporal o definitiva 
de concurrir una serie de causas empresariales (en este caso, especificar causas)?  
 
El teletrabajo puede ser incorporado a las condiciones de “ingreso a un empleo”, y en este 
supuesto su sustitución solo será posible por acuerdo individual de empleado y 
empleador. 
 
Pero también en el ordenamiento nacional se puede introducir el teletrabajo por medio de 
la negociación colectiva en convenios colectivos de trabajo. Ahora bien, si un trabajador 
es contratado como teletrabajador tendrá derecho a que no se modifique dicha modalidad; 
por el contrario, no podrá el empleador por su sola voluntad, aun en casos de 
circunstancias excepcionales, variar de modo unilateral un contrato típico a una forma 
que implique teletrabajo. Es que, en la ley sustantiva (la Ley de Contrato de Trabajo N ° 
20.744), el lugar de trabajo es considerado una condición esencial y, por ello, solo 
modificable por acuerdo de ambos sujetos.  
 
5. ¿El teletrabajador o el empresario pueden decidir unilateralmente la 
reversibilidad de la situación de teletrabajo, esto es, que el teletrabajador vuelva a 
prestar servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa?  
 
Como hemos indicado solo es posible si la modalidad fue aceptada con posterioridad al 
ingreso y ello se efectuó en el marco de un acuerdo que así lo especifico. 
 
En el anteproyecto de ley se preveía en el articulo 9: “Reversión de la prestación de 
Teletrabajo. El trabajador a quien se hubiera modificado las condiciones de prestación 
de servicio en teletrabajo, de conformidad a lo establecido en el artículo anterior 8°, 
podrá solicitar la reversión a su condición anterior. Una vez notificado el empleador de 
la voluntad del trabajador de revertir a su forma de trabajo anterior, el mismo contara 
con un plazo de quince días para concretar la reversión.(…) La negativa del empleador 
dará derecho al trabajador a considerarse despedido sin causa o accionar para el 
reestablecimiento de las condiciones oportunamente modificadas…” 
 
Queda claro, que siempre estaríamos ante un caso de un contrato que había sido 
modificado para implementar el teletrabajo, solo en este caso se aplicaría el derecho de 
reversión. 
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6. ¿Qué previsiones en materia de condiciones de trabajo (intimidad, tiempo de 
trabajo, entre otras) se prevén con relación con el teletrabajador y no respecto del 
trabajador? 
 
En el artículo 3º del anteproyecto de ley, que comentamos, se preveía al respecto: “Los 
sistemas de control destinados a la protección de los bienes e informaciones de propiedad 
del empleador deberán salvaguardar la intimidad del teletrabajador y la privacidad de 
su domicilio”. 
 
La Ley de Contrato de Trabajo 20.744, establece en su artículo 70 que “en los controles 
personales del trabajador destinados a la protección de los bienes del empleador 
deberán siempre salvaguardar la dignidad del trabajador”, esta disposición plenamente 
aplicable a quienes se desempeñen en régimen de teletrabajo. 
 
En el caso concreto hay que considerar que el trabajo se efectúa en un “sitio distinto” al 
lugar donde se asienta la empresa y la cuestión se vincula al control efectuado en el 
“domicilio”, por lo que siempre se deberá requerir el “consentimiento del trabajador” para 
el ingreso al mismo. 
 
Esta era la solución que adoptaba el Programa PROPET, al exigir la conformidad del 
trabajador, para supuestos de control empresario y / o fiscalización estatal. 
 
7. ¿Existe alguna previsión concreta en materia de formación y promoción 
profesional respecto del teletrabajador? 
 
No hay disposiciones específicas sobre estos aspectos vinculados de modo singular con 
los trabajadores que teletrabajan. Le serán aplicables, en consecuencia las normas 
incorporadas a la Ley de Contrato de Trabajo 20.744, en el año 1995, en el Capitulo VIII, 
de la Formación Profesional, que en artículos sin numerar establecen que la promoción 
profesional y la formación en el trabajo, en condiciones igualitarias de acceso y trato será 
un derecho fundamental para todos los trabajadores y trabajadoras. Además se establece 
el derecho de la organización sindical, ante el supuesto de innovaciones tecnológicas en 
la unidad productiva, a solicitar al empleador la implementación de acciones de 
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8. ¿Qué previsiones se disponen en materia de seguridad y salud laboral respecto del 
teletrabajador? 
 
La Resolución N° 1552/12 de la Superintendencia de Riesgos del Trabajo, al respecto 
establece que se deberán proveer de determinados elementos de seguridad y adoptarse 
ciertos recaudos vinculados a la salud del trabajador; en particular el articulo 3° dispone: 
 
“Establécese que el empleador deberá proveer a los teletrabajadores de los siguientes 
elementos: – UNO (1) silla ergonómica. – UNO (1) extintor portátil contra incendio 
(matafuego de 1 kg. a base de HCFC 123). – UNO (1) botiquín de primeros auxilios. – 
UNO (1) almohadilla para ratón (“pad mouse”). – UNO (1) Manual de Buenas 
Prácticas de Salud y Seguridad en Teletrabajo.” 
 
Asimismo se prevé que el empleador pueda designar un experto en Seguridad e Higiene, 
a fin de poder verificar las condiciones de trabajo del lugar en que se presten, al que 
podrán acompañar un representante de la Aseguradora de Riesgos del Trabajo o un 
representante del sindicato con personería gremial. 
 
Con respecto a las cuestiones vinculadas a la Seguridad e Higiene del Teletrabajo, en el 
acuerdo marco del Programa PROPET, se sugería una cláusula que todos los trabajadores 
recibieran el Manual de buenas practicas en materia de seguridad e higiene. 
 
De modo tal que se puede sostener que es, en este aspecto, donde la legislación argentina 
avanzo de manera mas especifica y consistente. 
 
9. ¿Hay alguna regulación en materia de “protección de datos” respecto del trabajo  
realizado por el teletrabajador? 
 
No hay disposiciones específicas que aborden la temática. Aunque, se sostiene la 
aplicabilidad de la normativa interna que regula la protección de datos y el uso de Internet, 
de la normativa legal vigente sobre la materia, en particular la ley N° 24.766, que acarrean 
la prohibición de difundir material ilícito. 
 
10. ¿Hay alguna singularidad en materia de representación colectiva con relación a 
los tele trabajadores? ¿son tenidos en cuenta como electores en las elecciones para 
los órganos de representación de los trabajadores? ¿pueden ser elegibles como 
representantes de los trabajadores? 
 
No hay previsiones expresas sobre el derecho colectivo y el teletrabajo. Por ello, cuando 
quien teletrabaja es considerado un trabajador en “régimen de dependencia”, tiene todos 
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los derechos que la Ley de Asociaciones Sindicales 23.551, les reconoce a quienes 
trabajan con este vinculo jurídico; por ello pueden afiliarse, desafilarse, no afiliarse, 
participar en la vida interna de la asociación sindical, postularse a ocupar un cargo de 
representación sindical fuera o dentro de la unidad productiva. 
 
11. Otras cuestiones relevantes 
 
Informa Diego M. Ledesma Iturbide que:  
 
“Se han presentado proyectos sobre teletrabajo y todos ha perdido estado parlamentario. 
 
Se tramitaron en el Congreso de la Nación cinco proyectos de ley, tres de los cuales 
proponían la inclusión del denominado contrato de teletrabajo como Capítulo VI del 
Título III de la LCT, intitulado De las modalidades del contrato de trabajo. Son ellos: el 
suscripto por la senadora (M. C.) Rivas, Olijela del Valle (expte. 6077-D-2002), el 
propuesto por el diputado (M. C.) doctor Oscar Lamberto (expte. 0941-D-2006), y el 
proyectado por la senadora (M. C.) profesora Graciela Bar (expte. 2337-S-2007). Los 
dos restantes, en cambio, proponen una regulación especial estatutaria, uno denominado 
Régimen jurídico del teletrabajo en relación de dependencia, enviado por el Poder 
Ejecutivo (expte. 0159-PE-2007), elaborado por la Comisión de Teletrabajo del 
Ministerio de Trabajo, Empleo y Seguridad Social, y el otro denominado Regulación del 
trabajo a distancia producido a través de medios tecnológicos de información y 
comunicación, suscripto por la senadora Adriana Raquel Bortolozzi de Bogado 
(expte.2537-S-2008). Todos los proyectos coincidían en la conceptualización de la 
modalidad, pero mantenían diferencias más o menos sustanciales en la regulación que 
cada uno de ellos proponía.”149 
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TELETRABAJO Y CONDICIONES DE TRABAJO EN BRASIL 
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Antes de adentrarse a la apreciación del tema, es necesario decir que en Brasil, la 
Consolidación de las Leyes del Trabajo - CLT (que es similar a un código del trabajo) 
recientemente fue alterada, en más de doscientos dispositivos, por la Ley nº 13.467, de 
13.07.2017, denominada "la reforma laboral". 
 
Se trata de una reforma que implicó en la sustracción de diversos derechos, acarreando la 
precarización de las relaciones laborales y el agresión de la dignidad del que trabaja en 
condición de subordinación jurídica. 
 
No se trata de mera modificación normativa, sino de desestructuración del Derecho del 
Trabajo, corrosión de sus principios normativos estructurantes, en especial el de la 
protección, el de la norma más favorable, el del vedamiento del retroceso y el de la 
progresividad socio-jurídica del trabajador. 
 
La protección del trabajador en su condición de ser humano se desvanece, mediante el 
retorno a una libertad contractual (individual y colectiva) que se perpetúa como 
instrumento de opresión del más fuerte en relación al más débil. 
 
Fue precisamente en ese contexto de prevalencia del pensamiento neoliberal, de crisis 
económica y de ilegitimidad política del gobierno federal que el teletrabajo fue regulado. 
 
Hasta entonces, Brasil no poseía una legislación específica sobre el tema, habiendo sólo 
un artículo disponible sobre la materia: el artículo 6º, de la CLT, modificado el 
15.12.2011, con el advenimiento de la Ley nº 12.551. 
 
En términos concretos, a pesar de que el trabajo material se encuentra cada vez más 
físicamente distante del trabajo inmaterial, la subordinación y el control empresarial 
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cada vez más incisivos y eficaces con los nuevos medios telemáticos e informatizados, lo 
que se ha apuntado de "telesubordinación". 
 
La modalidad de contrato de trabajo se ha verificado principalmente en sectores de la 
economía donde la presencia física del empleado no se muestra como un factor 
indispensable para el desarrollo de las actividades así como en grandes metrópolis, para 
minimizar el gasto de tiempo con el desplazamiento casa / trabajo y viceversa y de los 
costes de producción. 
 
Si, por un lado, puede ser ventajoso para el empleado esta modalidad de trabajo, 
considerando mayor optimización del tiempo de trabajo, reducción de los gastos con 
desplazamiento y mayor convivencia familiar, por otro, debe ser asegurado al trabajador 
el derecho a la desconexión, al ocio y el ejercicio de la ciudadanía. 
 
Si bien esta práctica es común, Brasil no tiene estadísticas detalladas sobre cargos, 
empresas y organismos públicos que adoptan esa modalidad de trabajo, razón por la cual 
la reglamentación de la materia es tan reciente y no ha habido políticas públicas sobre el 
tema. Se observa que el propio Tribunal Superior del Trabajo adopta el teletrabajo desde 
2012, con un establecimiento de meta de productividad superior en un 15% en relación a 
los servidores públicos que ejecutan sus actividades de modo presencial (Resolución 
Administrativa nº 1499, de 1.02.2012). 
 
1. ¿Existe una regulación del teletrabajo en su ordenamiento jurídico?  
Como se vio, hasta el final del año 2011, el ordenamiento jurídico brasileño no contaba 
con ninguna previsión normativa específica para reglamentar el teletrabajo. 
El artículo 6º de la CLT, modificado por la Ley nº 12.551, se limitó a equiparar el trabajo 
desarrollado a distancia y el ejecutado en el domicilio del empleado, con aquel realizado 
en las dependencias internas en la empresa, desde que caracterizado los supuestos de la 
relación de empleo (trabajo por persona física, con personalidad, de modo no eventual, 
con onerosidad y bajo subordinación). 
Su párrafo único dispuso, además, que los medios telemáticos de mando, control y 
supervisión se equiparan, para fines de subordinación jurídica, a los medios personales y 
derechos de ejercicio del poder de empleo. El referido dispositivo legal fue interpretado 
por la doctrina y jurisprudencia laboral como una presunción de subordinación jurídica, 
en consonancia con la clásica tendencia expansionista del Derecho del Trabajo 
Es interesante observar, sin embargo, que dicha modificación normativa fue en el sentido 
ya acogido por la jurisprudencia mayoritaria del país, es decir, por la posibilidad de 
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reconocimiento del vínculo de empleo cuando las actividades desarrolladas ocurren por 
medios telemáticos. Esto se debe al hecho de que el ordenamiento jurídico laboral 
brasileño no establece como presupuesto de la configuración de la relación de empleo la 
presencia física del empleado en el establecimiento de la empresa, lo que ya ocurría en 
relación al trabajo a domicilio, desde 1943, cuando la promulgación de la CLT. 
El mérito de esta primera modificación legislativa, ocurrida en 2011, fue reconocer 
nuevos contornos de la subordinación jurídica, así como de la posibilidad del vínculo de 
empleo. 
No obstante, el hecho de que el artículo 6º reconocer la posibilidad de existencia de la 
subordinación jurídica en las modalidades de trabajo a distancia, no significaba por sí sola 
la identidad de trato jurídico entre el trabajo presencial y el realizado a distancia, 
considerando las particularidades del modo de prestación de los servicios. Por lo que se 
refiere a los temas relativos a la duración del trabajo, por ejemplo, el trabajo realizado a 
distancia no se asimilaba a aquel realizado en la empresa. El derecho a las horas 
extraordinarias, de acuerdo con la jurisprudencia de los Tribunales del Trabajo, sólo será 
debido en caso de que haya posibilidad de control de la jornada de trabajo y se demuestre 
el exceso de horas practicadas (por regla general, excedentes a la 8ª hora diaria y la 44ª 
hora semanal). 
Con la reforma laboral (Ley nº 13.467 / 2017), la materia contó con mayor 
reglamentación, con la inclusión: a) del inciso III, al artículo 62 de la CLT; B) del capítulo 
II-A “del teletrabajo” (artículos. 75-A, 75-B, 75-C, 75-D, 75-E) al título "De las normas 
generales de tutela al trabajo", y; C) artículo 611-A. 
Brasil no ratificó la Convención 177 de la OIT, tampoco existen datos sobre la influencia 
de la Recomendación 184 en el ordenamiento jurídico interno brasileño. 
2. ¿Cuál es el concepto normativo, judicial o que habitualmente se utiliza de 
teletrabajo en su país?  
 
El concepto legal de teletrabajo en Brasil es el previsto en el artículo 75-B de la CLT 
(incluida por la Ley nº 13.467 / 2017) que establece que: "Se considera teletrabajo la 
prestación de servicios preponderantemente fuera de las dependencias del empleador, 
con la utilización de tecnologías de información y comunicación que, por su naturaleza, 
no se constituyan como trabajo externo”. 
 
Es posible observar, por lo tanto, que la modificación normativa captó una distinción ya 
hecha por la doctrina para quien el trabajo a distancia sería género, compuesto de otras 
especies: el teletrabajo (con la utilización de tecnologías de información y comunicación), 
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el trabajo a domicilio (home office) y el trabajo externo (anywhere office). Se observa que 
no todo trabajo a distancia se caracteriza como teletrabajo, tampoco el trabajo a domicilio 
será un teletrabajo, pudiendo o no serlo, de acuerdo con la utilización o no de la 
tecnología. 
 
El concepto acogido por la legislación de Brasil se aproxima, por lo tanto, de aquel 
adoptado por la Organización Internacional del Trabajo, en relación al elemento técnico 
de la conectividad, aunque el país no haya ratificado el Convenio 177. 
 
De acuerdo con la ley (artículo 75-B, párrafo único, de la CLT), "la comparecencia a las 
dependencias del empleador para la realización de actividades específicas que exijan la 
presencia del empleado en el establecimiento no descaracteriza el régimen de 
teletrabajo". Así, el elemento locativo es en cierto modo irrelevante, pudiendo incluso 
ocurrir en la propia sede de la empresa eventualmente. 
 
El lugar de la prestación del teletrabajo no importa, por lo tanto, para su caracterización, 
pudiendo ser desarrollado en el propio domicilio del empleado, en cualquier otro lugar 
(en cualquier oficina), o, eventualmente, en las propias dependencias del empleador, 
cuando sea necesaria la realización de actividades específicas. 
 
El elemento temporal no se utiliza para la caracterización del teletrabajo en Brasil. 
 
3. ¿Existen diferencias, en el ordenamiento jurídico nacional entre teletrabajador y 
trabajo flexible? 
 
Con la reforma laboral (Ley nº 13.467 / 2017), además del teletrabajo, fue por primera 
vez previsto el trabajo en la modalidad intermitente. El artículo 443, §3º, de la CLT, lo 
define como aquel "en el cual la prestación de servicios, con subordinación, no es 
continua, ocurriendo con alternancia de períodos de prestación de servicios y de 
inactividad, determinados en horas, días o meses, siendo irrelevante el tipo de actividad 
del empleado y del empleador, excepto para los aeronautas, regidos por legislación 
propia”. 
 
Para esta modalidad de contratación la remuneración pasa a ser sólo por el trabajo efectivo 
(y no por el tiempo a disposición del empleador), en valor de la hora de trabajo no inferior 
al valor horario del salario mínimo o al debido a los demás empleados del establecimiento 
que ejerce la misma función en contrato intermitente o no (artículo 452, A, de la CLT). 
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Por lo tanto, hay diferencia entre el teletrabajo y el trabajo flexible: el teletrabajo está 
marcado por la utilización de medios informatizados; el trabajo flexible caracterizado por 
la contratación discontinua. 
 
4. ¿La implementación del teletrabajo requiere el expreso consentimiento del 
trabajador? ¿Puede el empresario o el Convenio Colectivo/negociación colectiva 
imponer el teletrabajo a uno o varios trabajadores de manera temporal o definitiva 
de concurrir una serie de causas empresariales (en este caso, especificar causas)?  
 
La ley nº 13.467 / 2017 estableció la formalidad escrita como requisito esencial para la 
celebración del contrato del teletrabajador, so pena de nulidad del acuerdo. Dispone el 
artículo 75-C de CLT: "La prestación de servicios en la modalidad de teletrabajo deberá 
constar expresamente del contrato individual de trabajo, que especificará las actividades 
que serán realizadas por el empleado". 
 
La referida ley alteró la jerarquía de las normas de derecho del trabajo, determinando la 
prevalencia de la convención y del acuerdo colectivo de trabajo en detrimento de la ley, 
violando los principios de la norma más favorable, del vedamiento del retroceso y de la 
progresividad socio-jurídica del trabajador positivados en la Constitución Federal de 
1988 (caput, del artículo 7). 
 
La redacción atribuida al artículo 611-A por la reforma laboral es en el sentido de que la 
negociación colectiva tiene prevalencia sobre la ley, entre otros, cuando disponga sobre 
el teletrabajo y el trabajo intermitente. 
 
5. ¿El teletrabajador o el empresario pueden decidir unilateralmente la 
reversibilidad de la situación de teletrabajo, esto es, que el teletrabajador vuelva a 
prestar servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa?  
 
Dispone el artículo 75-C, de CLT (incluido por la Ley nº 13.467 / 2017) que: "Podrá 
realizarse la alteración entre régimen presencial y de teletrabajo siempre que haya 
mutuo acuerdo entre las partes, registrado en aditivo contractual". Por otro lado, el §2º, 
del mismo artículo, establece que "podrá realizarse la modificación del régimen de 
teletrabajo al presencial por determinación del empleador, garantizado un plazo de 
transición mínimo de quince días, con correspondiente registro en aditivo contractual". 
 
Se observa que, aunque no hay previsión de necesidad de concordancia del empleado con 
esta alteración en la modalidad de la prestación de servicios, la CLT, en su artículo 468, 
veda la alteración contractual que implique en perjuicio al empleado, razón por la cual se 
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impone una lectura sistémica del dispositivo en comento, teniendo en cuenta el principio 
de la inalterabilidad contractual lesiva. 
 
De este modo, la modificación del régimen de teletrabajo al presencial sólo será posible 
cuando se cumplen los siguientes requisitos: 1) concordancia del empleado sin vicios en 
la manifestación de la voluntad; 2) plazo de transición de quince días; 3) registro de esta 
modificación en términos aditivos contractuales; 4) inexistencia de perjuicio para el 
empleado, bajo pena nulidad de la modificación. 
 
6. ¿Qué previsiones en materia de condiciones de trabajo (intimidad, tiempo de 
trabajo, entre otras) se prevén con relación con el teletrabajador y no respecto del 
trabajador? 
 
La Ley nº 13.467 / 2017 incluyó el inciso III, al artículo 62 de la CLT, excluyendo al 
teletrabajador de los derechos relativos a la duración de la jornada de trabajo, a semejanza 
de lo que ya ocurre con los empleados que ejerzan un cargo de confianza que perciben 
gratificación de función en valor superior al 40% del salario efectivo y aquellos que 
ejercen una actividad externa incompatible con la fijación de horario de trabajo (como, 
por ejemplo, los entregadores y vendedores externos). 
 
Se observa, en los términos del inciso III, del artículo 62 de la CLT, que la exclusión legal 
de los empleados en régimen de teletrabajo a la duración de la jornada no es condicional 
a la imposibilidad de fijación de horario de trabajo, tal como ocurre con aquellos que 
ejercen actividad externa. 
 
Sin embargo, hay limitación de la jornada de trabajo por la Constitución Federal de 1988 
(artículo 7º, inciso XIII) que asegura que son derechos de los trabajadores urbanos y 
rurales, además de otros que apunte a la mejora de su condición social, la "duración del 
trabajo normal no superior a ocho horas diarias y, cuarenta y cuatro semanales, 
proporcionada la compensación de horarios y la reducción de la jornada, mediante 
acuerdo o convención colectiva de trabajo". Se observa, así, que no hay exclusión por la 
Constitución de la República Federativa del Brasil de especies de empleados al derecho 
a la jornada diaria y semanal máxima en ella establecida. 
 
De esta manera, la interpretación que se impone en el caso del teletrabajador es que, si 
hay efectivamente mecanismos de control por parte del empleador y hay extrapolación 
del límite constitucional máximo de la jornada (8 horas diarias y 44 horas semanales), el 
teletrabajador tendrá derecho a percepción de las horas extras. Esto significa que es la 
imposibilidad de control que permite el alejamiento del derecho a la percepción de horas 
extras y no a la simple ausencia de fiscalización por parte del empleador. 
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La interpretación que se impone en el caso del teletrabajador es que, si hay efectivamente 
mecanismos de control por parte del empleador y hay extrapolación del límite 
constitucional máximo de la jornada (8 horas diarias y 44 horas semanales), el 
teletrabajador tendrá derecho a percepción de las horas extras. Esto significa que es la 
imposibilidad de control de la jornada que plantea el alejamiento del derecho a la 
percepción de horas extras y no a la simple ausencia de fiscalización por parte del 
empleador. 
 
Se reitera que, si el empleado está en conexión directa con el centro de datos de la empresa 
a través de computadora, y existe la posibilidad de medir el tiempo de conexión del 
terminal del empleado a través de sistemas de login y cierre de sesión, o control de la 
jornada a través de computadoras portátiles, tabletas, smartphones, web, cámara, 
intercomunicador, teléfono o por medio de la fijación del número mínimo de tareas 
diarias, el teletrabajador tendrá derecho a las horas extraordinarias eventualmente 
practicadas, a él aplicando el capítulo de la CLT referente a la "Duración de la Jornada". 
 
En cuanto a la responsabilidad por los costos y gastos en el desarrollo de las actividades 
por medio del teletrabajo, dispone el artículo 75-D, de la CLT (incluido por la Ley nº 
13.467 / 2017) que: "Las disposiciones relativas a la responsabilidad por la adquisición, 
el mantenimiento o el suministro de los equipos tecnológicos y de la infraestructura 
necesaria y adecuada a la prestación del trabajo remoto, así como al reembolso de los 
gastos de alquiler, serán previstos en un contrato Escrito". El párrafo único del 
mencionado artículo, prescribe, además, que estas utilidades no integran la remuneración 
del empleado. 
 
Al prever de esta manera, el artículo 75-D transfiere a la libre negociación entre las partes 
la responsabilidad de los costos y gastos en el desarrollo de las actividades realizadas por 
medio de teletrabajo. Una vez más una lectura sistémica del dispositivo en comento se 
hace necesaria, hay vista del sellado del traspaso de los riesgos del negocio al empleado 
(alteridad, conforme artículo 2º, de la CLT). Así, las herramientas de trabajo deben ser 
puestas en disposición por la empresa o los gastos con la estructura necesaria para el 
ejercicio de la actividad laboral reembolsados. 
 
En el caso, es incuestionable la naturaleza indemnizatoria de la parcela, y no salarial, no 
repercutiendo, por lo tanto, en las demás parcelas de cuota salariales, salvo de 
comprobada el fraude y la naturaleza contraprestativa de la supuesta ayuda de costo, 
considerando el principio de la primacía de la realidad sobre la forma. 
 
No hay en el ordenamiento jurídico brasileño otras normas legales específicas sobre las 
condiciones de trabajo en la modalidad remota. 




7. ¿Existe alguna previsión concreta en materia de formación y promoción 
profesional respecto del teletrabajador? 
 
No hay norma específica. 
 
8. ¿Qué previsiones se disponen en materia de seguridad y salud laboral respecto del 
teletrabajador? 
 
En cuanto a la seguridad en el trabajo específico del teletrabajador, dispone el artículo 
75-E, de la CLT, que: "El empleador deberá instruir a los empleados, de manera expresa 
y ostensiva, en cuanto a las precauciones a tomar para evitar enfermedades y accidentes 
de trabajo", inclusive, con la obligación del empleado de firmar término de 
responsabilidad, comprometiéndose a seguir las instrucciones proporcionadas por el 
empleador (párrafo, único, artículo 75-E). 
 
A pesar de que la ley exige el acuerdo de responsabilidad firmado por el empleado para 
seguir todas las instrucciones repasadas por el empleador en cuanto a las formas de 
precaución de enfermedades y accidentes de trabajo, la responsabilidad del empleador en 
relación a cuantos temas no se limita a la formalización del contrato escrito. 
 
La adopción de la modalidad contractual del teletrabajo no exime a la empresa del 
cumplimiento de las reglas de ergonomía, seguridad y salud del ambiente de trabajo, pues 
las responsabilidades del empleador van más allá, también en el sentido de vigilancia y 
adopción de un medio ambiente de trabajo sano (artículos. 154 y 157 de la CLT). 
 
Además, si es necesaria la utilización de equipos de protección individual, es obligatorio 
su suministro gratuito por el empleador, adecuado al riesgo y en perfecto estado de 
conservación y funcionamiento (artículo 166 de la CLT) 
 
9. ¿Hay alguna regulación en materia de “protección de datos” respecto del trabajo 
realizado por el teletrabajador? 
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10. ¿Hay alguna singularidad en materia de representación colectiva con relación a 
los teletrabajadores? ¿son tenidos en cuenta como electores en las elecciones para 
los órganos de representación de los trabajadores? ¿pueden ser elegibles como 
representantes de los trabajadores? 
 
No hay norma específica para la representación colectiva de los teletrabajadores. Sin 
embargo, la Constitución Federal asegura en su artículo 11, en las empresas de más de 
doscientos empleados, la elección de un representante de éstos con la finalidad exclusiva 
de promoverles el entendimiento directo con los empleadores. El referido dispositivo fue 
regulado por la Ley nº 13.467 / 2017, con la inclusión del artículo 510-C a CLT, que sólo 
excepciona la posibilidad de postular a aquellos empleados con contrato de trabajo por 
un plazo determinado, con contrato suspendido o que estén en período de preaviso, 
aunque se haya indemnizado. 
 
Lo mismo se dice en cuanto a la posibilidad de que el teletrabajador vote y se elige para 
cargo de dirección de las entidades sindicales. 
 
No obstante, la movilización sindical es afectada en los casos de teletrabajo, sobre todo 
por el alejamiento físico y convivial con los compañeros de trabajo, lo que perjudica la 
representatividad sindical de estos trabajadores. 
 
11. Otras cuestiones relevantes 
 
Como la regulación normativa del teletrabajo es reciente en Brasil, algunas ponderaciones 
e interpretaciones se hicieron aquí dentro de una línea hermenéutica fundamentada en los 
principios constitucionales de valorización del trabajo, del trabajador y del pleno empleo, 
dentro de una exégesis teleológica y conforme a la Constitución social brasileña. 
 
Ante la reforma laboral recién aprobada, el desafío será buscar la máxima eficacia de las 
normas constitucionales que aseguran no sólo derechos laborales, sino el derecho al 
trabajo digno, así como las normas internacionales mínimas provenientes de la 
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1. ¿Existe una regulación del teletrabajo en su ordenamiento jurídico?  
 
En el ordenamiento jurídico colombiano la figura del teletrabajador está regulada en la 
Ley 1221 del año 2008, en el Decreto 884 de 2012 que la reglamenta y en la Resolución 
2886 de 2012. 
De otra parte, sobre el trabajo a domicilio vale indicar que si bien el Convenio 177 
adoptado por la OIT sobre el trabajo a domicilio no ha sido ratificado por Colombia, el 
mismo se encuentra regulado por nuestro ordenamiento jurídico en el artículo 89 del 
Código Sustantivo del Trabajo154, que lo define como aquel desarrollo habitual de labores 
encomendadas por el empleador a su trabajador, las cuales bien puede desempeñar de 
forma individual o con la ayuda de sus familiares en su domicilio exclusivamente.  
Dentro del trabajo a domicilio en coherencia con la recomendación 184 de la OIT, se 
establecían en los derogados artículos 90 a 93: i) la obligación de contar con una 
autorización previa por parte de una autoridad para que se configurase esta modalidad 
contractual; ii) la obligación a cargo del empleador de llevar un libro de registro 
autorizado por autoridad competente en el que se identificase a todos los trabajadores a 
domicilio, el trabajo a realizar, la forma y monto del salario y los materiales entregados; 
y iii) la obligación del empleador de suministrar informes a la misma autoridad cuando 
esta así lo requiriese155. 
 
No obstante tal regulación fue derogada expresamente, por la Ley 1429 de 2010 por la 
cual se expide la Ley de formalización y generación de empleo. 
                                                      
151 Abogada y egresada de Filosofía de la Pontificia Universidad Javeriana de Bogotá, especialista en 
Derecho de la Seguridad Social y está cursando actualmente su especialización en Derecho Laboral. 
Profesora investigadora del Departamento de Derecho Laboral de la misma universidad 
152 Abogado, especialista en Derecho de la Seguridad Social y Magister en Derecho Económico de la 
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana de Bogotá. Es profesor investigador de la misma 
153 Abogado y especialista en Derecho Laboral de la Pontificia Universidad Javeriana de Bogotá, socio de 
López y asociados y consultor nacional e internacional en asuntos laborales. Director del Departamento de 
Derecho Laboral de la Universidad Javeriana de Bogotá. 
154 CÓDIGO SUSTANTIVO DEL TRABAJO. Artículo 89.  
155 CÓDIGO SUSTANTIVO DEL TRABAJO. Artículos 90 a 93 
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Sobre este punto resulta preciso diferenciar tanto el concepto de teletrabajo como el de 
trabajador a domicilio. De esta forma, por Teletrabajo se hace referencia a una forma de 
prestación de servicios laborales regular, por fuera de las instalaciones de la empresa, 
haciendo uso de las Tecnologías de la información y la comunicación. Entretanto, el 
trabajo a domicilio si bien se realiza por fuera de las instalaciones del empleador, tiene 
que realizarse en el domicilio propio del trabajador, sin involucrar necesariamente 
tecnologías de la información y pudiendo contar con la ayuda de terceros, situación que 
no se prevé para el teletrabajo. 
 
En este sentido, la figura del teletrabajo en el ordenamiento jurídico colombiano se 
diferencia de la del trabajador a domicilio, desarrollándose cada una dentro de marcos 
jurídicos independientes, y teniendo esta un alcance más restringido.  
2. ¿Cuál es el concepto normativo, judicial o que habitualmente se utiliza de 
teletrabajo en su país?  
 
De acuerdo artículo 2º de la mencionada Ley 1221 de 2008, el teletrabajo es una forma 
de organización laboral que no requiere la presencia física del trabajador en las 
instalaciones del empleador y que utiliza para el contacto entre el trabajador y el 
empleador, tecnologías de la información y comunicación.  
Se clasifica igualmente en: i) autónomo en donde el trabajador presta sus servicios en su 
propio domicilio o en un lugar por él escogido fuera de la empresa acudiendo 
ocasionalmente a la misma; ii) móviles en donde el teletrabajador no tiene un lugar 
establecido de trabajo utilizando preponderantemente las tecnologías de la comunicación 
e información, en dispositivos móviles; y iii) suplementario que le permite al 
teletrabajador prestar sus servicios dos o tres días (no más) desde su propio domicilio.156 
En este sentido, esta modalidad debe estar medida necesariamente por tecnologías de la 
información y comunicación; se puede desarrollar en un sitio en particular como el 
domicilio del trabajador u otro que él escoja, o en ningún sitio determinado dependiendo 
de la modalidad de teletrabajo que se adopte; y se debe desarrollar por fuera del 
establecimiento del empleador por lo menos dos días a la semana, dependiendo 
igualmente de la modalidad escogida. 
  
                                                      
156 CONGRESO DE LA REPÚBLICA DE COLOMBIA. Ley 1221 de 2008. Diario Oficial No. 47.052 (16, julio, 
2008). Artículo 2o.  
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3. ¿Existen diferencias, en el ordenamiento jurídico nacional entre teletrabajador y 
trabajo flexible? 
Si bien se puede inferir que en Colombia existen diversas maneras de flexibilizar la 
tradicional relación laboral, no existe propiamente una figura jurídica denominada 
“trabajo flexible” con un propio marco de regulación. 
4. ¿La implementación del teletrabajo requiere el expreso consentimiento del 
trabajador? ¿Puede el empresario o el Convenio Colectivo/negociación colectiva 
imponer el teletrabajo a uno o varios trabajadores de manera temporal o definitiva 
de concurrir una serie de causas empresariales (en este caso, especificar causas)?  
De acuerdo al artículo 6º de la Ley 1221 del año 2008 la vinculación a través de esta 
modalidad contractual es voluntaria, tanto para el empleador como para el trabajador. En 
este sentido, requiere el consentimiento de ambas partes para formalizar este modo de 
organización laboral. 
Ahora bien, en el ordenamiento jurídico colombiano cuando existe una negociación 
colectiva producto de un conflicto colectivo entre una o varias organizaciones sindicales 
y uno o varios empleadores, se espera que la misma termine en un acuerdo entre las partes 
denominado convención o pacto colectivo.157 
Quienes representan a los trabajadores deben presentar un pliego que previamente debe 
ser autorizado por la asamblea general de la organización de trabajadores158. En este 
sentido, su marco de acción se circunscribe a lo previamente adoptado por la asamblea 
general.  
Así las cosas, es posible que mediante una convención o pacto colectivo se establezca la 
modalidad contractual de teletrabajo cuando tal solicitud que terminó en acuerdo, haya 
sido autorizada por la asamblea general de trabajadores.  
5. ¿El teletrabajador o el empresario pueden decidir unilateralmente la 
reversibilidad de la situación de teletrabajo, esto es, que el teletrabajador vuelva a 
prestar servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa?  
De acuerdo a lo señalado en anterior punto, es importante resaltar que el teletrabajo es 
totalmente voluntario. Cualquiera de las partes puede proponer esta modalidad, y la otra 
está facultada a aceptarla o rechazarla.  
                                                      
157 CÓDIGO SUSTANTIVO DEL TRABAJO. Artículo 467  
158 CÓDIGO SUSTANTIVO DEL TRABAJO. Articulo 376.  
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Sin embargo, para analizar la “reversibilidad” del teletrabajo, deben diferenciarse dos 
situaciones: 
a. Cuando el trabajador ya se encuentra formalmente vinculado a la empresa, y se 
convierte en teletrabajador. 
 
b. Cuando una persona se vincula formalmente a la empresa por primera vez, bajo la 
modalidad de teletrabajador.  
 
En el primer caso, debe observarse lo establecido en el numeral 10º del artículo 6º de la 
Ley 1221 de 2008159, en el cual se dispone que:  
“La vinculación a través del teletrabajo es voluntaria, tanto para el empleador 
como para el trabajador. Los trabajadores que actualmente realicen su trabajo 
en las instalaciones del empleador, y pasen a ser teletrabajadores, conservan el 
derecho de solicitar en cualquier momento, volver a la actividad laboral 
convencional.” 
En esa medida, se concluye que el teletrabajador puede solicitar unilateralmente al 
empleador volver a desarrollar sus funciones en las instalaciones de la empresa.  
No obstante, si bien el trabajador puede solicitar la “reversibilidad” del teletrabajo en 
cualquier momento, ello no implica que el empleador deba retornar al trabajador 
inmediatamente al puesto habitual de trabajo; sino que este tiene la facultad de establecer 
un periodo de tiempo de acuerdo a sus necesidades, para que el teletrabajador pueda dejar 
de serlo.  
Lo anterior con el fin de preservar el normal funcionamiento de la empresa, y evitar 
cualquier perjuicio a sus operaciones, o la pérdida de las inversiones que hayan sido 
realizadas para implementar el teletrabajo. 
En todo caso, debe tenerse en cuenta que la reversibilidad del teletrabajo es una facultad 
del empleador y un derecho del teletrabajador. Por ende, el empleador también puede 
requerir unilateralmente que el trabajador retome sus labores en las instalaciones de la 
empresa en cualquier momento, y el trabajador deberá incorporarse nuevamente a su sitio 
de trabajo en su horario habitual.  
                                                      
159 CONGRESO DE LA REPÚBLICA DE COLOMBIA. Ley 1221 de 2008. Diario Oficial No. 47.052 (16, julio, 
2008) 
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En el segundo escenario, en el cual el colaborador es contratado inicialmente como 
teletrabajador, el parágrafo del artículo 3º del Decreto 884 de 2012160 que reglamenta la 
ley del teletrabajo, establece lo siguiente: 
“Parágrafo. En caso de contratar o vincular por primera vez a un 
teletrabajador, este no podrá exigir posteriormente realizar su trabajo en las 
instalaciones del empleador, a no ser que las partes de común acuerdo 
modifiquen lo inicialmente pactado y en dado caso dejaría de ser teletrabajador.” 
En esa medida, si el teletrabajador es contratado por primera vez, como tal, no tiene el 
derecho a solicitar posteriormente su retorno a las instalaciones de la empresa, a menos 
que de mutuo acuerdo, el empleador acepte la posibilidad de que el teletrabajador deje de 
serlo. 
6. ¿Qué previsiones en materia de condiciones de trabajo (intimidad, tiempo de 
trabajo, entre otras) se prevén con relación con el teletrabajador y no respecto del 
trabajador? 
A pesar que los teletrabajadores cuenten con los mismos derechos en materia laboral y 
deba procurarse un trato igual, especialmente en términos de remuneración, capacitación, 
formación, acceso a mejores oportunidades laborales y demás derechos fundamentales; 
debe tenerse en cuenta la naturaleza especial que tiene el teletrabajo, por lo cual, sus 
condiciones labores son específicas y distintas a las que se le reconocen a un trabajador 
que labora en las instalaciones del empleador. 
De este modo, el artículo 6º de la Ley 1221 de 2008 y los artículos 3º, 4º y 10º del Decreto 
884 de 2012, establece que, a los teletrabajadores se les reconocerá especialmente las 
siguientes condiciones: 
- No les serán aplicables las normas sobre jornada de trabajo, trabajo dominical y 
festivo, de horas extras y trabajo nocturno. Sin embargo, el Ministerio de Trabajo 
evaluará especialmente los casos en los que pueda considerarse que el teletrabajador 
se encuentra sometido a cargas excesivas, por lo cual el empleador deberá establecer 
por escrito los días y horarios en el que este realizará sus actividades. 
 
- En todo caso, si el teletrabajo es ejecutado en un lugar donde sea verificable la jornada 
laboral, y se pueda determinar que el teletrabajador laboró más de lo previsto en el 
Artículo 161 del Código Sustantivo del Trabajo, aplicarán las normas laborales frente 
al pago de horas extras, dominicales y festivos; y cualquier otra a la que haya lugar. 
                                                      
160 GOBIERNO NACIONAL DE COLOMBIA. MINISTERIO DEL TRABAJO. Decreto número 0884 de 2012. (30, 
abril, 2012) 
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- El empleador debe garantizar y proveer especialmente el mantenimiento de los 
equipos tecnológicos de los trabajadores, sus conexiones, el servicio de internet o de 
conectividad, las licencias e instalación de los programas, el costo del servicio público 
de energía y cualquier desplazamiento que le sea ordenado. Sin embargo, no habrá 
lugar al reconocimiento del auxilio legal de transporte si no se requiere la movilidad 
del teletrabajador, ni se generan gastos por este concepto. 
 
- Al final del contrato de trabajo o del teletrabajo, el funcionario debe restituir todos 
los elementos o medios que le hayan sido entregados para sus labores. A partir de este 
momento, cesan las obligaciones del empleador frente al reconocimiento de los gastos 
por electricidad, internet, mantenimiento o cualquier otro al que haya lugar. 
 
- No puede dejar de reconocérsele el salario al trabajador quien no pueda prestar sus 
servicios por no recibir los paquetes de información necesarios o los programa y 
softwares para realizar sus funciones, siempre y cuando este haya informado 
previamente sobre dicha situación.  
 
- En caso que el lugar de trabajo sea suministrado por el empleador, tampoco podrá 
dejar de reconocerse su salario por corte del fluido eléctrico o en el servicio de las 
líneas telefónicas, a menos que sea un teletrabajador móvil. 
 
- El empleador debe contar con una red de atención a urgencias para accidentes o 
enfermedades del teletrabajador. 
 
- Debe informarse al Ministerio de Trabajo o Alcalde sobre los teletrabajadores según 
el formulario que sea dispuesto para tal fin. 
 
- El teletrabajo debe estipularse por escrito, donde se indique las condiciones del 
servicio, los medios tecnológicos y ambientes requeridos, la forma de ejecutar los 
servicios en condiciones de tiempo y, de ser posible, de espacio; las responsabilidades 
y condiciones frente a los elementos o medios, el procedimiento de la entrega de los 
mismos si se requieren, y las medidas de seguridad informática que deben ser 
adoptadas por el teletrabajador. 
 
De esta manera, deberán ajustarse estas condiciones laborales de los teletrabajadores 
según la modalidad de teletrabajo que sea implementado en la empresa, bien sea si este 
es autónomo, móvil o suplementario. 
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7. ¿Existe alguna previsión concreta en materia de formación y promoción 
profesional respecto del teletrabajador? 
Es importante mencionar, que la legislación sobre el teletrabajo establece la necesidad de 
mantener un trato igual para los teletrabajadores en comparación con los trabajadores. 
En ese sentido, el numeral 6º del artículo 6º de la Ley 1221 de 2008 establece que debe 
procurarse la igualdad de los teletrabajadores en el acceso a la formación por parte de la 
empresa. De esta manera, lo reitera el artículo 4º del Decreto 884 de 2012 el cual define 
que el empleador debe promover la igualdad de trato para la capacitación, formación, 
promoción o acceso a mejores oportunidades laborales. 
Igualmente, se establece en el Decreto 884 en estudio, que el empleador debe gestionar 
una formación al teletrabajador en el uso adecuado de los equipos informáticos, 
prevención de riesgos, seguridad informática, protección de datos personales, propiedad 
intelectual, y en general las sanciones que puede acarrear cualquier incumplimiento. 
Por lo cual, existen previsiones concretas frente a la formación en general a cargo del 
empleador, sin perjuicio de las capacitaciones al trabajador, no solo en la organización 
laboral de teletrabajo, sino en las actividades que requiera bajo esta modalidad. 
Ahora bien, nuestro ordenamiento en el artículo 3° de la Ley 1221 del año 2008 hace 
igualmente un llamado al Gobierno Nacional para que formule una política pública de 
fomento al teletrabajo, para la que debe considerar como mínimo los siguientes 
componentes: infraestructura de telecomunicaciones, acceso a equipos de computación, 
aplicaciones y contenidos, divulgación y mercadeo, capacitación e incentivos.  
 
En desarrollo de esta Ley a través de la Resolución 2886 del año 2012se definen las 
entidades que harán parte de la Red Nacional de Fomento al Teletrabajo, las actividades 
que le compete desarrollar y su funcionamiento.  
 
Así las cosas la Resolución en comento dispone la creación de una comisión técnica de 
fomento y difusión legal y organizacional, una encargada de la formación y capacitación, 
otra encargada de la población vulnerable, otra encargada del acceso y otra para la 
apropiación de tecnologías de la información y comunicaciones. Todas estas bajo la 
coordinación del Ministerio del Trabajo.161 
 
Esta resolución igualmente establece las actividades que debe desarrollar cada comisión. 
En tal virtud, la comisión técnica de fomento y difusión legal y organizacional se 
encargará de divulgar la legislación existente sobre teletrabajo tanto al sector privado 
                                                      
161 Artículo 2° Resolución 2886 de 2012. Consultar en http://www.mintic.gov.co/portal/604/articles-
4290_documento.pdf 
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como público; y en general adelantará programas para la implementación del teletrabajo 
en el país.162 
 
La comisión técnica de formación y capacitación por su parte definirá y describirá las 
competencias transversales del teletrabajo, caracterizará los campos de aplicación del 
teletrabajo y desarrollará programas de formación y capacitación para el teletrabajo, 
monitoreando el impacto del mismo en términos de empleabilidad y productividad para 
los trabajadores.163 
 
La comisión técnica de acceso y apropiación de tecnologías de la información y 
comunicaciones se encargará del diseño de planes que faciliten el acceso a internet de 
pequeños y medianos empresarios, de impulsar a las empresas proveedores de servicios 
de internet para que generen planes de fácil acceso para internet y de desarrollar 
estrategias de apropiación tecnológica que faciliten el uso y acceso a tecnologías.164 
 
La comisión de población vulnerable se encargará de impulsar el teletrabajo en la 
población vulnerable (personas en situación de discapacidad, población en situación de 
desplazamiento forzado, población en situación de aislamiento geográfico, mujeres 
cabeza de hogar, población en reclusión, personas con amenaza de su vida), brindando 
capacitaciones, acompañando a las empresas en la adopción del teletrabajo para población 
vulnerable y generando mecanismos de encuentro entre la oferta y demanda de 
teletrabajadores que se consideran población vulnerable. 
 
Finalmente vale resaltar que las comisiones trabajaran en los diferentes Departamentos 
del país de manera autónoma para la formulación y desarrollo de políticas públicas que 
fomenten el teletrabajo de la población vulnerable y víctima del conflicto. Esto es, todas 
las comisiones trabajarán al nivel territorial fomentando el desarrollo de políticas 
especiales para un tipo de población determinada. 
 
8. ¿Qué previsiones se disponen en materia de seguridad y salud laboral respecto 
del teletrabajador? 
 
En materia de Seguridad Social el ya citado artículo 6° de la Ley 1221 de 2008 en el 
literal c) de su numeral 6) señala que se debe fomentar la igualdad respecto a la protección 
en materia de seguridad social incluyendo los cuatro subsistemas que integran el Sistema 
de Seguridad Social Colombiano: Sistema General de Pensiones, Sistema General de 
Seguridad Social en Salud, riesgos profesionales y Sistema de Subsidio Familiar. 
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El sistema de riesgos laborales, por su parte, es el que ha tenido un desarrollo especial 
para los teletrabajadores. En efecto, el numeral 9° del artículo indicado estableció que el 
empleador debe contemplar el puesto del teletrabajador dentro de los programas y planes 
de salud ocupacional. 
 
El ya citado Decreto 884 del año 2012 en su artículo 9, ha señalado, para el sistema de 
riesgos laborales, que las Administradoras del sistema denominadas en nuestro 
ordenamiento como Administradoras de Riesgos Laborales, deberán promover una 
adecuación de las normas relativas a la seguridad e higiene en el trabajo considerando las 
características propias del teletrabajo, al tiempo de elaborar una guía para la prevención 
y actuación en situaciones de riesgo que llegasen a presentar los teletrabajadores.  
 
Finalmente, el mismo artículo contempla que los empleadores al momento de afiliar a los 
teletrabajadores al sistema de riesgos laborales deberán diligenciar un formulario que 
contenga las actividades que desarrollará el teletrabajador, el lugar en el que las 
desarrollará, la clase de riesgo asociada a tal actividad y el horario de trabajo. Esta 
información, vale señalar de acuerdo al artículo en comento, resulta relevante para definir 
el origen (profesional o no) del siniestro que llegase a sufrir el teletrabajador. 
 
9. ¿Hay alguna regulación en materia de “protección de datos” respecto del trabajo 
realizado por el teletrabajador? 
En Colombia, el ya citado Decreto 884 de 2012, trae al menos dos previsiones normativas 
de lo que podría considerarse regulación en materia de protección de datos165.  
Tal y como se evidencia en el artículo 3 y 5, citados al pie, se remite a la normatividad 
vigente sobre la materia de protección de datos, la cual se encuentra regulada en nuestro 






                                                      
165 GOBIERNO NACIONAL DE COLOMBIA. MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO. Decreto Reglamentario 884 de 2012. Por 
medio del cual se reglamenta la Ley 1221 de 2008 y se dictan otras disposiciones. Artículos 3º y 5º. 
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10. ¿Hay alguna singularidad en materia de representación colectiva con relación a 
los teletrabajadores? ¿son tenidos en cuenta como electores en las elecciones para 
los órganos de representación de los trabajadores? ¿pueden ser elegibles como 
representantes de los trabajadores? 
En Colombia, en el ya citado artículo 6º de la Ley 1221 de 2008, se regula lo relativo a 
los derechos de asociación y participación de los teletrabajadores, en los siguientes 
términos: 
ARTÍCULO 6o. GARANTÍAS LABORALES, SINDICALES Y DE 
SEGURIDAD SOCIAL PARA LOS TELETRABAJADORES. 
(…) 6. Lo dispuesto en este artículo será aplicado de manera que se 
promueva la igualdad de trato entre los teletrabajadores y los demás 
trabajadores, teniendo en cuenta las características particulares del 
teletrabajo y, cuando proceda, las condiciones aplicables a un tipo de 
trabajo idéntico o similar efectuado en una empresa. 
La igualdad de trato deberá fomentarse, en particular, respecto de: 
a) El derecho de los teletrabajadores a constituir o a afiliarse a las 
organizaciones que escojan y a participar en sus actividades; (…) 
Se concluye entonces que no existe ninguna particularidad en la regulación del 
teletrabajo, en cuanto a la representación colectiva y la participación en las 
organizaciones, por parte de los teletrabajadores, quienes gozan de un tratamiento de 
igualdad con los demás trabajadores, lo cual supone que pueden tanto pertenecer a las 
organizaciones que escojan, como también elegir y ser elegidos. 
Sobre este particular, coincide el Gobierno Nacional de Colombia, a través de los 
Ministerios de Trabajo y de Tecnologías de la Información y Comunicaciones de 
Colombia, a través de su portal web 166creado para la divulgación de todo lo relacionado 
con el teletrabajo. 
Es necesario mencionar que el artículo 3 de la ley 1221, fue demandado ante la Corte 
Constitucional bajo el entendido que dentro de las entidades que acompañan al Gobierno 
Nacional en la elaboración de la Política Pública de Fomento al Teletrabajo, no se tuvo 
                                                      
166 En el portal se puede encontrar cuestiones relacionadas con los siguientes interrogantes: ¿Puede un 
teletrabajador hacer parte de un sindicato?; ¿Puede un teletrabajador ser amparado por el fuero sindical?. 
Disponible en: http://www.teletrabajo.gov.co/622/w3-article-8429.html. 
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en cuenta a las organizaciones sindicales, lo cual, podría constituir una omisión 
legislativa. 
La Corte Constitucional, en sentencia C – 351 de 2013167, declaró conforme a la 
Constitución Política la norma demandada, condicionando la interpretación de la norma 
a que debe entenderse que las organizaciones sindicales hacen parte de aquellas entidades 
que acompañarán al Ministerio del Trabajo en su misión de diseñar la política pública de 















                                                      
167 COLOMBIA, CORTE CONSTITUCIONAL. Sentencia de Constitucionalidad de 19 de junio de 2013. 
Magistrado Ponente: Jorge Ignacio Pretelt Chaljub. Sentencia Número C – 351 de 2013 
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El teletrabajo, como nueva modalidad de prestación de servicios a distancia, tiene un 
parcial reconocimiento en la legislación chilena. La incorporación el año 2001 de una 
modificación legal que reconoce como una excepción a la limitación de jornada de trabajo 
a aquél que se desempeña fuera de lugar de trabajo o sitio de funcionamiento de la 
empresa y mediante la utilización de medios informáticos, constituye la única referencia 
a esta nueva figura laboral. 
 
La escasa regulación parece venir de la mano que la escasa utilización de esta figura, de 
cuya ocurrencia el órgano administrativo no ha generado información estadística. 
Independientemente de la ausencia de datos que den contenido empírico a la afirmación 
de escasa utilización de esta figura contractual, es posible observar que se trata de un caso 
en el que la política de derecho dispone una cosa y la práctica otra, y es probable que ello 
tenga que ver con el peso de la cultura de contratación de parte de los empleadores como 
también de los trabajadores, lo que puede llevar en ciertos casos a la deslaboralización o 
aun a la informalidad, en tanto optan en casos asimilables al teletrabajo a la contratación 
civil o derechamente, al trabajo no registrado, aunque no existe evidencia empírica que 
así lo acredite.  
 
1. ¿Existe una regulación del teletrabajo en su ordenamiento jurídico?  
 
En Chile existe una regulación tangencial del teletrabajo a contar del año 2001, cuando 
con la entrada en vigencia de la Ley 19.759 se modifica el artículo 22 del Código del 
Trabajo que regula la jornada de trabajo. En dicho artículo se consideran dentro de las 
excepciones a la limitación de jornada, a aquellos trabajadores que prestan servicios fuera 
del lugar de trabajo o sitio de funcionamiento de la empresa y mediante la utilización de 
medios informáticos o de telecomunicaciones. 
 
Además de lo anterior, recientemente se ha incluido en el Código del Trabajo, en el 
artículo 376, la posibilidad de establecer pactos sobre condiciones especiales que 
permitan a ciertos trabajadores prestar servicios de forma presencial y a distancia. Si bien 
en este caso no se hace mención expresa al uso de tecnología en la prestación de servicios, 
es posible entender comprendida dentro de esta hipótesis al teletrabajo. 




Lo anterior constituye, sin duda, una regulación escasa y que no se pronuncia respecto a 
temas como el tipo de contrato que opera en estos casos, la cantidad de horas de trabajo, 
la prevención de riesgos y accidentes laborales168, la política de remuneración, los 
descansos, etc.  
 
Esta omisión, buscó solucionarse el año 2010, con la presentación por mensaje 
presidencial de un proyecto de ley que regulaba el Contrato de Trabajo a Distancia, dentro 
del cual se concebía el teletrabajo, pero la tramitación de esta iniciativa se detuvo el año 
2013, en razón de la falta de acuerdo político, sin volverse a activar hasta el día de hoy, 
pese a estar presente en las líneas programáticas de los Gobiernos de los Presidentes 
Piñera y Bachelet. 
 
Por otra parte, cabe señalar, que nuestro país no ha ratificado el Convenio 177 de la 
Organización Internacional del Trabajo del año 1996. Sin perjuicio de ello, la Ley 19.759 
de 2001 entre sus fundamentos, reconocía la necesidad de modernizar las formas de 
contratación laboral, de modo que el reconocimiento indirecto que hace del teletrabajo se 
produjo en el marco de esa política de derecho, que a la vez, recondujo al Código del 
Trabajo al contrato de trabajo a domicilio, que había sido deslaboralizado en las reformas 
flexibilizadoras de 1979 y posteriormente regulado en 1993 bajo una norma de presunción 
de no laboralidad, por el que se le reconocía afecto al estatuto laboral sólo si las partes 
expresamente lo convenían. 
 
2. ¿Cuál es el concepto normativo, judicial o que habitualmente se utiliza de 
teletrabajo en su país?  
 
Como se señaló, no existe una regulación acabada y sistemática del teletrabajo, por lo que 
su concepto es más bien una creación doctrinaria a partir de los elementos señalados por 
la ley. Según éstos, estaríamos frente a teletrabajo en toda aquella prestación de servicios 
de un trabajador bajo la subordinación y dependencia de un empleador, a cambio de una 
remuneración determinada, cuando los servicios son prestados en un lugar fuera del lugar 
de trabajo o sitio de funcionamiento de la empresa y mediante la utilización de medios 
informáticos o de telecomunicaciones. 
 
Es decir, en la definición legal de la figura contractual es posible identificar un elemento 
locativo que condiciona su calificación a que los servicios sean prestados fuera del lugar 
de trabajo o sitio de funcionamiento, sin distinguir si ha sido acordado por las partes, 
libremente determinado por el empleador o por el trabajador, o el domicilio de éste 
                                                      
168 MORALES, Gabriela y ROMANIK, Katy (2011). Informe de Actualidad Laboral N°1, Una mirada a la 
figura del teletrabajo, Dirección del Trabajo, Chile. p. 19. 
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último; y un elemento adicional más determinante de la figura, que hace referencia con 
la manera de prestar los servicios, a través del uso de medios informáticos o de 
telecomunicaciones. 
 
La escasa regulación dificulta la comprensión de los efectos de dicha calificación, más 
allá de entender que estos trabajadores no se encuentran sujetos a la limitación de 45 horas 
de trabajo semanal y por ende a la ausencia de control sobre su jornada efectiva, pago de 
horas extraordinarias, u otros temas de difícil determinación a partir de la regla general. 
 
Cabe señalar asimismo, que la ausencia de regulación se explica en parte por el bajo uso 
de esta figura y su nulo seguimiento cuantitativo por parte del órgano administrativo de 
fiscalización, por lo que es probable que exista el teletrabajo y que se desarrolle al amparo 
de contratación informal. 
 
3. ¿Existen diferencias, en el ordenamiento jurídico nacional entre teletrabajador y 
trabajo flexible? 
 
No existe diferenciación entre teletrabajador y trabajo flexible, lo que se explica por la 
ausencia de este concepto jurídico en la propia legislación. 
 
4. ¿La implementación del teletrabajo requiere el expreso consentimiento del 
trabajador? ¿Puede el empresario o el Convenio Colectivo/negociación colectiva 
imponer el teletrabajo a uno o varios trabajadores de manera temporal o definitiva 
de concurrir una serie de causas empresariales (en este caso, especificar causas)?  
 
La ley 20.940 que moderniza la contratación colectiva que entró en vigencia el 1° de abril 
de 2017, incorporó entre sus regulaciones la facultad de los sujetos colectivos de pactar 
condiciones especiales de trabajo que combinen tiempos de trabajo presencial en la 
empresa y fuera de ella.  
 
Este pacto, puede ser celebrado entre organizaciones sindicales y su empleador, siempre 
y cuando las primeras tengan una tasa de sindicalización igual o mayor al 70% y por una 
duración máxima de tres años.  
 
Para acogerse a este pacto, cada trabajador deberá solicitarlo por escrito a su empleador, 
quien deberá responder de igual manera, en el plazo de 30 días desde hecha la solicitud, 
pudiendo aceptarla o rechazarla.  
 
En caso de aceptar la solicitud, trabajador y empleador deberán celebrar un anexo de 
contrato de trabajo que indique: 
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1. El lugar o lugares alternativos a la empresa en que el trabajador prestará los servicios, 
pudiendo ser el hogar del trabajador u otro lugar convenido con el empleador. 
 
2. Las adecuaciones a la jornada de trabajo, si fuere necesario. 
 
3. Los sistemas de control y gestión que utilizará el empleador respecto de los servicios 
convenidos con el trabajador. 
 
4. El tiempo de duración del acuerdo. 
 
Sin perjuicio de lo dispuesto en el número 4, el trabajador podrá en cualquier momento 
volver a sus condiciones originales, dando un aviso al empleador con una anticipación 
mínima de 30 días. 
 
Si bien, este tipo de pacto es considerado originalmente como un mecanismo para permitir 
compatibilizar la vida laboral con las responsabilidades familiares, el artículo 376 del 
Código del Trabajo, señala que también es aplicable a trabajadores jóvenes que cursen 
estudios regulares, mujeres, personas con discapacidad u otras categorías de trabajadores 
que definan de común acuerdo el empleador y la organización sindical. 
 
5. ¿El teletrabajador o el empresario pueden decidir unilateralmente la 
reversibilidad de la situación de teletrabajo, esto es, que el teletrabajador vuelva a 
prestar servicios en el centro de trabajo de la empresa?  
 
Como fue señalado en la pregunta anterior, para el caso de los pactos de condiciones 
especiales que permiten compatibilizan trabajo presencial y a distancia, el trabajador 
puede revertir unilateralmente las nuevas condiciones, volviendo a aquellas pactadas 
originalmente en su contrato de trabajo, con la sola limitación de dar un aviso a su 
empleador con treinta días de anticipación. 
 
Respecto a las otras hipótesis de teletrabajo y dada la ausencia de regulación especial, 
podría entenderse que una modificación unilateral se contrapondría con la regla general 
de los contratos bilaterales, el principio de primacía de la realidad y al carácter consensual 
de los contratos de trabajo, por lo que para volver a las condiciones anteriores debería 
haber acuerdo de las partes. Se trata de la aplicación de la ley del contrato contenida en 
el artículo 1545 del Código Civil. 
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6. ¿Qué previsiones en materia de condiciones de trabajo (intimidad, tiempo de 
trabajo, entre otras) se prevén con relación con el teletrabajador y no respecto del 
trabajador? 
 
No existe este tipo de previsiones particulares, aplicándose la normativa general. 
 
7. ¿Existe alguna previsión concreta en materia de formación y promoción 
profesional respecto del teletrabajador? 
 
No existe este tipo de previsiones particulares, aplicándose la normativa general. 
 
8. ¿Qué previsiones se disponen en materia de seguridad y salud laboral respecto del 
teletrabajador? 
 
El teletrabajador, al ser un trabajador dependiente queda sujeto al deber de protección del 
empleador, que le impone como primera obligación, su incorporación al sistema de 
seguridad social que le da cobertura frente a las contingencias de pensiones, salud, 
accidentes del trabajo y enfermedades previsionales y seguro de invalidez y sobrevivencia 
Dada la falta de normativa especial que ajuste las regulaciones del deber de seguridad al 
teletrabajo, se producen dificultades de compatibilización con esta modalidad de trabajo. 
Así por ejemplo, en el artículo 184 del Código del Trabajo, se señala que el empleador es 
responsable de la protección eficaz de la vida y la salud de los trabajadores debiendo 
mantener las condiciones adecuadas de higiene y seguridad en las faenas, las que al ser 
su domicilio o un lugar libremente elegido por el trabajador, se vuelve de difícil control 
y determinación. Lo mismo ocurre respecto a la obligación de prestar o garantizar los 
elementos necesarios para que los trabajadores en caso de accidente o emergencia puedan 
acceder a una oportuna y adecuada atención médica, hospitalaria y farmacéutica, pues la 
falta de supervigilancia directa deja en manos de la sola voluntad y posibilidad del 
trabajador el conducirse hasta un centro asistencial u hospitalario que pueda brindarle los 
cuidados frente a un siniestro laboral. 
 
9. ¿Hay alguna regulación en materia de “protección de datos” respecto del trabajo 
realizado por el teletrabajador? 
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10. ¿Hay alguna singularidad en materia de representación colectiva con relación a 
los teletrabajadores? ¿son tenidos en cuenta como electores en las elecciones para 
los órganos de representación de los trabajadores? ¿Pueden ser elegibles como 
representantes de los trabajadores? 
 
No existe este tipo de previsiones, por lo que debería aplicarse la regla general que 
reconoce y asegura a todo trabajador el derecho a afiliarse y constituir sindicatos, negociar 
colectivamente y ejercer el derecho a huelga si no se encuentra, en este último caso, en 
las hipótesis de restricción. De este modo, los teletrabajadores de haberlos en la empresa, 
pueden ejercer todos los derechos sindicales, entre ellos los derechos políticos de elegir 
y de ser elegidos representantes sindicales, participar en las asambleas sindicales con 
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Canada is a liberal market economy and as such contract law largely governs the 
employment relationship. Since the early 1950s, employees have been able to negotiate 
the terms and conditions of employment collectively, creating two separate legal regimes 
for unionized and non-unionized employees. Whereas non-unionized employees derive 
their rights from the individual contract of employment and the common law, the rights 
of unionized employees stem from the collective agreement.  
 
These separate legal regimes are somewhat different across jurisdictions. Employers are 
either federally or provincially regulated, but not both. Federally regulated employees 
account for six per cent of the Canadian workforce; the balance is provincially regulated. 
Provincial workplace law is comprised of the common law and an array of provincial 
legislation, which varies across provinces and territories. Employment standards, human 
rights, and health and safety legislation applies to both non-unionized and unionized 
employees. The common law does not apply to unionized workers. 
 
Neither national nor subnational governments have enacted legislation that specifically 
regulates telework. As a result, telework arrangements largely depend on contract and the 
relative bargaining power of employers and workers, which is, of course, different inside 
and outside the unionized workplace. A 2011 Statistics Canada survey found that 11 per 
cent of employees did some of their work at home, a figure unchanged since a similar 
2008 survey. Statistics Canada plans to release new data on telework on November 29, 
2017. It is anticipated that the figure will increase. Businesses are actively looking for 
ways to reduce their costs, which include reducing their real estate footprints in large city 
centres. At the same time the cost residential properties in large city centres is prohibitive 
for many workers, increasing commute times. 
 
1. Is there any regulation on teleworking in your legal system? 
 
i. The Federal Jurisdiction 
In 1996 the International Labour Conference adopted the Home Work Convention (No. 
177) (the “Convention”) and the Home Work Recommendation (No. 184) (the 
“Recommendation”). The Convention requires governments to enact legislation that 
treats teleworkers and wage earners equally for the purposes of workplace rights and 
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protections to the greatest extent possible. Currently ten countries have ratified the 
Convention — Canada is not among them. That said, Canada voted for the adoption of 
the Convention and Recommendation.  
Should a state adopt a convention, the state must take steps to ratify it. It is worth noting, 
however, that the while the federal government of Canada has exclusive authority to 
execute international treaties, the federal government cannot bind provincial governments 
to terms that intrude into their constitutional scope of authority. Should Canada ratify the 
Convention, only workers in the federal jurisdiction would be directly affected. Provincial 
governments would have to ratify the Convention for it to have binding effect within their 
jurisdictions.  
While Canada has not yet ratified the Convention, the federal government has taken steps, 
though not legislative in nature, to bring its employment practices into conformity with 
the Convention. Effective December 9, 1999 the Treasury Board Secretariat (the “TBS”) 
established a telework policy framework that guides all departmental telework policies in 
the Federal Government. Each federal department may create policies that regulate 
telework within their department, but such policies must be consistent with the TBS 
telework policy framework.  
Under the TBS framework, any telework arrangement in the federal public service must 
be the result of an employee-supervisor agreement, which reflects employee-supervisor 
discussions on the following items: (1) the voluntary nature of the arrangement; (2) hours 
of work; (3) whether the arrangement will be regular or episodic; (4) the telework 
location; (5) work objectives; (6) expected results; (7) liability issues; and (8) 
responsibility for costs associated with the telework.  
Should either party request, the agreement must be reduced to writing. According to the 
policy framework, if a telework arrangement is entered into, the employee or employer 
must be able to terminate the telework arrangement provided that reasonable notice is 
given. Collective agreements, terms and conditions of employment, and other existing 
policies must continue to apply to an employee working in a telework arrangement. 
It should also be noted that teleworkers, if determined to be employees, are covered by 
federal minimum standards legislation. Part III of the Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, 
c. L-2, (the “CLC”), provides statutory minimum standards for workers within the federal 
jurisdiction. It speaks to, among other things, hours of work, minimum wages, equal pay, 
vacations, and holidays. Section 167 indicates that the CLC applies to “employment in or 
in connection with the operation of any federal work, undertaking or business”. There are 
no provisions in the CLC that would exclude teleworkers. 
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ii. Non-Unionized Workplaces 
No provincial legislative or judicial law specifically regulates telework or teleworkers. 
However, provincial minimum standards legislation, which sets the minimum threshold 
for work terms and conditions like those mentioned in Part III of the CLC, extends to 
teleworkers so long as they are “employees” rather than “independent contractors” for 
the purposes of the legislation.  
Independent contractors are excluded from the protections of minimum standards 
legislation in Ontario and British Columbia. Section 3 of Ontario’s Employment 
Standards Act, S.O. 2000, c. 4, (the “OESA”), limits the applicability of the act to 
“employees”. Section 3 of British Columbia’s Employment Standards Act, R.S.B.C. 1996 
c. 113, (the “BCESA”), also limits the scope of the Act to “employees”. “Employee” is 
typically interpreted broadly. Whether a teleworker is an “employee” or “independent 
contract” for the purposes of these acts is a fact-driven analysis.  
iii. Unionized Workplaces 
Besides internal government policies that govern telework arrangements in the federal 
service, trade unions are negotiating telework terms and conditions with employers. For 
example, the Canadian Association of Professional Employees reached an agreement on 
telework with the Library of Parliament on behalf of the research officer assistant sub-
group in the research and library services group. Among the terms and conditions agreed 
to Clause 37.01 read: 
[A]t the request of an employee and at the discretion of the employer, an 
employee may be allowed to work from home on an occasional basis. The 
bargaining agent proposed that, in the case of a refusal, the employer 
would have to provide its reasons in writing when requested by an 
employee; see CAPE v. Library of Parliament, 2013 PSLRB 10 at para. 
36. 
The union, in other words, sought to create a contractual right for an employee to request 
telework and the employer consider the request in good faith. The federal government is 
considering a statutory right for such requests. In May 2016, Employment and Social 
Development Canada released a discussion paper titled “Flexible Work Arrangements”, 
which raises the issue of whether Canada should follow other jurisdictions in creating a 
statutory right for employees to request flexible work arrangements whereby the 
employer must, in good faith, consider the request. 
Another example of a trade union bargaining over telework is the collective agreement 
between Hydro One Inc. and the Society of Energy Professionals, which governs the 
workplace from 2016 to 2019 (available online: here). In that collective agreement, 
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should the employer implement telework, the union bargained for the following 
provisions:  
(1) a telework arrangement will be on the mutual consent of the employer and the 
employee;  
(2) the terms and conditions of collective agreement will continue to apply to the 
teleworker;  
(3) teleworkers will not be required to meet with the employer at his or her home;  
(4) telework will not change the employment status of the worker for the purposes 
of benefits and rights under the collective agreement;  
(5) the employer will provide appropriate health and safety advice to the 
teleworker;  
(6) the employer will provide any necessary equipment and insurance;  
(7) termination of the telework arrangement will be subject to negotiation; and  
(8) if the arrangement is terminated the employee will be entitled to relocation 
assistance. 
2. What is the legal or judicial concept of teleworking often used in your country?  
Neither legislation nor the common law regulates teleworking, and as such, there is no 
statutory or judicial concept of telework. Absent a legislative or judicial definition of 
teleworking, workers, unions, and employers that have engaged in or contemplated 
telework arrangements or represented workers engaged in or potentially engaged in 
telework, have developed various contractual definitions. 
As mentioned earlier, the federal government as an employer developed the TBS telework 
policy framework — a policy instrument — which defines telework as “a flexible work 
arrangement whereby employees have approval to carry out some or all of their work 
duties from a telework place”.  
The Public Service Alliance of Canada, a union representing more than 180,000 public 
sector workers across Canada, publically released its position on telework in PSAC Policy 
33. The policy defines telework as “a method of work whereby technology (laptop 
computers, home-based computers, modems, etc.) enables work to be performed away 
from central offices or production facilities … telework usually takes place in the home, 
in satellite offices established away from the central office”. 
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The collective agreement between Hydro One Inc. and the Society of Energy 
Professionals referenced above defines teleworkers as employees who: (1) is working out 
of the office in his or her home; (2) does not normally have another office at Hydro One; 
and (3) is not working at home on an occasional or causal basis. “Occasional” and 
“causal” are not specifically defined in the agreement, but presumably the contract is 
attempting to exclude the worker that sometimes works from home from these provisions. 
3. Are there differences in the national legal system between teleworkers and flexible 
workers? 
Neither national nor subnational legislatures regulate telework, and therefore, there is no 
legislative distinction to be drawn between teleworkers and other workers. Further, the 
common law has not developed any doctrines, rules, or principles to govern telework or 
teleworkers that could distinguish these workers from other kinds of flexible workers. 
4. Does the implementation of telework require consent of workers? Can the 
employer (or the parties via collective agreement/collective bargaining), impose 
(temporary or definitely) telework on workers upon certain entrepreneurial causes? 
In such case, pllease specify them)? 
 
There are two scenarios wherein an employer could require an employee to work from 
home as a condition of employment that are relevant for legal purposes: (1) at the moment 
the contract of employment is formed; and (2) during the normal course of employment. 
If, when hired, an employee is required to work from home as a condition of employment, 
telework becomes a term of the employment contract. There is no common law or 
legislative bar on a condition that requires an employee to work from home. Thus, it may 
be said, that the potential employee is free to accept or reject the employer’s offer of 
employment containing a condition for telework. 
The case of a unilateral change in working conditions is less clear. If an employee has 
been working at an employer’s place of business, the employment contract is silent on 
telework, and the employer later requires that the employee work from home, this may 
constitute a constructive dismissal and the employee may be entitled to notice damages. 
There are few decisions on this point in the unionized environment. In British Columbia 
requiring an employee to work from home was considered in the unionized context in 
A.U.C.E., Local 2 v. Simon Fraser University (1993), 90 B.C.L.R. (2d) 338 (B.C. C.A.). 
In that case the British Columbia Court of Appeal reviewed an Industrial Relations 
Council decision that ruled Simon Fraser University had a right to schedule work in an 
employee’s home. McEachern C.J.B.C. said: 
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“33. It is unnecessary to trace the development of the treasured principles 
of privacy and security to which everyone is entitled in his or her own 
home … There can be no possible doubt, in my view, that an employer has 
no legal right to require an employee to dedicate any part of his home to 
the performance of job functions”. 
In Syndicat des professionnelles du Centre jeunesse de Québec - CSN c. Desnoyers, 
2005 QCCA 110, the Quebec Court of Appeal considered a case similar to A.U.C.E., 
Local 2 v. Simon Fraser University. The court affirmed Chief Justice McEachern’s 
remarks and added: 
 
36. There is, in this case, an infringement of the rights guaranteed by the 
Charter ... It is a physical and psychological intrusion into their homes 
and their private lives. [Translated from the original French] 
5. Can a teleworker or an entrepreneur unilaterally decide to return to a position 
within the enterprise’s premises? 
 
The TBS telework policy framework, which regulates the federal public service, permits 
a teleworker to unilaterally return to a position within the enterprise with reasonable 
notice to the employer. In the collective agreement between Hydro One Inc. and the 
Society of Energy Professionals, an employee who enters into a telework arrangement 
must engage with the local management and the union to determine the terms and 
conditions for cancellation of that the arrangement before it is entered into. 
Where, however, a teleworker is not in a unionized environment, it is an open question 
whether the common law would prevent a teleworker from unilaterally returning to work 
within the enterprise’s premises. There exists no judicial authority on the issue. It is 
conceivable, however, that a unilateral decision to return to the enterprise’s premises 
could constitute a breach of the employment contract where performing work at home as 
become a condition of employment, allowing the employer to terminate the employee 
without notice. 
6. What provisions on labor conditions (privacy, working time, inter alia) are 
established regarding teleworkers and not for regular workers? 
 
No legislative or judicial rule has been established that regulates privacy, hours of work 
or other labour conditions related specifically to teleworkers as opposed to other workers. 
As mentioned, federal and provincial employment standards legislation applies equally 
to teleworkers as it does normal workers so long as the teleworker is considered an 
employee rather than an independent contractor. 
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That said, Ontario has specific inclusionary provisions in its employment standards 
legislation that apply to homeworkers doing industrial work, but not teleworkers who 
typically do service work aided by technology. Section 1 of the OESA defines an 
employee as, among other things, a person who “does work from home”; “homework” is 
defined as “the doing of any work in the manufacture, preparation, improvement, repair, 
alternation, assembly or completion of any article or thing or any part thereof in premises 
occupied primarily as living accommodation, and “homeworker” has a corresponding 
meaning”. 
7. Is there any concrete regulation on training and professional promotion in regard 
to telework? 
There is no concrete regulation on the training and professional promotion of teleworkers. 
The Public Service Alliance of Canada has taken the position in PSAC Policy 33 that 
collective agreements that contemplate telework should have a provision regarding 
training: 
Training for teleworkers must be provided to clarify the implications of 
working away from the central office. Those implications must include an 
awareness of consequences where in the employer's opinion, security is 
breached. Training for managers must be provided from the point of view 
of learning how to supervise teleworkers who work away from the central 
office. 
The collective agreement between Hydro One Inc. and the Society of Energy 
Professionals requires that prior to a telework arrangement, the local management, 
employee, and union agree to a training arrangement. 
8. What provisions on work health and safety are established regarding 
teleworkers? 
Two separate legislative regimes regulate workplace health and safety in the provinces. 
Worker’s compensation legislation provides workers financial redress for workplace 
injuries. If a worker is covered by one of these regimes, a worker is guaranteed 
compensation in the event of injury, regardless of fault absent gross negligence on the 
employee’s part. In many provinces injured workers also have the right to recover 
rehabilitation costs. Coverage under these regimes bars the injured worker from suing the 
employer. Workers compensation is a form of social insurance whereby employers pay 
premiums to a compensation fund to be paid out to injured workers. 
Whereas workers compensation legislation is designed compensate workers for injuries 
occasioned in the workplace, occupational health and safety legislation attempts to 
prevent injuries. Employers covered under these regimes are under a general duty to take 
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steps to reduce the risk of injury and must take under industry-specific steps to reduce 
risks associated with health and safety. Occupational health and safety statutes across 
Canada give employees informational rights, the right to refuse dangerous work, and the 
right protective reassignment. Compliance is ensured through government inspections 
and the threat of penal and civil penalties for non-compliance. 
i. Federal Government 
It should be noted that provincial workers compensation legislation applies to federally 
regulated employees; however, provincial occupational health and safety legislation does 
not regulate federal employees. Instead, federal employees are protected by the 
occupational health and safety provisions contained in Part II of the CLC.  
Teleworkers are effectively excluded from many of the occupational health and safety 
benefits under the CLC. Pursuant to s. 122(1) of the CLC an employee is broadly defined 
as “person employed by an employer”. A teleworker would fit within that definition and 
there are not sections under Part II that could be construed to exclude teleworkers. The 
trouble, however, is that many of the specific duties of an employer are limited to an 
employer controlled workplace under s. 125(1) of the CLC. The result is that much 
protective scope of the CLC does not extend to private homes. 
ii. Ontario  
In Ontario, workers compensation legislation may cover teleworkers depending on the 
industry within which the teleworker works. To be covered under Ontario’s Worker’s 
Compensation Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. W.11, it is necessary that the industry be covered by 
the legislation and the person must be a “worker” for the purposes of the Act. If a 
teleworker had an employer-employee relationship, then they would be covered by the 
Act subject to the industry within which they work.  
Teleworkers do not have the benefits associated with occupational health and safety 
legislation in Ontario. Section 3 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1990, 
c. O.1, (the “OHSA”) states “this Act does not apply to work performed by the owner or 
occupant or a servant of the owner or occupant to, in or about a private residence or the 
lands and appurtenances used in connection therewith”. In Decision No. 2249/16, 2016 
ONWSIAT 2410, the Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Appeals Tribunal 
accepted a finding at first instance that a telework arrangement was not a worksite covered 
by the OHSA. 
iii. British Columbia  
Historically, British Columbia’s worker compensation regime excluded “outworkers” 
from compulsory coverage, and therefore, coverage of a teleworker would depend on 
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whether the employer paid premiums for that worker. However, under British Columbia’s 
current Workers Compensation Act, R.S.B.C. 1996 c. 492, (the “WCA”), the concept of 
“outworkers” has been removed. The result has been to include teleworkers in the regime 
so long as the teleworker is a “worker” under the Act or an independent contractor. 
The WCA allows for the enactment of occupational health and safety regulations. 
Regulations may be made to apply to workers, employers and “all other persons working 
in or contributing to the production of an industry. Since teleworkers are workers under 
the Act unless they are judged to be independent contractors, teleworkers are likely 
covered by the occupational health and safety regulations. To be covered, a teleworker 
must work in an “industry” which is defined as an “establishment, undertaking, trade and 
business”. 
9. Is there any concrete regulation on “data protection” as regard to work 
performed by teleworkers? 
Since policy and contract largely regulate telework, there is no concrete regulation on 
data protection with respect to work performed by teleworkers. Presumably, all data 
protection and privacy obligations that govern work in the enterprise extend to telework. 
That said, the federal government has considered the impact of telework on meeting its 
data and privacy obligations. 
In 2000, Correctional Services Canada (“CSC”) implemented a telework arrangement for 
some of its analysts in compliance with TBS’s telework policy framework. CSC noticed 
that its IT systems were not commensurate with the sensitivity of information transmitted 
over electronic network. It was also observed that documents were removed from CSC 
offices for review at the telework worksite without screening the files to determine the 
level of sensitivity, leading to the conclusion that security measures for physical 
documents was also not commensurate with the information sensitivity.  
In 2007 a working group recommended the following steps to mitigate the data protection 
risks associated with telework, which include: (1) adapt telework offices to meet the 
specifications or a secure room; (2) ensure telework filing cabinets meet security 
requirements; and (3) educate teleworkers on security protocol for the transportation of 
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10. Is there any particular regulation concerning collective representation of 
teleworkers in your legal system? Are they taken into account as electors in the 
process of electing teleworker representatives? Can they be elected as 
representatives of workers? 
 
Canadian collective bargaining statutes are silent on teleworkers. When considering the 
situation of teleworkers vis-à-vis collective bargaining rights it is worthwhile to consider 
the situation of teleworkers before and after trade union certification. 
i. Telework before Trade Union Certification 
For the majority of Canadian workers the collective bargaining model is workplace 
centric — one employer and one workplace. Given the collective bargaining model, the 
existence of significant numbers of teleworkers creates practical difficulties for worker 
organization and union certification. Teleworkers are geographically dispersed and, given 
privacy laws, not easily identified. As a result, communication between union organizers 
and workers is more difficult than in a traditional work arrangement; communication 
between workers themselves is more challenging, too. 
Besides the practical difficulties, there are legal difficulties for organizing teleworkers. 
The “employee” status of teleworkers may be less clear and employers may attempt to 
characterize teleworkers as independent contractors. Independent contractors are 
excluded from the definition of “employee” in collective bargaining legislation in every 
Canadian jurisdiction, and therefore, cannot organize within the various collective 
bargaining regimes. 
ii. Telework after Trade Union Certification  
Since Canadian collective bargaining statutes are silent on teleworkers, there is no 
statutory requirement that teleworkers be given the same participatory rights within the 
union’s organizational structure as other workers. That said, the absence of teleworkers 
from the workplace raises concerns that teleworkers will, in effect, have less participation 
in union decision making, which may also be reflected in collective negotiations. It has, 
however, been left to unions to determine how best to ensure that teleworkers are able to 
participate in union-related activities. There is no legislative bar preventing teleworkers 
from taking union steward positions.  
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